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Abstract
Emerging evidence suggests novel physiologic functions for vitamin K beyond
the vitamin’s canonical role in hemostasis. Mechanisms underlying these functions are
not well characterized, though several are thought to be independent of vitamin Kdependent protein activity and unique to bacterially-synthesized forms of vitamin K
known as menaquinones (MKn). Many gut bacteria synthesize MKn, making the human
gut a potential source of vitamin K, and factors influencing gut bacteria community
composition possible mediators of vitamin K nutriture. However, the contribution of
bacterially-synthesized MKn to human vitamin K nutriture is uncertain due, in part, to an
incomplete characterization of gut MKn content and of the gut bacteria that synthesize
MKn. Moreover, the dietary and non-dietary factors influencing gut bacteria MKn
production have not been elucidated.
The objective of this research was to leverage recent technological advancements
in microbial ecology, bioinformatics and analytical chemistry to characterize gut MKn
content, identify associated gut bacteria, and examine effects of diet-mediated changes in
gut bacteria community composition on gut MKn content. To meet this objective, a
sensitive, selective and high-throughput liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
method for quantifying vitamin K in feces, food and serum was developed and validated.
This assay was then utilized to measure fecal vitamin K content in individuals
participating in two separate diet interventions investigating the effects of whole grainbased diets on gut bacteria community composition and cardiometabolic health.
Collectively, the findings demonstrate that fecal MKn concentrations would
exceed the dietary vitamin K requirement if fully absorbed, and are characterized by
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substantial inter-individual variability in both the quantity and forms of MKn present.
Further, gut bacteria community composition appears to explain this variability, and diet
modifications that alter gut bacteria community composition measurably impact fecal
MKn content. MKn were not detectable in circulation, challenging recent, controversial
reports that MKn synthesized by gut bacteria are present in circulation at concentrations
within the detectable limits of current assays. Cross-sectional associations between fecal
vitamin K content and several biomarkers of cardiometabolic health were observed, and
are hypothesis-generating. However, the associations are limited by small sample sizes
and were not confirmed in longitudinal analysis. As such, the relevance of these findings
to human health is unclear, but merit further investigation. The analytic tools developed
and gut bacteria-MKn interrelationships demonstrated as part of this research provide a
foundation for those investigations.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Significance of proposed research
All known vitamin K vitamers, to include menaquinones (MKn) and
phylloquinone, share bioactivity as cofactors of the γ-glutamate carboxylase enzyme
responsible for activating multiple vitamin K-dependent proteins [1, 2]. Emerging
evidence suggests novel roles for vitamin K in health and disease beyond the vitamin’s
canonical function in hemostasis [3-5]. Mechanisms underpinning these roles are poorly
characterized, but several are thought to be independent of vitamin K-dependent protein
activity and may be unique to MKn [6].
A recent review authored by several experts in the field concluded that both MKn
and PK should be considered when developing future recommendations for vitamin K
intake [7]. However, several significant knowledge gaps were identified which presently
make establishing specific recommendations regarding human vitamin K requirements
difficult. One gap is an incomplete understanding of the contribution of MKn
synthesized by gut bacteria to vitamin K nutriture. This knowledge gap is underpinned
by incomplete characterizations of which gut bacteria synthesize MKn, intra- and
interindividual variability in gut MKn content, the factors contributing to this variability,
and a dearth of information on the systemic bioavailablity of bacterially-synthesized
MKn.
Recent technological advancements in bioinformatics (e.g., [8]) and genetic-based
approaches to studying gut microbiota composition and function [9] provide new
opportunities for addressing these knowledge gaps. The work described in this thesis
leverages these resources in combination with a newly validated method for efficiently
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quantifying fecal MKn content to provide novel insights into relationships between diet,
gut microbiota composition, MKn biosynthesis, and vitamin K nutriture.

1.2 Specific Aims
The overarching aim of this dissertation is to characterize interrelationships between fecal
MKn content, diet, gut microbiota composition, and vitamin K nutriture. The central
hypothesis is that interindividual variability in fecal MKn content is associated with
variability in gut microbiota composition. Altering gut microbiota composition will
concomitantly impact fecal MKn content, but will not impact serum vitamin K vitamer
concentrations.

Specific aim 1
Develop and validate a selective analytical method for quantifying vitamin K vitamers in
fecal and food samples.

Specific aim 2
Quantify human fecal vitamin K vitamer content, and identify associations between fecal
vitamin K vitamer content, gut bacteria, and serum vitamin K vitamer concentrations.
Hypothesis: Interindividual variability in fecal MKn content will be associated with gut
microbiota composition, but will not be associated with serum vitamin K vitamer
concentrations.
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Specific aim 3
Determine to what extent dietary interventions targeting changes in the gut microbiota
alter fecal vitamin K vitamer content.
Hypothesis: Diet-mediated changes in gut microbiota composition will be associated with
changes in fecal MKn content.
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2. Bacterially-synthesized menaquinones and human nutrition
Emerging evidence suggests novel physiologic roles for vitamin K (VK) in
human health and disease [1]. However, attempts to definitively elucidate these roles are
limited by a historical research focus on the metabolism and function of the plant-based
VK vitamer, phylloquinone (PK). Though PK is the predominant dietary form of VK,
multiple additional vitamers, known as menaquinones (MKn), are also present in
commonly consumed foods [2]. Significant amounts of MKn are also synthesized by gut
bacteria. However, relative to PK, comparatively little is known about the metabolism
and function MKn.
A recent review commissioned by the International Life Sciences Institute
concluded that “there is merit for considering both MKn and PK when developing future
recommendations for vitamin K intake” [3]. However, several significant knowledge
gaps were identified which presently preclude making specific recommendations
regarding MKn and human health. One gap is the contribution of MKn synthesized by
gut bacteria to optimal VK nutriture. Previous research concerning this relationship is
limited by small sample sizes, insufficient information of dietary MKn intake, reliance on
cell culture and animal models, and culturally and geographically homogeneous study
populations. Some of these limitations are the result of barriers created by inefficient,
inchoate, and resource- and cost-prohibitive analytic methods. However, recent
technological advancements are poised to overcome these barriers, allowing novel
comprehensive investigations into the contribution of bacterially-synthesized MKn to
human VK nutriture.
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This review is divided into two main sections. In the first section, an overview of
VK structure, function, health effects and dietary sources is provided. The second section
discusses the evidence both supporting and questioning a role for MKn synthesized by
gut bacteria in human health. The review concludes with a summary of knowledge gaps
in the current understanding of bacterial MKn synthesis and human health.
Several related, but distinct terms are used throughout the review, and are defined
in Box 1 for clarity.
Box 1 | Terminology used in this review
Gut microbiota

The collection of microorganisms inhabiting the mammalian gut.

Gut microbiome

The genetic capacity of the gut microbiota.

Menaquinones
(MKn)

Menaquinones (i.e., MK4 through MK13).

Bateriallysynthesized MKn

MKn known to be synthesized by the gut microbiota (i.e., MK5
through MK13).

Dietary MKn

MKn known to be present in food products (i.e., MK4 through
MK10);

Vitamin K
(VK)

Phylloquinone and MKn

2.1 Vitamin K: structures, function, health effects and dietary sources
2.1.1 Discovery of vitamin K
The discovery of vitamin K began with a series of studies conducted in the late
1920’s and early 1930’s reporting a hemorrhagic condition in chickens fed various diets
subjected to ether-extraction or consisting of dried fish-meal [4-8], but not diets
consisting of meat scraps [6]. It was subsequently shown that a fat-soluble compound
distinct from vitamins A, D and E, and present in the non-sterol fraction of the nonsaponifiable matter of hog-liver, egg yolk, hemp seeds and various vegetables prevented
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hemorrhage [9]. This factor was named vitamin K and later determined to be
phylloquinone.
The discovery of menaquinones followed shortly thereafter after a second antihemorrhagic factor was discovered. When diets previously shown to induce a
hemorrhagic condition were fed to chicks following storage in moist conditions or after
being allowed to putrefy, the hemorrhagic condition failed to develop [10]. These
findings implicated bacterial synthesis of an anti-hemorrhagic factor, and subsequent
studies demonstrated vitamin K-like activity of a substance produced by multiple
different bacteria [11]. During this time an ether-extractable, anti-hemorrhagic
compound from feces of chicks fed a VK-deficient diet was also isolated [12]. By 1940,
it was known that the compound isolated from putrefied fish meal and chick feces
differed in structure from the known structure of vitamin K in that the compound
contained an unsaturated rather than a saturated side chain at the 3-position of a
napthoquinone ring. This structural difference necessitated a different naming
convention; hence, the name vitamin K2 was given to the newly discovered bacteriallysynthesized anti-hemorrhagic compound and vitamin K1 to the previously discovered
plant-based compound [13, 14]. Nearly 20 yr passed before investigators realized that
bacteria synthesized multiple vitamin K2 forms with varying side chain lengths [15, 16]
which are now collectively known as menaquinones.

2.1.2 Vitamin K vitamer structures
K vitamins are a family of fat-soluble vitamers that act as enzyme cofactors
required for carboxylating peptide-bound glutamate residues to form γ-carboxyglutamate
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(Gla) [17]. Cofactor activity is conferred by a polar 2-methyl-1,4-napthoquinone ring
(also known as menadione; Figure 1A) shared by all VK vitamers. Individual VK
vitamers are distinguished by the length and saturation of a lipophilic side chain attached
at the 3-position of the napthoquinone ring. PK is characterized by a unique side chain of
four isoprenoid units, three of which are reduced (Figure 1B), and is synthesized by
plants and cyanobacteria [17]. In contrast, MKn are characterized by unsaturated side
chains of 2 to 15 repeating isoprenoid residues (Figure 1D) [18]. MKn (n defining the
number of isoprenoid units in the side chain) are predominantly microbiological in origin,
with MK5 through MK13 being the most commonly observed forms [18, 19] (see section
2.2.1). The exception is MK4 (Figure 1C) which is endogenously synthesized by
mammals via conversion of PK or menadione [20].

Figure 1 | Forms of vitamin K
A) menadione, B) phylloquinone, C) menaquione-4, D) menaquinone-n+1. Adapted from [1].

2.1.3 Dietary sources of vitamin K
PK is the predominant dietary form of vitamin K and is plant-based, found
primarily in green leafy vegetables and their oils [21]. Relative to PK, little is known
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about the abundance and distribution of MKn in the food supply [2]. In several countries,
including the United States, menadione is added to some animal feeds. MK4 can be
endogenously synthesized from menadione [20], and meat products derived from animals
consuming menadione-supplemented diets do contain biologically meaningful amounts
of MK4 (Table 1) [22, 23].
Table 1. Regional variability in the menaquinone-4 content (μg/100g) of commonly
consumed animal products.1
Food item
United States2
Netherlands3
Japan4
Chicken, various cuts
13.6 – 31.6
5.8 - 11.3
27 ± 15
Pork or ham, various cuts

0.2 – 9.9

1.7 – 2.4

6±2

Beef, various cuts

1.1 – 9.3

0.7 - 1.3

15 ± 7

15.5

29.1 – 33.5

64 ± 31

Egg yolk
1

Adapted from Walther et al. [2].
From Elder et al. [23], values are range of ≥ 4 nationally-representative samples.
3
From Schurgers et al. [24], values are range of ≥ 6 locally-representative samples (Maastricht, The
Netherlands).
4
From Kamao et al. [25], values are mean ± SD of 3 locally-representative samples (Kobe, Japan).
2

In contrast to MK4, MK5-13 are derived solely from bacterial biosynthesis [18].
As such, fermented foods and foods in which bacteria are used as starter cultures or
probiotics (i.e., live bacteria added to foods) are likely the predominant dietary sources of
MK5-13 (Table 2). However, few studies have attempted to quantify MK5-13 in the
food supply [24-29]. Those that have suggest that the primary food sources of MK5-10
in most countries are likely cheeses with other fermented animal and vegetable products
also making a small contribution to MKn intake [2]. These studies also report that MK510 concentrations can be highly variable even within the same type of food, ranging from
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non-detectable to as high as 118 µg/100g in the same type of food, and that MK8, MK9
and MK10 appear to be the most abundant bacterially-derived MKn in the diet [2].
In countries where fermented dairy products are commonly consumed, dietary
sources of MK5-13 may make substantial contributions to meeting dietary VK
requirements. For example, in European cohorts MK5-13 have been estimated to
comprise up to 25% of total VK intake [30-32]. In contrast, MK5-13 are not thought to
be a significant dietary source of VK in countries where fermented dairy is not commonly
consumed. However, the lack of comprehensive information on dietary MK5-13 sources,
and limitations of the dietary intake assessments used in these estimates precludes
definitive conclusions. Moreover, there are notable exceptions. For example, in Japan
consumption of natto, a fermented soybean product containing ~1 mg MK7/100g [24,
25], significantly contributes to VK intake in some individuals [25].
In summary, current evidence indicates that dietary MKn intake is likely highly
variable across nations due to regional differences in both dietary habits and food
production practices. As such, characterizing region-specific food menaquinone content
will be imperative to identifying health effects of menaquinones in future studies.
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Table 2. Representative ranges of measured menaquinone contents of dairy foods and
some fermented food products.
Food
MK-4
MK-5
MK-6
MK-7
MK-8
MK-9
MK-10
Milka
Whole

0.8

0.1

nd

nd - 2.0b

nd

nd

nd

Buttermilk

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6

1.4

nd

0.6 – 1.0

0.1 – 0.3

nd – 0.2

nd - 0.4

0.2 – 2.0

nd – 4.7

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd – 0.1

nd

nd

Curd

0.4

0.1

0.2

0.3

5.1

18.7

nd

Hard

4.7 – 10.2

1.5

nd – 3.0

nd - 2.3

nd - 16.9

nd - 51.1

nd – 6.5

nr

nr

1.0 – 3.5

nd – 2.1

2.5 – 7.3

10.0 – 32.1

nd – 13.8

3.7

0.3

0.4 – 2.6

nd – 1.7

2.1 – 14.0

6.6 – 94.0

nd – 5.7

13.5 – 15.9

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nr

5.2 – 5.6

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nr

Sourdough
bread

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nr

Salami

9.0

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

Sauerkraut

0.4

0.8

1.5

0.2

0.8

1.1

nd

nd – 2.0

7.5

13.8

939 -998

84.1

nd

nd

Yogurt

b

Whole
Skimmed
Cheese

b

Semi-hard
Soft
Butter/Cream
Butter
Whipping
cream

b

Otherb

Natto
a

(μg/100mL) b(μg/100g)
Values represent the mean concentration (if 1 study), or lowest and highest mean concentrations (if ≥ 2
studies or foods within the same category) reported in representative studies from the United States, Europe
and Japan. Studies reported values as a range or mean of multiple samples for each food type. MK 11-13
concentrations were not reported in any study. MK, menaquinone; nd, not detectable; nr, not reported.
Adapted Walther et al. [2].
1

2.1.4 Vitamin K function and health effects
All VK vitamers are enzyme cofactors required for the post-translational
carboxylation of glutamate residues on several proteins known as vitamin K-dependent
proteins (VKDP) [33-37]. Vitamin K-dependent carboxylation of VKDP forms γcarboxyglutamate residues which can chelate calcium ions and results in a functioning
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protein [1, 38]. The metabolic effects of VKDP are diverse with several involved in
VK’s canonical function as a pro-coagulant, while others such as osteocalcin (OC) and
matrix Gla-protein (MGP) [39] regulate aspects bone metabolism [40] and vascular
calcification [41], respectively (Table 3).
Table 3. Localization and function of vitamin K-dependent proteins.1
Protein
Site of
Metabolic function
Biomarker of
synthesis
vitamin K status2
Factors II, VII,
Liver
Procoagulant
Prothrombin time
IX, X
PIVKA-II
Proteins C, Z

Liver

Anticoagulant

Protein S

Liver,
extrahepatic
tissues

Cofactor for protein C, ligand
activating tyrosine kinase
receptors, regulation of
immune response, regulation of
phagocytosis

Osteocalcin

Bone, dentin

Bone remodeling and
mineralization

ucOC

Matrix Gla
protein

Bone, blood
vessel wall,
most tissues

Calcification inhibitor

dp-ucMGP

Periostin

Bone marrow

Bone development, bone and
heart maintenance and repair

Gas6

Most tissues

ligand activating tyrosine
kinase receptors, regulation of
phagocytosis, promotion and
regulation of: cell survival,
proliferation and migration,
cell-cell adhesion, platelet
signaling, and immune
response

Proline-rich Gla
proteins

Most tissues

Unknown

12
1

Adapted from Shearer 2009 [38] and McCann 2009 [42]. dp-ucMGP; dephosphorylated uncarboxylated
matrix Gla-protein; PIVKA, proteins induced by vitamin K deficiency or antagonists; ucOC,
undercarboxylated osteocalcin.
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Additonal biomarkers of vitamin K status include serum/plasma phylloquinone concentrations, tissue PK
and MK4 concentrations, and urinary Gla concentrations. MK5-13 have been detected in liver, gut and
stool; however, their utility as biomarkers of vitamin K status is undetermined.

Though VK’s role in human health and disease remains undetermined beyond the
vitamin’s canonical function in coagulation and a function in bone calcification during
fetal development, roles for VK in bone, cardiovascular and metabolic health, brain
function, inflammation, and cancer have been proposed [1, 17]. Biologic plausibility for
these putative health effects is largely attributed to the diverse actions of VKDP. For
example, the increased calcium binding affinity conferred by VK-dependent gammacarboxylation of OC and MGP is thought to promote bone mineralization and deter
vascular calcification, respectively [41]. Though controversial [43], some have suggested
that undercarboxylated osteocalcin (ucOC) may modulate glucose homeostasis and
insulin sensitivity [44]. Further, Gas6 and protein S are both expressed in the brain,
among other tissues, and may influence cognition through effects on cell signaling,
survival and growth [45].
VKDP-independent health effects of VK, and MK4 in particular, have also been
proposed. These include anti-proliferative, anti-carcinogenic, anti-inflammatory and
anti-oxidant function, and modulation of sphingolipid synthesis [1, 17, 45]. Antiinflammatory effects of several VK vitamers including PK, MK4 and MK7 have been
attributed to suppression of NF-κB pathway activity [46-50]. Identifying additional
mechanisms underlying the proposed VKDP-independent effects of vitamin K is an
emerging area of research. However, to date, the relevance of many of these studies to
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human health is difficult to determine due to a reliance on in vitro models utilizing supraphysiologic vitamin K concentrations.
The current knowledge base concerning the health effects of VK beyond
coagulation derived from epidemiologic studies and clinical trials is summarized in the
remainder of this section. This knowledge base is predominated by observations from
studies examining dietary (food or supplements) intake of PK, and to a much lesser
extent MK4 and MK7. Few trials have examined associations between health outcomes
and other MKn forms, and none have directly examined associations between bacterial
MKn synthesis in the gut and health outcomes.
A growing body of epidemiologic evidence does generally support favorable
effects of VK on bone [51] and cardiovascular health [52], inflammation [53-56], cancer
risk [32, 57], insulin sensitivity [58-60], and brain function [61]. Limited
epidemiological evidence also suggests the possibility of unique and different roles for
PK and MKn in human health. For example higher MKn intake, but not PK intake, has
been associated with less vascular calcification [30, 62-64] and reduced coronary heart
disease risk [31, 65]. However, the epidemiologic evidence base is limited by the
infrequent use of appropriate VK status biomarkers (e.g., failing to measure
serum/plasma PK or reporting total ucOC rather than %ucOC), and the fact that dietary
PK intake appears to be a marker for a generally healthy diet [66] which introduces the
possibility of residual confounding.
With respect to studies examining MKn intake, an additional limitation is the
questionable validity of using current food databases to estimate MKn intake [2]. These
databases are not comprehensive, and are only available for a few countries which
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precludes capturing regional differences within the MKn content of the food supply. As
discussed previously (e.g. Table 1), these regional differences likely are not trivial.
An additional limitation to epidemiologic studies examining dietary MKn and
health is the lack of a validated biomarker of MKn intake. Current biomarkers of VK
status (see Table 3) cannot differentiate between PK and MKn intake, and whether blood
MKn concentrations can be utilized as a biomarker of MKn intake or MKn status (if
biosynthesis by gut bacteria is considered), is controversial. Although MK4, MK7 and
MK9 have been measured in postprandial circulation when consumed in concentrated
doses (e.g., ≥ 0.65 µmol [420 µg] for MK7, ≥ 2 µmol for MK4 [890 μg] and MK9 [1.5
mg]) [24, 33, 67, 68], the bioavailability of other MKn forms and of MKn as naturallyoccurring food components has not been examined. As such, to what extent circulating
MKn concentrations reflect dietary intake is uncertain. More importantly, MKn are
rarely measured in fasted blood samples by current methods due to low circulating
concentrations, and interfering compounds in plasma and serum. The primary exception
is MK7 which has been detected in several Japanese cohorts [69-71] where natto is a
common dietary source of MK7, and in individuals receiving MK7 supplements over
multiple days [33, 68, 72]. A sensitive HPLC-tandem mass-mass spectrometry method
[73] has also been used to quantify plasma MK4 concentrations in Japanese women,
though nearly half of the cohort did not have detectable concentrations [69]. Few
additional studies have reported detecting MKn in fasted blood samples. A notable
exception is a recent publication which reported plasma PK and MK4-7 concentrations in
Italian adults [74]. However, the validity of the MKn concentrations reported in that
study is questionable for several reasons. First, the authors did not validate the HPLC
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method used. Second, the reported ranges of MK4-7 are within the quantification limits
of previously validated methods [24, 73]. As such, the reported MK4-7 concentrations
are tenuous, and may reflect detection of co-eluting compounds rather than MKn due to
poor assay selectivity. Unfortunately the authors did not confirm their results using a
more selective method such as HPLC-tandem mass-mass spectrometry, and the utility of
using circulating MKn concentrations as a biomarker of MKn intake remains
questionable.
In lieu of the limitations within the epidemiologic literature, more convincing
evidence of VK’s role in human health and disease can be derived from randomized,
controlled trials. To date, several relevant trials have been completed, with the primary
focus being bone health and fracture risk. These trials were recently summarized by two
separate meta-analyses which concluded that current evidence indicates that VK
supplementation, primarily with MK4, reduces fracture risk [75] and bone loss at some
anatomical sites [76]. However, many of the studies included in the meta-analyses used
pharmacological doses of MK4 or were of poor quality, and therefore cannot be taken as
conclusive evidence that increasing dietary VK intake improves bone health outcomes.
Fewer randomized controlled trials have examined intake of vitamers other than MK4
and bone health outcomes (Table 4). Those that have consistently report reduced
circulating ucOC concentrations following PK [77-81] or MK7 [82-86] supplementation.
However, the effects on biomarkers of bone turnover have been variable and the impact
on clinical outcomes, such as BMD, are inconsistent (Table 4).
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Table 4. Randomized, clinical trials of PK or MK7 supplementation and bone health.1
Reference
Population
Dose and duration
Main findings
(VK vs. control)
Binkley et al., 2009 381 postmenopausal 1 yr:
↔BMD-LS
[77]
women
1 mg/d PK
↔BMD-femur
↓%ucOC
Braam et al., 2003
[78]

181 postmenopausal
women

3 yr:
1 mg/d PK

↑BMD-FN
↔BMD-LS
↓ucOC

Bolton-Smith et al.,
2007 [79]

244 postmenopausal
women

2 yr:
200 μg/d PK;
200 μg/d PK + Ca +
Vit D

↔BMD-FN
↔BMD-radius
↔BMD-trochanter

Booth et al., 2008
[80]

452 older adults

3 yr:
500 μg/d PK

↔BMD
↔BMD-FN
↔BMD-LS
↓%ucOC

Chueng et al., 2008
[81]

440 postmenopausal
women with
osteopenia

2-4 yr:
5 mg/d PK

↔BMD-FN
↔BMD-hip
↔BMD-LS
↔BMD-radius
↓%ucOC

Emaus et al., 2010
[82]

334 postmenopausal
women

1yr:
360 μg/d MK7

↔BMD
↔BMD-LS
↔BMD-FN
↔BMD-hip
↓ucOC

Forli et al., 2010
[83]

94 adults post-organ
transplant

1 yr:
180 μg/d MK7

↑BMD-LS
↔BMD-FN
↓ucOC

Kanellakis et al.,
2012 [84]

173 postmenopausal
women

1 yr:
100 μg/d PK + Ca +
Vit D in yogurt;
100 μg/d MK7 + Ca
+ Vit D in yogurt

↑BMD
↑BMD-LS
↓%ucOC

Katsuyama et al.,
2004 [85]

73 premenopausal
women

1 yr:
155 μg/d MK7 from
natto

↓ucOC
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Knapen et al., 2013
[86]

1

244 postmenopausal
women

3 yr:
180 μg/d MK7

↑BMD
↑BMD-LS
↑BMD-FN
↔BMD-hip
↓ucOC

BMD, bone mineral density; LS, lumbar spine; FN, femoral neck; ucOC, undercarboxylated osteocalcin;
%ucOC, percent of total osteocalcin that is undercarboxylated; ↑, attenuated decrease relative to control or
no decrease; ↓, decrease; ↔, no effect.

Few randomized trials have examined the effects of VK supplementation on
health outcomes unrelated to bone health (Table 5). Two randomized controlled trials
investigating the effects of PK supplementation on cardiovascular outcomes reported that
PK supplementation reduced the progression of existing coronary artery calcification in
older adults [87], and favorably impacted carotid artery compliance in postmenopausal
women [88]. In addition, MK7 supplementation has been shown to dose-dependently
reduce circulating dp-ucMGP concentrations [72, 89, 90]. However, the duration of these
trials was not sufficient to determine whether this effect reduces vascular calcification or
leads to other cardiovascular health benefits, nor did the trials include clinical events.
Randomized trials examining effects of VK supplementation on insulin sensitivity are
sparse and inconsistent [58, 91, 92]. The lone randomized trial to examine VK
supplementation and inflammation reported no effect of PK intake on IL-6 or C-reactive
protein [54].
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Table 5. Randomized, clinical trials of vitamin K supplementation and cardiometabolic
health.1
Reference
Population
Dose and
Main findings
duration
(VK vs. control)
Cardiovascular disease
Braam et al., 2004
108 postmenopausal 3y:
↑carotid artery
[88]
women
1 mg/d PK
distensibility,
compliance, elasticity
Shea et al., 2009
[87]

388 older adults

3 y:
500 μg/d PK

↓CAC progression

Insulin sensitivity
Choi et al., 2011
[91]

33 young men

4 wk;
30 mg/d MK4

↑insulin sensitivity
↓%ucOC

Kumar et al., 2010
[92]

42 postmenopausal
women

1 y;
1 mg/d PK

↔HOMA-IR
↔insulin
↓%ucOC

Yoshida et al., 2008
[58]

355 older adults

3 y;
500 μg/d PK

↓HOMA-IR (men)
↔HOMA-IR (women)
↓insulin (men)
↔insulin (women)
↓%ucOC

379 older adults

3 y;
500 μg/d PK

↔IL-6
↔CRP

Inflammation
Shea et al., 2008
1

CAC, coronary artery calcification; CRP, C-reactive protein; %ucOC, percent of total osteocalcin that is
undercarboxylated; ↑, increase; ↓, decrease; ↔, no effect.

In summary, several roles for VK beyond coagulation, and with mechanistic
underpinnings that are both dependent and independent of the vitamin’s canonical
enzyme cofactor activity have been proposed. A growing body of epidemiological
evidence supports a role for VK in bone and cardiometabolic health, but suffers from
multiple limitations, rendering this evidence base hypothesis-generating, but
inconclusive. Pharmacologic supplementation with MK4 does appear to improve bone
health outcomes, but studies providing physiologic doses of PK or MKn are equivocal
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with respect to bone health. Several randomized trials do suggest some cardiometabolic
benefit associated with VK supplementation. However, evidence is sparse, and
additional randomized, controlled trials are needed before definitive conclusions
regarding novel physiologic roles of VK can be drawn. Of note, none of the randomized
trials conducted to date have considered the relevance of bacterially-synthesized MKn in
the response to VK supplementation.
2.2 Gut bacteria biosynthesis of menaquinones and vitamin K nutriture
The discovery of MKn and the understanding that MKn are synthesized by
bacteria directly resulted from the study of anti-hemorrhagic factors in chicks in the
1930’s (see section 2.1.1). However, the study of MKn since that time has primarily
been conducted by biochemists and microbiologists aiming to understand MKn
biosynthesis and function in bacteria. The role of MKn in human nutrition has received
far less attention.

2.2.1 Menaquione function and synthesis in bacteria
Menaquinones play critical roles in prokaryotic respiratory electron transport
chains by functioning as electron and proton carriers in the cytoplasmic membrane during
aerobic and anaerobic respiration (Figure 2) [18, 93]. In some prokaryotic species, MKn
also have purported function as antioxidants, and in cell signaling, ATP synthesis,
membrane transport, pyrimidine biosynthesis, colony formation, and sporulation [94-96].
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Figure 2 | Role of menaquinones in electron transport [19].
Menaquinones (MK) shuttle electrons from Complexes I and II to Complex III, and from Complex III to
Complex IV in some prokaryotic electron transport chains.

Two separate pathways of MKn biosynthesis are known to exist in bacteria
(Figure 3) [18, 94, 97]. In both pathways, the isoprenoid side chain is synthesized
separately from the napthoquinone ring. In the final steps of MKn biosynthesis,
prenylation of the napthoquinone precursor 1,4-dihydroxy-2-napthoate, forms dimethylMKn which is subsequently methylated to form MKn. Some bacteria also appear capable
of utilizing exogenous MKn-precursors, PK or MKn for respiration [98-100]. However,
the mechanisms by which these compounds are incorporated into bacteria, and whether
PK and MKn are interconverted to other MKn forms are not well characterized [18].
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Figure 3 | Menaquinone biosynthetic pathways in bacteria [101]

Many, though not all bacteria, synthesize MKn. Those that do synthesize MKn
tend to produce a predominant MKn form, but also synthesize a limited number of
additional MKn of similar side chain lengths of which MK5 through MK13 are the most
common [19]. Side chain length is thought to be determined by prenyl diphosphate
synthases [18, 94], rather than a specificity of prenyltransferases for isoprenyl
diphosphate substrates of a certain chain length [102]. Within genera, the predominant
forms of MKn synthesized seem to be shared across species [19]. Several bacterial
species lack the methylase required to form MKn and exclusively produce dimethyl-MKn
[19]. In general, gram-positive bacteria primarily produce MKn, while gram-negative
bacteria produce MKn and dimethyl-MKn [19].
Although dietary sources of MKn appear limited, the human gut provides an
alternative source of MKn. Trillions of microorganisms, collectively known as the gut
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microbiota, inhabit the human gut. The collective genetic capacity of the gut microbiota,
known as the gut microbiome, far exceeds that of humans and mediates a mutualism
between microbes and host [103, 104]. This mutualism includes a capacity of the
microbiota to synthesize essential vitamins including VK in the form of MK5-13 [105].
In order for bacterially-synthesized MKn to directly impact human health (as
opposed to indirect effects resulting from modulating the growth of gut bacteria), several
conditions should be met: 1) the gut microbiota must actively synthesize MKn, 2) MKn
must be bioavailable (i.e., reach the intestinal barrier and either stimulate signaling
pathways or be absorbed and transported to, stored in and utilized by tissues), and 3)
MKn must be bioactive. As discussed in section 2.1, MKn are bioactive as enzyme
cofactors and may have bioactivity that is independent of enzyme cofactor activity. The
biosynthesis and bioavailability of bacterially-synthesized MKn are examined in the
subsequent subsections.

2.2.2 The gut as a menaquinone reservoir
The MKn profiles of more than 100 bacterial strains found within several genera
common to the human gut have been characterized [19, 106-108]. Using thin layer
chromatography to identify MKn extracted from cultured bacterial isolates, these studies
have demonstrated that MKn-biosynthesis is species-specific, with the multiple forms of
MKn synthesized by individual species differing primarily at the genus-level (Table 6).
However, thousands of species representing hundreds of genera colonize the human gut
[103, 109]. Current knowledge regarding MKn biosynthesis within these species is
limited both by the magnitude of this diversity and by the inability to use current culture-
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based techniques for studying many gut bacteria. As a result, MKn biosynthesis by
predominant bacteria within the gut microbiota is not well characterized. For example,
MKn biosynthesis does not appear to have been empirically examined within six of the
eight most abundant genera measured within fecal samples collected from an
international cohort [109] (Table 7). However, recent technological advancements in
genetic-based approaches to studying the gut microbiome such as 16S rDNA sequencing
and Sanger-sequencing now make it possible to efficiently explore the composition and
functional capacity of all bacteria comprising the gut microbiome [110, 111]. These
innovations will facilitate novel exploration into in vivo relationships between the gut
microbiome and MKn biosynthesis.

Table 6. Empirically measured MKn
biosynthesis within select genera of the
gut microbiota.1
Genus
Predominant MKn
Bacteroides
MK9, MK10, MK11
Bacillus
MK7
Desulfovibrio
MK6
Enterococci
MK8, MK9
Eschericia
MK8
Propionibacteria MK9(H4)
Prevotella
MK11, MK12, MK13
Veillonella
MK6, MK7

Table 7. MKn biosynthesis of the
predominant genera within the fecal
microbiota.1
Genus
Predominant MKn
Bacteroides
MK9, MK10, MK11
Faecalibacterium Unknown
Bifidobacterium
None
a
Lachnospiraceae Unknown
Roseburia
Unknown
Alistipes
Unknown
Collinsella
Unknown
Blautia
Unknown

Adapted from refs [19, 106-108] and
www.metacyc.org.

Genera listed in order of relative abundance as
reported by Arumugam et al. [109]. Adapted from
refs [19, 106-108] and www.metacyc.org.
a
Unclassified.

1

1

Importantly, although MKn biosynthetic capability within many of the genera
within the human gut can be inferred using genetic-based approaches (e.g., [112]), the
capacity to synthesize MKn does not unequivocally translate into MKn biosynthesis in
vivo as environmental factors such as pH, temperature and oxygen availability are known
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to alter MKn biosynthesis [15, 93, 113]. Nor does the presence of bacterial DNA in
samples distinguish between senescence and growth. Therefore, to understand the role of
the gut microbiota and bacterially-synthesized MKn in human VK nutriture, concomitant
measurement of gut microbiota composition and MKn biosynthesis is essential. No study
published to date has taken this approach. Consequently, current evidence regarding
relationships between gut microbiota composition and MKn biosynthesis is fragmented
and indirect.
Both the distal small intestine and large intestine appear to be reservoirs of
bacterially-synthesized MKn [114]. In the only study to quantify MKn content along the
human gastrointestinal tract, Conly et al. [114] reported a progressive increase in MKn
concentrations from the jejunum to the colon. Of note, gut bacteria density likewise
increases progressively from the stomach to the rectum [115] suggesting an association
between bacterial density and MKn biosynthesis. The unequal distribution of separate
MKn reported by Conly et al. was consistent with two earlier studies [106, 116] (Table
8), and also suggestive of an association between gut microbiota composition and MKn
biosynthesis. Specifically, what appears to be the most abundant MKn in human feces,
MK10, is synthesized by what is often the predominant genus identified in human fecal
samples, Bacteroides [103, 109, 117]. Collectively, these studies provide strong, albeit
indirect, evidence that the gut microbiota actively synthesize MKn.
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Table 8. Vitamin K vitamer content of adult human feces and intestinal tissues (μg/g dry
wt).1
Sakano et Ramotar et
Conly et al, 1992 [114]b
al, 1986a
al, 1984
[116]
[106]b
Feces
Feces
Feces
Term. Jejunumc
Total
c
ileum
intestinec
n
4
4
10
2
2
5
PK
1.8
0.7
1.3 ± 0.4
NR
NR
NR
MK4
0.2
0.4 ± 0.3
MK5
0.2
0.2 ± 0.4
2.7
5.5 ± 0.8
0.9
0.01
MK6
0.8
0.4 ± 0.4
MK7
0.8
0.6 ± 0.5
MK8
0.2
NQ
NQ
NR
NR
NR
MK9
0.8
2.9 ± 3.6
15.3
14.5 ± 0.9
7.9
0.02
MK10
7.5
8.1 ± 8.1
MK11
3.6
NM
NQ, (detected
NR
NR
NR
in 9/10)
MK12
3.4
NM
NM
NR
NR
NR
MK13
3.6
NM
NM
NR
NR
NR
MK14
0.6
NM
NM
NR
NR
NR
MK15
0.1
NM
NM
NR
NR
NR
1

Mean ± SD. MK, menaquinone; NM, Not measured; NR, not reported; NQ, not quantifiable; PK,
phylloquinone; Term, terminal. aVariability not reported. bMK4-MK7 and MK9-10 reported as a sum rather
than individual MKn concentrations. cEffluent, not tissue, samples.

2.2.3 Bioavailability of bacterially-synthesized menaquinones
The bioavailability of bacterially-synthesized MKn is poorly characterized.
Intestinal absorption of dietary MKn likely proceeds through the bile salt-dependent
pathway common to most dietary lipids and fat-soluble vitamins [17]. Though
comprehensive comparative absorption studies of MKn in humans are lacking, isoprenoid
side chain length appears to alter cellular uptake and transport of MKn relative to PK [24,
33, 68], with animal models suggesting that intestinal absorption of MKn decreases with
increasing isoprenoid side-chain length [118].
The likely bile-salt requirement for MKn absorption [119-121] is not trivial when
considering to what extent bacterially-synthesized MKn synthesized impact human
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health. Bile salts are reabsorbed in the ileum resulting in low concentrations in the colon
where gut bacteria density is approximately 100 fold and 1000 fold greater than that of
the ileum and jejunum, respectively [115]. Moreover, limited evidence suggests that
MKn absorption in the colon is negligible in the absence of bile salts [122, 123].
However, MKn-synthesizing bacteria are present throughout much of the gastrointestinal
tract including the ileal mucosa [112, 124-126] where bile salt concentrations are higher.
For example, studies have reported that the phylogenetic composition of bacterial
communities inhabiting the small bowel is not substantially different from those
inhabiting the large bowel [125, 126] (Figure 4). Whether the amounts of different MKn
forms available for absorption differs between the small and large bowels is unclear as
one study noted that the small bowel relative to the large bowel was enriched in Bacillus,
a MK7-synthesizing genus, but had a lower abundance of Bacteroides, a MK9-11
synthesizing genus [125]. In contrast, a separate study reported similar mean abundances
of several MKn-synthesizing phylotypes including Eubacteria, Bacteroides,
Desulfovibrio, and Enterobacteria between terminal ileum and colonic mucosal samples
[126]. Nonetheless, the collective available evidence suggests that MKn are present in
the terminal ileum where bile salts could facilitate absorption, although likely in much
lower amounts than are present in the colon.
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Figure 4 | Comparison of phylotypes isolated from colon and small intestinal tissue
samples. The phylogenetic trees depict classification of 16S rRNA gene sequences isolated from colon
(left) and small intestine (right) tissue samples. Numbers within wedges represent the proportion of
sequences within colon or small intestine sample sets assigned to a particular phylotype. Wedge areas
represent the number of taxa within each phylotype. Adapted from from Frank et al. [125].

A separate issue from the presence of MKn in the gastrointestinal tract is that the
actual amount of MKn measured in feces (and elsewhere in the gut) that is actually
available for absorption is likely a small fraction of what is measured. Due to their
integral role in the electron transport chain, MKn are tightly bound to the cytoplasmic
membrane of bacteria and not thought to be readily bioavailable [19]. However,
evidence suggests that at least some bacteria secrete MKn in a water-soluble complex
[127] or other forms [128], while cell lysis and release of microvesicles and blebs are
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mechanisms by which lipid-soluble forms of MKn may be liberated from bacterial cells
[93]. Despite the fact that fecal MKn concentrations almost certainly overestimate the
quantity of bioavailable bacterially-synthesized MKn, MKn have been measured in
human ileostomy effluent [114] (see Table 8) suggesting that at least a portion of
bacterially-synthesized MKn are absorbed.
The presence of MKn in human hepatic tissue likewise suggests that bacteriallysynthesized MKn are bioavailable. Several studies have reported hepatic MK5-13
concentrations that are collectively up to 25 fold greater than those of PK (Table 9) [15,
129-132]. To what extent these concentrations reflect dietary intake versus gut bacteria
biosynthesis is difficult to determine given the lack of comprehensive information on
MKn in the food supply. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that MK8 and MK9,
presently thought to be the most abundant MKn in the food supply [2], do not appear to
be the most abundant hepatic MKn (i.e., MK10 and MK11). Another possibility is that
MK5-13 could be endogenously synthesized similar to MK4. This possibility has not
been examined in humans to date. The limited available evidence suggests that the
distribution of hepatic MKn is more consistent with those measured in fecal samples
[116] and within intestinal effuent [114]. This suggests, but does not establish, that MKn
derived from gut bacteria biosynthesis are absorbed and stored in the human liver. More
systematic analysis of MKn in the food supply is needed to rule out currently unknown
dietary MKn sources as determinants of hepatic MKn content.
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Table 9. Vitamin K content of human liver (pmol/g wet wt).1
Usui et al., Usui et al., Usui et al.,
Uchida Thijssen et
1990
1990 [129] 1989 [131]
et al,
al., 1996
[129]
(Low-PK
1988
[130]
diet)
[15]
n

Conly et al.,
1994 [132]a

7

8

6

7

6

13

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan

Netherlands

Canada

28.0 ± 11.4

6.8 ± 3.1

18.4 ± 9.8

NR

16.5 ± 17.8

16.0 ± 33.5

MK4

0.9 ± 1.3

0.1 ± 0.3

NM

NR

5.3 ± 7.9

MK5

NM

NM

NM

12 ± 48

NM

MK6

NM

NM

NM

12 ± 34

3.0 ± 2.2

MK7

34.2 ± 32.3

29.4 ± 17.3

36.3 ± 22.8

57 ± 156

3.2 ± 2.7

MK8

9.0 ± 4.5

14.3 ± 11.3

11.4 ± 5.1

95 ± 415

6.5 ± 3.1

MK9

1.9 ± 1.6

6.3 ± 7.4

4.2 ± 3.7

2 ± 11

7.6 ± 5.1

MK10

75.0 ± 25.4

78.5 ± 27.2

96.1 ± 40.7

67 ± 188

22.4 ± 17.3

MK11

99.0 ± 39.4

120.3 ± 28.0

94.3 ± 64.5

90 ± 196

15.1 ± 13.9

NR

MK12

13.8 ± 6.6

19.3 ± 5.7

21.6 ± 14.3

15 ± 34.4

NM

NR

MK13

4.9 ± 3.7

6.8 ± 4.0

7.9 ± 7.9

5 ± 15.9

NM

NR

Country
PK

348.0 ± 548.0
NR
77.4 ± 119.0

1
a

Mean ± SD. MK, menaquinone; NM, not measured; NR, not reported; PK, phylloquinone.
MK4-6 and MK8-10 reported as a sum rather than individual MKn concentrations.

The unique tissue specific distribution of MK4 and PK suggests that these two
vitamers have distinct physiologic function in the body [130, 133]. Similarly, PK, MK10
and MK11 appear to be differentially distributed within the liver, with MK10 and MK11
concentrated in mitochondrial membranes whereas PK is more evenly distributed among
mitochondrial, microsomal and cytosolic fractions [15, 131]. This distribution suggests
that hepatic MKn of bacterial origin may have physiologic function beyond that of an
enzyme cofactor and distinct from PK. To date, this function(s) has not been elucidated.
Whether MKn are present in biologically relevant amounts in other tissues is not
well characterized. In bone, MK6, MK7, and MK8 have been measured in amounts that
together (6.2 µg/g) surpass the concentrations of PK (4.4 µg/g) [134]. The presence of
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MKn in other extraheptic human tissues has only been reported in one study. Trace
amounts of MK7, MK8, and MK9 were detected in heart and pancreas, but bacteriallysynthesized MKn were not detectable in brain, kidney or lung [130]. Of note, factors
determining tissue uptake of MKn are undetermined. Moreover, information on fecal and
tissue MKn concentrations in humans is sparse, and the available information limited by
small samples sizes, lack of geographic and cultural diversity, and difficulty with
measuring the spectrum of bacterially-synthesized MKn due to interfering factors in
tissue samples and lack of appropriate standards.
An argument against the bioavailability of bacterially-synthesized MKn in
humans is the rarity with which these MKn are detected in circulation. Only a few
investigators have been able to detect MKn other than MK7 in blood samples collected
from fasted individuals [69-71, 135-138]. Moreover, some of these reports are
controversial as several research groups maintain that MKn are not generally present at
concentrations detectable by current methods [38]. The absence of MKn in circulation
appears to be at odds with the MKn content of the liver. However, hepatic turnover of
MKn may be slow [139, 140]. If true, low circulating concentrations of bacteriallysynthesized MKn, undetectable to most current methods, may gradually accumulate in
the liver over time. It follows, that relatively high hepatic MKn concentrations suggest
that these MKn are not utilized under normal physiologic circumstances.

2.2.4 Bioactivity of bacterially-synthesized menaquinones in rodent models and in
humans
Evidence supporting absorption, uptake and utilization of bacterially-synthesized
MKn can be gleaned from several studies conducted using germ-free rodent models [141-
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143]. In arguably the best controlled of these studies, Kindberg et al. [142] inoculated
gnotobiotic rats maintained on VK-sufficient diets with single species of several different
bacteria. The forms and quantity of MKn measured in fecal and liver samples following
inoculation were consistent with the MKn synthesized by the same species when grown
in culture suggesting uptake of bacterially-synthesized MKn from the gut into the liver.
Fecal and liver MKn were not detectable following inoculation with species that did not
synthesize MKn. Similarly, an earlier study provided evidence supporting uptake into the
liver and utilization of bacterially-synthesized MKn, reporting that inoculating germ free
mice with single strains of MKn-producing bacteria eliminated hemorrhagic bleeding
induced by a VK-deficient diet [141]. Hepatic MKn content was not measured however.
In contrast to those two studies, Uchida et al. [143] reported that detrimental effects of
VK-insufficient diets on coagulation factors were only slightly greater in germ free
relative to conventionalized rats suggesting little contribution of bacterially-synthesized
MKn to hemostasis in the absence of overt VK deficiency. Collectively, these studies
suggest that in rodents bacterially-synthesized MKn are absorbed, stored in the liver and
prevent overt vitamin K deficiency, but may not maintain normal coagulation.
The conclusions drawn from these studies must be interpreted with caution.
Colonization of the mouse gut with a single bacterial species does demonstrate proof or
principle, but is not physiologically relevant given the diversity of the human gut
microbiota. Of greater concern in interpreting these studies, and all but the most
rigorously conducted experiments investigating the role of bacterially-synthesized MKn
in rodent health, is the rodent practice of corprophagy. In support, Kindberg et al. [142]
reported that liver MKn concentrations were substantially reduced or too low to quantify
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in a subset of rats housed in wire-bottom cages designed to prevent corprophagy.
Because corprophagy may not be fully eliminated by using the wire-bottom cages
employed in these studies, Kindberg et al.’s findings raise the possibility that ingestion of
fecal MKn rather than MKn absorption at the site of synthesis confounded results.
To what extent bacterially-synthesized MKn contribute to human health has not
been determined. Speculation that bacterially-synthesized MKn contribute to meeting the
human dietary vitamin K requirement was initially derived from two lines of evidence.
First, the high documented incidence of VK-responsive, antibiotic-induced
hypoprothrombinemia [144]. Second, a pair of early studies reporting that VK deficiency
as indicated by increased prothrombin time, an insensitive measure of VK status, was
only observed when antibiotics were administered concomitant to dietary VK restriction
[145, 146].
The incidence of antibiotic-associated hypoprothrombinemia varies depending on,
among other factors, nutritional status, and the type of antibiotic used [144, 147].
Individuals with poor pre-treatment VK status are at increased risk of antibioticassociated hypoprothrombinemia [144, 147]. The greatest risk appears to be in
nutritionally compromised individuals receiving antibiotics containing Nmethylthiotetrazole side chains [144]. Though this association was initially assumed to
result from suppressed MKn synthesis in the gut, it is now understood that these
antibiotics inhibit the VK 2,3-epoxide reductase thereby interfering with VK recycling
and clotting factor activity [147, 148]. Moreover, separate classes of antibiotics
differentially affect gut microbiota composition [149, 150], indicating that one cannot
infer gut MKn content decreases with antibiotic use. Unfortunately, few studies have
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measured the effects of antibiotic use on fecal MKn concentrations. Results from the
studies that have are inconsistent, reporting either reduced or increased fecal MKn
concentrations following administration of N-methylthiotetrazole side chain-containing
antibiotics [15, 151, 152]. In one of these studies, a slight worsening in VK status was
not associated with changes in fecal MKn content or the type of antibiotic administered.
However, interpretation of these findings is limited by the small sample size (n =
3/group) of the study [152]. Collectively, these findings implicate suboptimal pretreatment VK status combined with impaired VK metabolism rather than altered MKn
biosynthesis in antibiotic-induced hypoprothrombinemia. However, there is a dearth of
studies measuring fecal MKn concomitant to antibiotic therapy, and, as such, a
contribution of MKn biosynthesis to antibiotic-induced hypoprothrombinemia cannot be
ruled out.
Recent evidence suggests that a subclinical VK-deficiency can be induced without
the use of antibiotics when sensitive biomarkers of VK status are used. Several clinical
studies employing rigorous diet control have demonstrated that dietary VK restriction
alone is sufficient to increase PIVKA-II and %ucOC, and reduce urinary Gla excretion
[153-155]. These findings imply that bacterially-synthesized MKn do not support γcarboxylation of VKDP when VK intake is low. However, MKn biosynthesis was not
assessed in any of these studies and it is possible that the effects of dietary VK
insufficiency would have been more pronounced had there not been a contribution from
gut derived MKn. In support, omeprazole-induced bacterial overgrowth in the stomach
and proximal small intestine was associated with an attenuated increase in PIVKA-II
during consumption of a PK-restricted diet [156]. Although MKn were not measured in
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that study, one interpretation of the findings is that bacterially-synthesized MKn are
liberated from gut bacteria, are available for absorption, and can be utilized to support γcarboxylation. This interpretation conflicts however with the findings from a similar trial
published by the same group which reported no association between small intestinal
bacterial overgrowth and biomarkers of VK-status during consumption of a PK-restricted
diet [157], and another report suggesting small intestinal bacterial overgrowth may
decrease the dose of warfarin needed to maintain normal coagulation [158]. Finally,
several studies have noted clinically relevant variability in individual responses to dietary
VK depletion [146, 152, 155]. To what extent this variability may be attributable to
interindividual differences in MKn biosynthesis has not been examined.
In summary, the limited available evidence indicates that MKn are synthesized in
biologically relevant quantities by gut bacteria, but only minor amounts appear to be
absorbed. However, information on fecal and tissue MKn concentrations in humans is
sparse, and the available information limited by small samples sizes, lack of geographic
and cultural diversity, and difficulty with measuring the spectrum of bacteriallysynthesized MKn. Although the liver appears to be a primary storage site of bacteriallysynthesized MKn, whether these MKn are utilized is unclear. The differential cellular
distributions of hepatic PK and MKn may indicate unique and distinct physiologic
functions of MKn. Additional research is needed to determine if this underlies findings
that VK insufficiency can be induced by dietary VK restriction alone. There are
currently no existing data examining to what extent bacterially-synthesized MKn
contribute to preventing overt VK deficiency or variability in the response to dietary VK
restriction. Moreover, whether bacterially-synthesized MKn contribute to aspects of
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health that have not been addressed in dietary VK depletion/repletion studies cannot be
determined.

2.3 Diet-gut microbiota interrelationships and menaquinone biosynthesis
Dietary macro- and micronutrient intake may indirectly influence MKn
biosynthesis and VK nutriture by altering gut microbiota composition and activity. Gut
microbiota composition has been linked to both long-term [117, 159, 160] and short-term
macronutrient intake [161-165]. The predominant mechanism underlying these
relationships is a direct effect of diet on the microbiota through the provision of
undigested nutrients and other chemical compounds that provide substrates that fuel
bacterial proliferation and activity. For example, dietary fiber provides poly- and
oligosaccharides metabolized by fermentative bacteria [166], and microbiota-derived
metabolites of polyphenolic compounds found in many fiber-containing foods have
antimicrobial properties [167]. Several studies have demonstrated that whole grains,
which provide both fiber and polyphenols, alter the relative abundance of Bacteroides, a
genus of highly abundant MKn-producing bacteria, measured in human fecal samples
[168, 169]. Similarly, a whole-grain rich, high-fiber, energy restricted diet containing
multiple antimicrobial nutrients (e.g., berberine) was recently shown to alter the relative
abundance of several MKn-synthesizing taxa in stool samples collected from Chinese
adults [170]. No study to date has examined the implications of these or similar dietmediated effects on gut microbiota composition for MKn biosynthesis and VK nutriture.
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2.4 Conclusions and future directions
The role of MKn in human health is not well understood due in part to a historical
research focus on PK, and the technological challenges of measuring MKn. All VK
vitamers share bioactivity as enzyme cofactors for the γ-carboxylation of VKDP.
However, there is growing speculation that MKn are not biologically equivalent nor do
they have identical physiologic roles. Elucidating these roles requires research focused
on the metabolism, function and utilization of MKn derived from both dietary sources
and gut bacteria biosynthesis.
The foundation for understanding the contribution of bacterially-synthesized MKn
to human nutrition begins with characterizing the relationships between gut microbiota
composition and MKn biosynthesis in the gut. Measuring fecal MKn concentrations
represents a non-invasive approach for characterizing this MKn reservoir. However, the
few studies that have used this approach to date are not very informative, being limited
by small sample sizes which cannot capture the substantial interindividual variability in
fecal MKn concentrations likely to exist given the large interindividual variability within
the gut microbiota [103, 171]. Further, the lack of validated methods for selectively
quantifying MKn in biological samples has prevented all but one of these reports [116]
from quantifying the spectrum of bacterially-synthesized MKn in the human gut. This
severely limits the understanding of gut microbiota-MKn interrelationships given
differences in the forms of MKn synthesized across genera [19].
Recent technological advancements in genetic based approaches to studying the
gut microbiota such as 16S rDNA sequencing and Sanger-sequencing have driven recent
expansion of the knowledge base regarding the composition and functional capacity of
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the gut microbiome [110, 111]. Despite the power of these techniques for answering a
broad range of novel questions, when applied in isolation they cannot directly assess gut
microbiota activity [172]. To assess microbiota activity and identify which microbes are
active, measurements of targeted metabolites are needed to compliment genetic based
approaches. To date, this comprehensive approach has not been applied to study gut
bacteria MKn biosynthesis. As a result, the forms and quantities of MKn synthesized by
the gut microbiota and potentially available to support human health remains poorly
characterized.
In 1980 Shearer et al. [173] wrote that “the fundamental question of the relative
importance of the diet or intestinal microflora in providing man’s requirements for
vitamin K still remains to be answered”. In the subsequent 15 y enough relevant
evidence emerged to lead Suttie to conclude that bacterially-synthesized MKn “may
partially satisfy the human requirement but…their contribution is much less than
previously thought” [15]. In the 20 y since Suttie’s conclusions relatively little attention
has been given to the relevance of bacterially-synthesized MKn to human VK nutriture.
However, technological advancements achieved during this time allow for a
comprehensive reassessment of the contribution of bacterially-synthesized MKn to
human nutrition. To begin this process, studies in which the MKn content of human
samples and gut microbiota composition are measured in tandem are needed. The work
detailed in this thesis directly addresses this need by combining 16S rDNA sequencing
with a novel analytic approach for quantifying VK vitamers to examine microbiota-MKn
relationships and exploring associations with human health. The knowledge gleaned will
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extend the current knowledge base and inform the design of future studies on the
bioavailability of bacterially-synthesized MKn and their impact on human health.
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Abstract
Vitamin K, comprising phylloquinone (PK) and menaquinones (MKn), is a family of
vitamers found in multiple biological and environmental matrices. Advancing emerging
evidence for novel and distinct physiologic roles of these vitamers in human health and
disease necessitates sensitive and selective methods for quantifying PK and MKn in these
matrices. We developed a novel method employing high-performance liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry with atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (LCAPCI-MS) for simultaneous quantification of 11 vitamin K vitamers that can be applied
in feces, serum and food. Minimal detectable concentrations of vitamin K vitamers
ranged from 1 pmol/g to 30 pmol/g. Limits of quantification ranged from 5 pmol/g to 90
pmol/g. Inter-assay and intra-assay variations were < 17% and < 8%, respectively, in
food, and < 12% and < 8%, respectively, in feces. Recovery exceeded 80% for all
vitamers in both food and feces. The method successfully quantified PK and MKn
concentrations in rat chow, feces and serum. In summary, this LC-APCI-MS method
provides a sensitive and selective tool for quantifying vitamin K vitamers in feces, serum
and food. This method can be applied in human and animal studies examining the role of
vitamin K vitamers derived from the diet and gut bacteria synthesis in health and disease.

Keywords: High-performance liquid chromatography, mass spectrometry, solid-phase
extraction, microbiota, bacteria, vitamin K
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Introduction
Novel physiologic roles for vitamin K vitamers beyond vitamin K’s canonical
role as an enzyme cofactor essential for coagulation have recently been established (1).
Evidence of differential physiologic roles for separate vitamin K vitamers in cell survival
and cardiometabolic health have generated discussion of revisiting dietary vitamin K
requirements to include the predominantly bacterially-synthesized forms of vitamin K
known as menaquinones (MKn) (2). These novel physiologic functions have also piqued
scientific (2) and commercial interests (3), much of them focused on understanding the
metabolism and function of MKn. However, the current knowledge base of vitamin K
metabolism and function is predominated by the plant-based vitamin K form,
phylloquinone (PK). Much less is known about the abundance and distribution of MKn
in the food supply, and about the bioactivity of these vitamers (4). Moreover, the
majority of MKn are synthesized by bacteria of the gastrointestinal tract, and though
bacterial MKn synthesis likely contributes to human vitamin K requirements, to what
extent is undetermined (5).
All vitamin K vitamers are fat-soluble and share a 2-methyl-1,4-napthoquinone
(menadione) structure. These vitamers are distinguished by the length and composition
of a lipophilic side chain attached at the 3-position of the napthoquinone ring (6). PK
contains a unique side chain of four isoprenoid units, three of which are reduced, and is
the predominant dietary form. In contrast, MKn are characterized by unsaturated
isoprenoid side chains ranging from 1 to 14 repeating prenyl units in length, are
predominantly microbiological in origin (7), and are assumed to be less abundant in the
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diet (4). In addition, MK4 (4 defining the number of prenyl units in the side chain) is
endogenously synthesized by conversion of PK or menadione (8).
Several techniques have been developed for measuring vitamin K vitamers in
biological samples. The most common utilize high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) with fluorescence detection after post-column reduction (9-13). However,
moving the field forward necessitates developing validated, sensitive and specific assays
capable of simultaneously measuring all vitamin K vitamers, and in multiple biological
matrices. Multiple LC-MS methods have recently been developed for identifying vitamin
K vitamers in biological (14-18), microbiological (19, 20), and environmental (21, 22)
samples. These techniques have been differentially validated for quantifying PK (14-16),
MK4 (14-18, 21), MK7 (14, 15), and MK8 (20), but their accuracy and reliability for
measuring the complete range of vitamin K vitamers present in biological samples (i.e.,
PK and MK4-13) is undetermined. Moreover, the retention time of MKn in these assays
ranges from 40 min to 90 min (14, 15, 20). Novel approaches that reduce retention times
are needed to decrease solvent use and improve throughput. Finally, to our knowledge,
no LC-MS method has been developed for identifying and quantifying the entire range of
vitamin K vitamers in human feces, a biological matrix in which analysis is critical to
elucidating the contribution of bacterially-synthesized MKn to human vitamin K
requirements. Developing a sensitive, selective and efficient method for simultaneously
quantifying PK and MKn that is robust to different biological matrices such as food and
feces is integral to elucidating the contribution of separate vitamin K vitamers to human
health.
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Material and Methods
Chemicals, reagents and standards
HPLC-grade solvents were used for extraction and chromatography (Fisher
Scientific Inc., Springfield, NJ). Deuterium-labeled PK (5,6,7,8-d4, 2-methyl-d3) was
purchased from Sigma (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, St. Louis, MO), and diluted in methanol
for use as an internal standard (dPK). PK and MK4 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
MK5 to MK13 were gifts from the former Hoffman-LaRoche and Co. (Basel,
Switzerland).
Calibration standards were generated by mixing dPK, PK, MK4, MK5, MK6,
MK7, MK8, MK9, and MK10 from stock solutions in methanol. Standards of MK11,
MK12 and MK13 were prepared from concentrated stock solutions by first drying small
aliquots of the stock solutions under nitrogen. Methylene chloride and then methanol
were used to reconstitute the vitamers into solution. PK and MKn concentrations in stock
solutions were verified spectrophotometrically before use (9). Working calibration
standards were then characterized chromatographically before use. All preparations were
performed under yellow light to prevent photo-oxidation of vitamin K vitamers.

LC-APCI-MS instrumentation and conditions
The LC-MS system consisted of an Agilent 6130 Quadrupole MSD with an
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) source connected to an Agilent series
1260 HPLC instrument (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Separations were
completed using a reversed-phase C18 analytical column (Kinetex 2.6 μm, 150 mm x 3.0
mm; Phenomenex, Inc., Torrance, CA). Column temperature was maintained at 20°C.
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The mobile phase consisted of methanol (solvent A) and methylene chloride (solvent B).
Solvent conditions were as follows: isocratic at 100% solvent A for 2.5 min, linear
gradient to 70% solvent A at 10 min, isocratic at 70% solvent A to 14.0 min. At 15.5 min
the mobile phase was returned to 100% solvent A for 4.5 min to prepare the column for
the next sample. Flow rate was maintained at 1.0 mL/min throughout.
The MSD settings were as follows: ion source, positive APCI; spray chamber gas
temperature, 350°C; vaporizer temperature, 400°C; drying nitrogen, 7.0 L/min; nitrogen
nebulizer pressure, 45 psig; capillary voltage, 3800V; and corona current, 5 μA. Selected
ion monitoring was used to detect PK, dPK and MK4 through MK13 at the following
mass-to-charge ratios: m/z 451 (PK), m/z 458 (dPK), m/z 445 (MK4), m/z 513 (MK5),
m/z 582 (MK6), m/z 650 (MK7), m/z 718 (MK8), m/z 786 (MK9), m/z 854 (MK10), m/z
923 (MK11), m/z 991 (MK12), and m/z 1059 (MK13). Data were collected using Agilent
Open LAB CDS Chemstation v.C.01.04.

Sample preparation
Assay validation was completed using human feces obtained from archived
samples, and baby food (Chicken flavor; Nestle SA, Vevey, Switzerland) purchased from
the same manufacturing lot from a national retailer. Fecal collection was approved by the
Tufts Medical Center and Tufts University Health Sciences Institutional Review Board,
and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written, informed consent
was given prior to sample collection. Human fecal samples were freeze-dried to constant
weight and homogenized using a mortar and pestle prior to analysis. Baby food was
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homogenized prior to analysis by blending together the food within multiple singleserving containers.
All subsequent procedures were performed under yellow light to prevent photooxidation and decomposition of vitamin K vitamers. The procedures for vitamer
extraction and sample purification were modified from previously described methods for
quantifying the PK and MK4 content of foods (23, 24). The same procedures were
applied to both feces and baby food. After weighing an appropriate sample quantity
(≈200 mg food and 40 mg feces), 11.4 ng of dPK was added to each sample as an internal
standard. Samples were then suspended in 10 mL of distilled water by vortexing for 30 s.
To denature proteins, 15 mL of 2-propanol:hexane (3:2 v/v) was added, and the mixture
vortexed for 3 min. The mixture was further dispersed by sonicating for 1 min
(continuous output at 50% duty cycle, output control 4) using a Sonifier Cell Disruptor
with a 1/8 in tapered micro tip (Branson model 350, Ultra Sonics Corp., Danbury, CT).
After vortexing for 3 min, the mixture was centrifuged at 4°C and 1800 g for 5 min. The
upper hexane layer was then aspirated and evaporated to dryness under medium heat and
a gentle nitrogen stream (N-Evap 112, Organomation Associates, Inc., Berlin, MA).
Residue was reconstituted in hexane then purified by solid-phase extraction (SPE)
using Bond Elut 500 mg silica SPE columns (Varian Inc., Walnut Creek, CA) and a Vac
Elut SPS 24 manifold (Varian Inc., Walnut Creek, CA). Columns were conditioned by
washing with 4 mL hexane diethyl ether (96.5:3.5 v/v) followed by 4 mL hexane. After
adding the sample extract, each column was again washed with 4 mL hexane. Vitamin K
vitamers were then eluted using 8 mL of hexane diethyl ether (96.5:3.5 v/v). The eluate
was heated and evaporated to dryness under a gentle nitrogen stream.
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The residue was reconstituted in 30 μL methylene chloride and dried in a water
bath at 60°C for 10 min. This step was necessary to optimize recovery of MK7 through
MK13 as initial experiments indicated that a combination of heat and methylene chloride
was needed to dissolve these vitamers in solution. The final residue was then
reconstituted in 30 μL methylene chloride and 170 μL methanol, transferred to amber
vials, and centrifuged at 20°C and 1800 g for 5 min prior to injection into the LC-MS
system.

Validation procedures and quantification
Linearity was determined for PK and MK4-13 following incremental dilution of a
calibration standard to concentrations ranging from 500 nM to 7.8125 nM. Regression
coefficients were determined for each vitamer separately using linear regression. The
known concentration of each vitamer was entered as the independent variable and the
integrated area under the peak of the same vitamer was entered as the dependent variable.
The instrument detection limit (IDL) for PK and each individual MKn was
determined by incrementally diluting calibration standards to concentrations ranging
from 20 nM to 0.03125 nM. The IDL was defined as the lowest detectable amount of
analyte statistically different from 0 with a RSD of ≤ 5% over triplicate measurements.
The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) for PK and each
individual MKn were determined by spiking baby food with incrementally diluted
calibration standards. Baby food was used instead of feces because feces contain
multiple MKn whereas the baby food contained only MK4 and PK. As such, using the
baby food eliminated an inherent source of error attributable to endogenous MKn in the
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fecal material. The LOD was defined as the lowest analyte concentration statistically
different from zero with a RSD of ≤ 20% over triplicate measurements. The LOQ was
defined as the lowest analyte concentration within ± 20% of the expected concentration,
and with a CV of ≤ 20% over triplicate measurements (25).
Recovery, intra-assay variability, and inter-assay variability were determined for
PK and individual MKn by spiking both food and dried feces with known amounts of
dPK, PK and MK4-13. Endogenous PK and MK4-13 concentrations were quantified in
each matrix. Three aliquots from each matrix were then spiked with ≥ 2 times the
amount of PK and MKn measured in the unspiked samples, and subjected to the
extraction and purification processes. An additional three aliquots from each matrix were
subjected to the extraction and purification processes, and then spiked following the final
purification step. Recovery was determined by comparing the measured concentrations
of dPK, PK and MK4-13 in samples spiked before extraction to those spiked following
purification (16). Precision was determined by calculating the CV of dPK, PK, and
MK4-13 concentrations of the samples spiked before extraction. This procedure was
repeated over three consecutive days and a fourth day one week later to determine interassay variability.
The concentration of PK and MK4-13 in samples was quantified by comparing
response factors for each vitamer (Eq. 1) calculated using internal and calibration
standards (Eq. 2 and 3):
Eq. 1: VK, pmol/g = (RFsample / RFCS) × VKinjected from CS × dilution factor
Eq. 2: RFsample = (AUCvitamer in sample / AUCdPK in sample) × dPKadded to sample
Eq. 3: RFCS = (AUCvitamer in CS / AUCdPK in CS) × dPKinjected from CS
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Where VK is the vitamin K vitamer of interest, RF is the response factor calculated using
the sample (Eq. 2) and calibration standard (Eq. 3) chromatograms, AUC is the integrated
area under the peak, CS is the calibration standard, and dPK is the amount (pmol) of
internal standard. The dilution factor is calculated as 1 divided by the sample mass in
grams.

Clinical application
Archived diet, serum, and fecal samples from a previously published study (26)
were selected to demonstrate the utility of this assay for measuring PK and MK4-13 in
feces, serum, and food. Serum and feces were collected from five, eight month-old male
Fischer 344 rats fed a vitamin K-deficient diet (Harlan Laboratories, Inc., South Easton,
MA) and housed in suspended-wire caging for 14 d (26). All samples had been in
storage at -80°C for three years. Serum, fecal and diet samples were prepared for vitamin
K extraction as described in section 2.3.

Statistical analysis
In order to demonstrate linearity, slopes and regression coefficients were
determined by linear regression. The IDL and LOD were determined by one-sample ttest. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. SPSS v. 21.0 (IBM Corp., New
York, NY) was used for all analyses.
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Results and Discussion
Method development
Standard solutions were used to identify mass-to-charge ratios and retention times
of each vitamin K vitamer. Selected ion monitoring and matching retention times of
vitamin K vitamers in calibration standards to chromatogram peaks of sample extracts
was subsequently utilized to selectively identify vitamin K vitamers. Representative
chromatograms of calibration standards and of vitamin K vitamers spiked in a human
fecal sample are shown in Figure 1.
Coupling HPLC to MS obviated the need to fully resolve co-eluting vitamin K
vitamers because each vitamer has a different molecular weight. This feature was
integral in minimizing assay run time. Previously published HPLC and LC-MS protocols
for quantifying MKn have required run times ranging from 35 min (12) to 90 min (14).
Run time in our method was reduced to 20 min per sample by optimizing the flow rate to
run near the column pressure limit while also maintaining separation of early peaks from
non-vitamin K compounds. The gradient elution protocol used further reduced run time
by facilitating the elution of long-chain MK (i.e., MK7-13). Our assay therefore provides
greater efficiency than published methods for quantifying vitamin K vitamers, which will
increase throughput while reducing analytical costs and decreasing environmental
burden.
Recovery of MK7 through MK13 in spiked fecal and food samples was increased
from < 60% during initial experiments to ≥ 80% by using the following steps: 1) drying
sample extracts under a gentle nitrogen stream rather than using a SpeedVac (Savant,
Inc., USA) instrument; 2) keeping sample extracts warm during drying; and 3) heating
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sample extracts in a 60°C water bath for 10 min immediately prior to reconstituting the
extract in methylene chloride and methanol in preparation for HPLC.
Linearity, detection limits, recovery, and precision
Linearity over the spectrum of vitamin K vitamer concentrations tested ranged
from R2 = 0.9987 (MK5) to R2 = 0.9997 (MK4, MK9, MK11, MK13) (Figure 2 and
Table 1). As shown in Figure 2, differences in assay performance between vitamers
were observed. These differences were subsequently accounted for by using calibration
standards for each vitamer, and calculating the measured concentration of each vitamer
separately. The IDL ranged from 3 fmol/injection for MK10 to 200 fmol/injection for
MK6 and MK9 (Table 1). The assay LOD was higher for PK and MK4 relative to all
other vitamers, ranging from 1 pmol/g for MK10 to 30 pmol/g for PK and MK4 (Table
1). The LOQ was more variable among vitamers, ranging from 5 pmol/g for MK10 to 90
pmol/g for MK4 (Table 1).
Mean relative recoveries of vitamin K vitamers in food ranged from 80% for
MK5 to 91% for MK11 (Table 2). In feces, mean relative recoveries ranged from 86%
for MK5 to 95% for MK7 (Table 2). Intra-assay variation was < 8% for all vitamin K
vitamers in both food and feces. Inter-assay variation was slightly higher in both
matrices, but remained < 12% in feces and < 17% in food (Table 2).

Clinical applications
Vitamin K vitamer concentrations measured in the diet, serum and feces of 5 male
Fischer 344 rats are shown in Table 3. As expected, PK was the most abundant, and with
the exception of MK13, the only vitamer detected in the vitamin K-deficient diet. Results
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confirm the presence of MKn in rat feces (27). MK10 was the most abundant vitamer
detected in feces, and, interestingly, the only MKn detected in all serum samples.
Though coprophagy cannot be ruled out as the source of serum MK10, all vitamin K
vitamers were detected in feces and some, if not all, would likely be detected in serum if
coprophagy was the source. Therefore, the presence of MK10 in serum may suggest that
MKn synthesized by intestinal bacteria can be absorbed and enter circulation.
The contribution of MKn synthesized by gut bacteria to human vitamin K
requirements is undetermined in part because MKn are typically not detected in human
blood unless large doses are ingested (28). It is not known whether the inability to detect
MKn in blood indicates that bacterially-synthesized MKn are not absorbed in the colon,
or if MKn circulate in concentrations below the detection limits of current assays. In this
study, we chose archived rat samples for convenience. However, our results demonstrate
proof of principle allowing this assay to be utilized with confidence in future human
studies.

Limitations
Tandem MS systems can offer superior analyte specificity relative to the single
quadrupole MS instrument used for this assay. However, a major strength of our
approach is the use of a calibration standard specific for each analyte. The resulting
ability to match retention times and masses of analyte peaks from biological and food
sample extracts to those of vitamer-specific standards provides high specificity.
Analytical standards for the majority of bacterially-synthesized MKn are not currently
commercially available which will unfortunately limit the applicability of this assay
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within some laboratories for the immediate future. However, the recent increase in
scientific and public interest in vitamin K will likely increase demand for MKn standards,
and potentially lead to improved commercial availability of appropriate calibration
standards.
Accuracy, precision and variability of the assay were generally within acceptable
ranges for all vitamin K vitamers. However, the observed variability in the recovery and
precision for different vitamers represents a limitation of the assay. This variability may
be attributable in part to matrix-specific effects that alter the extraction efficiencies for
different vitamers. The use of dPK as the single internal standard optimizes the accuracy
of the assay for PK, but likely cannot adequately account for any differences in extraction
efficiency of the MKn. In addition, recovery of dPK was the lowest and inter-assay
variability of dPK the highest of all the vitamers suggesting an alternate internal standard
could improve assay performance. Of note, the inter-assay variability of dPK in feces
was 10.0% over three consecutive days, only increasing to 22.6% when a fourth
measurement taken one week later was included. Using internal standards specific to
each MKn would be ideal; however, such standards are not currently commercially
available. Commercial availability and use of these standards will allow for
improvements in assay performance in the future.

Conclusion
Herein we have described, to our knowledge, the first LC-APCI-MS assay to be
validated for quantifying PK and bacterially-synthesized MKn in feces. Moreover, we
have demonstrated that this method can be applied to food and serum to measure
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concentrations of multiple vitamin K vitamers. Strengths of the assay include reduced
run time relative to previous methods, high selectivity, simultaneous detection of PK and
MKn, and utility in multiple matrices. The relative contributions of PK and MKn to
human vitamin K requirements are undetermined. Our findings indicate that this method
can be applied in future work aiming to elucidate the relative contributions of PK, MK4
and bacterially-synthesized MKn to human vitamin K requirements.

Table 1 Linearity and detection limits of an LC-APCI-MS assay for measuring vitamin K
vitamers.a
Slope

R2

IDL

LOD

LOQ

(fmol/injection)

(pmol/g)

(pmol/g)

PK

1294.2

0.9996

50

30

30

MK4

1385.1

0.9997

100

30

90

MK5

881.4

0.9987

50

5

10

MK6

230.8

0.9992

200

10

10

MK7

166.6

0.9995

100

5

40

MK8

262.2

0.9993

100

5

60

MK9

897.8

0.9997

200

5

30

MK10

1605.4

0.9996

3

1

5

MK11

1372.5

0.9997

12

5

20

MK12

1345.6

0.9995

12

5

10

MK13

1396.4

0.9997

25

5

10

a

dPK, deuterium-labeled phylloquinone; IDL, instrument detection limit; LOD, limit of

detection; LOQ; limit of quantification; MK, menaquinone; PK, phylloquinone.
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Table 2 Recovery, and intra-assay and inter-assay variability of an LC-APCI-MS assay
for measuring vitamin K vitamers.a
Food
Feces
Spiked

Recovery

Intra-

Inter-

Spiked

Recovery

Intra-

Inter-

(pmol)

(%)

assay

assay

(pmol)

(%)

assay

assay

[RSD,

RSD

RSD

[RSD,

RSD

RSD

%]

(%)

(%)

%]

(%)

(%)

dPK

500

76.5 [6.6]

4.0

8.8

1600

81.8 [6.7]

4.5

22.6

PK

500

83.5 [2.3]

5.4

6.3

1600

88.1 [4.4]

2.5

6.3

MK4

500

83.7 [1.6]

6.7

6.9

1600

89.8 [6.4]

7.7

7.6

MK5

500

79.5 [4.6]

5.0

7.7

1600

86.2 [6.3]

2.4

7.0

MK6

1600

82.0 [6.7]

2.5

7.4

1600

88.3 [4.9]

5.4

7.7

MK7

1600

80.6 [5.0]

3.3

11.1

1600

94.7 [4.0]

5.2

11.9

MK8

1600

81.8 [4.2]

5.5

9.8

1600

92.8 [4.7]

7.4

1.2

MK9

500

84.9 [7.1]

7.5

4.4

1600

90.1 [2.1]

6.6

4.8

MK10

500

84.6 [4.6]

3.3

10.5

4000

94.1 [2.9]

4.9

8.5

MK11

500

91.1 [4.9]

6.2

13.8

1600

92.4 [4.2]

5.7

9.0

MK12

500

83.5 [5.7]

3.6

12.4

1600

89.2 [3.4]

5.3

9.1

MK13

500

82.8 [5.0]

3.2

16.6

1600

88.9 [4.3]

7.0

10.9

a

dPK, deuterium-labeled phylloquinone; MK, menaquinone; PK, phylloquinone
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Table 3 Serum and fecal vitamin K vitamer concentrations in rats fed vitamin K-deficient
diets and housed in suspended wire cages to limit coprophagy.a
Diet

Serumb

Fecesc

(pmol/g)

(pmol/mL)

(pmol/g dry wt)

29.8

< LOQ

94.0 ± 16.0

MK4

< LOD

< LOD

< LOD

MK5

< LOD

< LOD

29.2 ± 10.2

MK6

< LOD

< LOD

88.7 ± 8.2

MK7

< LOD

< LOD

70.1 ± 21.2

MK8

< LOD

< LOD

716.1 ± 208.8

MK9

< LOD

< LODd

390.8 ± 81.8

MK10

< LOD

< LOQ

2425.3 ± 306.7

MK11

< LOD

< LOD

1082.0 ± 250.8

MK12

< LOD

< LOD

91.5 ± 33.2.

MK13

< LOQ

< LOD

< LODe

PK

a

Mean ± SD. dPK, deuterium-labeled phylloquinone; LOD, limit of detection (see Table
1); LOQ, limit of quantification (see Table 1); MK, menaquinone; ND, not detectable;
PK, phylloquinone
b

n = 4; cn = 5.

d,e

Detectable only in d1, e2 samples.
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Figure 1 A) Structure of phylloquinone (PK) and menaquinones (MKn). B, C
Representative chromatograms of vitamin K vitamers; B) calibration standard (2
pmol/injection), C) spiked human fecal sample.
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Figure 2 Linearity of phylloquinone (PK) and menaquinones (MKn) following
incremental dilution of calibration standards from 500 nM to 7.8125 nM.
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Abstract
Emerging evidence supports novel roles for vitamin K in cardiometabolic health, some of
which may be unique to the bacterially-synthesized vitamin K forms known as
menaquinones (MKn). Multiple gut bacteria synthesize MKn; however, factors
influencing MKn biosynthesis in the human gut, and associations with cardiometabolic
health have not been examined. To examine these associations, MKn content and
microbiota composition were measured in fecal samples collected from 77 overweight
Chinese adults consuming a prescribed diet previously shown to alter gut microbiota
composition and improve cardiometabolic biomarkers. Fecal MK4, MK6 and MK8
decreased during the intervention (P < 0.05). Longitudinal changes in the relative
abundance of > 100 bacteria classified at the operational taxonomic unit (OTU)-level
were associated with altered fecal content of ≥ 1 individual MKn. The strongest and
most consistent relationships were between Prevotella spp. and MK5, and MK11 through
MK13, between Bacteroides spp. and MK9 and MK10, and between Eschericia/Shigella
spp. and MK8. Covariance amongst MKn within individual samples partitioned
individuals into two distinct groups herein introduced as menaquinotypes of the human
gut. Menaquinotypes were characterized by differences in MK5 and MK9-13, and
differences in the relative abundance of several OTUs, predominantly Prevotella spp. and
Bacteroides spp. Neither individual MKn nor menaquinotypes were longitudinally
associated with markers of glycemia, insulin resistance or inflammation. These findings
suggest that variability in fecal MKn content is predominantly determined by relatively
few genera within the gut microbiota, and that diet-mediated changes in gut microbiota
composition may provide a feasible approach for altering gut MKn content.
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Introduction
The collective genetic capacity of the trillions of microorganisms inhabiting the
human gut, the gut microbiome, far exceeds that of the human genome, and provides
diverse metabolic functions not intrinsic to human biology [1, 2]. These functions
include the biosynthesis of several vitamins [3, 4], including multiple forms of vitamin K
known as menaquinones (MKn) [5, 6]. Despite longstanding knowledge that gut bacteria
synthesize MKn, the impact on human health is not well characterized.
Vitamin K, comprised of phylloquinone (PK) and the MKn, are a family of
structurally and functionally related fat-soluble vitamers [7]. These vitamers are
discriminated by the length and saturation of a lipophilic isoprenoid side chain attached
to a napthoquinone ring shared by PK and all MKn (n representing the number of
isoprenoid units in the side chain). Whereas PK is synthesized by plants and is the
primary dietary form [8], MKn are synthesized by bacteria [9], including several genera
inhabiting the human gut [5]. The exception is MK4 which can be endogenously
synthesized in mammals [10] and is found in animal products [11]. MK5 through MK13
are not thought to be abundant in most diets, but are found in some fermented food
products [11]. The only established functions of vitamin K are in hemostasis and fetal
bone calcification. However, emerging evidence suggests novel roles for vitamin K in
cardiovascular health, inflammation, glucose homeostasis, cognitive function, and cancer
[12-14], some of which may be unique to MKn [15].
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The human gut is thought to be a MKn reservoir, and estimated to contribute to
10-50% of the human vitamin K requirement [5, 6]. However, the large uncertainty in
this estimate reflects significant gaps in the current understanding of MKn biosynthesis in
vivo. Few studies have attempted to measure the MKn content of the human gut [16, 17],
and the historical reliance on culture-based techniques to study MKn biosynthesis in gut
bacteria [18, 19] has ignored the contribution of unculturable bacteria, which compromise
a significant proportion of the gut microbiota [20], to the gut MKn pool. The possibility
that MKn bioavailability and bioactivity vary with side-chain length [21-24], the fact that
MKn forms synthesized by bacteria vary across species [25], and accumulating evidence
that dietary modulation of the gut microbiota influences host health [4] indicate that an
improved understanding of relationships between the gut microbiota and MKn
biosynthesis could help develop targeted strategies for improving human vitamin K
nutriture.
Members of this study team previously reported alterations in the relative
abundance of several gut bacteria phylotypes during a dietary intervention designed to
modulate gut microbiota composition [26]. Several of these phylotypes have previously
been associated with MKn biosynthesis using culture-based approaches [18, 19]. In this
study, we utilized 16S rRNA gene sequencing, a culture-independent approach, to
determine whether altering the abundance of these bacteria is associated with changes in
fecal MKn content, and to identify novel relationships between gut bacteria and MKn.
Further, we sought to identify associations between changes in MKn biosynthesis and
cardiometabolic health by examining associations between fecal MKn content and
biomarkers of glycemia and inflammation.
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Methods
Participants
Chinese adults, 25-55 y with central adiposity (defined as a waist circumference ≥
80 cm for women and ≥ 90 cm for men, or a waist-to-hip ratio of ≥ 0.85 for women and ≥
0.90 for men), and a BMI ≥ 28 kg/m2 were recruited from Taiyuan in Shanxi Province,
China. Exclusion criteria included active or previous history of chronic disease or
psychiatric disorders, alcoholism, use of antibiotics within the previous 3 mo, active
infectious disease, anemia, and recent weight loss by surgery or pharmaceutical
intervention.
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Chinese Clinical Trials
Registry (No. ChiECRCT-000011) and the Tufts University Health Sciences Institutional
Review Board. All participants provided written informed consent prior to participation.

Study design
The study design and intervention are described in detail elsewhere [26]. Briefly,
all participants received the same 23-wk intervention. The intervention was separated
into two phases, a 9-wk intervention phase (phase I) and a 14-wk maintenance phase
(phase II). During phase I, participants consumed a prescribed 1000-1600 kcal/d diet
designed to modulate gut microbiota composition and promote weight loss. The primary
component of the phase I diet was 3-4 cans/d of a porridge consisting of a variety of
whole grains and traditional Chinese medicinal plant foods. Participants were also
allowed limited amounts of fruits, vegetables and legumes during phase I. Two daily
supplements were also consumed during phase I. The first, a powdered blend of bitter
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melon and oligosaccharides, was consumed twice daily. The second, a powdered blend
of soluble and fermentable fibers, was consumed once daily. During phase II,
consumption of the porridge was discontinued, and participants were instead instructed
by the study dietitian on following a high-fiber, low-animal product diet. Participants
were also instructed to continue consuming the bitter melon and oligosaccharide
supplement twice daily, but intake of the fiber supplement was reduced to once every two
weeks.
Anthropometric measurements were obtained by trained study staff, and fecal,
blood and urine samples were collected 30-d prior to beginning the study (baseline), and
at the end of each study phase (study weeks 9 and 23) for assessment of study outcomes
as described below.

Vitamin K
Aliquots of fresh fecal samples were freeze-dried to a constant weight and
homogenized using a mortar and pestle. Approximately 40 mg of dried sample was then
used for quantification of PK, and MK4 through MK13. For food and diet supplement
analysis, approximately 200 mg of product was used. The protocol for extracting and
purifying vitamin K vitamers proceeded as previously described [27]. Following
extraction and purification, 5 µL of a suspension of the sample residue in 170 µL
methanol and 30 µL methylene chloride was injected into an Agilent 1200 HPLC – AB
SCIEX Triple Quad 5500 MS system for identification and quantification of vitamers.
Vitamers were separated prior to mass spectrometry by HPLC using a reverse-phase C18
analytical column (Kinetex 2.6 µm, 150 mm x 3.0 mm; Phenomenex, Inc., Torrence, CA,
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USA) as previously described [27]. PK and MK4 through MK13 were detected at the
following mass-to-charge ratios: m/z 451 (PK), m/z 445 (MK4), m/z 513 (MK5), m/z 582
(MK6), m/z 650 (MK7), m/z 718 (MK8), m/z 786 (MK9), m/z 854 (MK10), m/z 923
(MK11), m/z 991 (MK12), and m/z 1059 (MK13).
Deuterium-labelled PK was used as an internal standard in all samples, and
calibration standards for PK and MK4 were used to quantify PK and MK4 concentrations
in food samples as previously described [27]. Because calibration standards for MK5
through MK13 were not available at the time of analysis, we could not confidently
calculate precise fecal vitamer concentrations. Fecal vitamer amounts were therefore
analyzed using the area under the curve derived from the HPLC-MS chromatogram.

Gut microbiota profiling
Fresh stool samples were immediately put on ice, quickly aliquoted and stored at 80 ○C until analysis. Bacterial DNA was extracted from stool samples using bead beating
and the InviMag Stool DNA kit (KFml; Invitek GmbH, Germany). The V3 region of the
16S rRNA gene was amplified and sequenced using the Roche GS FLX platform.
Quality control of raw data and taxonomic assignment of operational taxonomic
units (OTUs) was completed as previously described in detail [26]. Briefly, high-quality
pyrosequencing reads were clustered at 98% similarity using CD-HIT. The Greengenes
database, ARB, and DOTUR were successively used for sequence alignment, distance
calculations and OTU-binning, respectively. Taxonomy was assigned using the RDP
classifier [28]. Rarefaction was used to correct for differences in sequencing depth
between samples. The relative abundance of OTUs in each sample was calculated as the
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total number of reads for each OTU within a sample divided by the total number of reads
in that sample. Relative abundances were then used for taxa-based analyses.

Blood sampling
Blood samples were collected after an overnight fast. Serum was assayed for
glucose and ultrasensitive C-reactive protein (CRP) using an automated biochemical
analyzer (Sysmex Chemi-180; Sysmex Corp.), and insulin using an immunoassay system
(Immunolite 1000; Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics Inc., Germany). Glucose and insulin
were used to calculate the homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMAIR). Plasma was assayed for lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP) using ELISA
(USCN Life Science and Technology Co., Ltd, Wuhan, China) and according to
manufacturer instructions. Plasma tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα), interleukin-1β (IL1β), interleukin-6 (IL-6), and adiponectin were also measured using ELISA (R&D
systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) according to manufacturer instructions.
Minimum and maximum detectable concentrations for each assay have been previously
reported [26]. Intra-assay and inter-assay coefficients of variation were <5% and <10%,
respectively, for all assays. Serum PK and MKn concentrations were not measured
because insufficient sample volume remained following analysis of primary study
outcomes.

Gut permeability
Gut permeability was assessed as previously described [26]. Briefly, volunteers
drank 5 g lactulose and 2 g mannitol dissolved in 50 mL of water. Urine samples were
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collected for the subsequent 5 hr, aliquoted and stored at -80○C until analysis. Urine
lactulose and mannitol concentrations were quantified using an ion chromatograph (DX600; Dionex Corp.). The ratio of lactulose to mannitol measured in urine collected 5 hr
following consumption of the sugar substitutes is a marker of small intestinal
permeability [29].

Statistical analysis
Analyses were conducted using SPSS v21.0, XLSTAT v2014, MultiExperiment
Viewer v1.9 [30], and R v3.0.3. Vitamin K vitamer and OTU data were log10transformed for analysis. Bonferroni corrections were used to control the familywise
error rate in analyses that did not include OTU data. When OTUs were included in
analyses, the false discovery rate (Q) was controlled using the Benjamini-Hochberg
correction. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05 or Q < 0.05.

Interrelationships among vitamin K vitamers
Relationships among vitamin K vitamers were examined using principal
components analysis (PCA), and partitioning around medoids clustering based on the
Spearman’s correlation metric. We used the Spearman’s correlation metric because of
the bimodal distributions of several vitamers (MK5, MK11, MK12, and MK13)
following log10-transformation, the presence of outliers in the data set, and because of
substantial differences in mean area under the curves of several vitamers. In addition to
standardizing the differences in area under the curve, Spearman’s correlation does not
require normally distributed data and is more robust to outliers than other metrics such as
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Pearson’s correlation. Partitioning around medoids clustering was used because the
number of clusters can be pre-defined thereby allowing the observed bimodal
distributions and our PCA results to inform the clustering model, and because the
algorithm is more robust to outliers than other methods in which cluster number is predefined such as K-medians clustering [31]. The Silhouette Index (SI) was calculated to
measure cluster quality and used to determine the number of clusters that optimally
described the variation in the data. A SI of 0.50-0.75 was considered indicative of
moderately strong clustering, and a SI of ≥ 0.75 indicative of strong clustering [32].
Clusters with a SI of < 0.50 were considered weak and not included as clusters in the
final results. PCA was completed using XLSTAT, and clustering completed using the R
package ‘cluster’.

Gut microbiota composition and fecal vitamin K content
Procrustes analysis and redundancy analysis were used to explore relationships
between gut microbiota composition and fecal vitamin K content. Specifically,
Procrustes analysis was used to superimpose and assess congruence between PCAs of
OTU relative abundances and vitamin K vitamers. To remain consistent with the
approach used for the vitamer analysis, Spearman’s correlation was used as the distance
metric for PCA of OTU-level data. Redundancy analysis was used to provide a measure
of covariance between OTU relative abundances and fecal vitamin K vitamer content.
Procrustes and redundancy analyses were completed using the R package ‘vegan’.
Linear discriminant analysis of effect size [33] was used to identify OTUs that
differed in relative abundance between vitamin K vitamer clusters identified by
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partitioning around medoids clustering Bivariate OTU-vitamer relationships were
examined using the following steps: 1) Spearman’s rank correlation was used to
calculate P-values for bivariate correlations between individual vitamin K vitamers and
OTU relative abundances at each time-point separately; 2) P-values were adjusted using
the Benjamini-Hochberg correction, and each OTU with a Q-value < 0.05 for ≥ 1 vitamer
at any single time-point was retained for further analysis; 3) mixed models ANOVA was
then used to identify longitudinal associations between individual vitamers and the
relative abundances of the selected OTUs. To reduce both the influence of uncommon
OTUs on microbiota-vitamer associations and noise in the visualizations, OTUs were
filtered for a prevalence of at least 20% prior to analyses.

Biological outcomes and fecal vitamin K content
Longitudinal changes in fecal vitamin K content were analyzed by mixed models
ANOVA. When a significant main effect of time was observed, post-hoc comparisons
between time-points were examined by Student’s t-test and P-values adjusted using
Bonferroni corrections. Differences in markers of inflammation and glycemia between
vitamin K clusters were examined by Student’s t-test. Longitudinal associations between
these outcomes and vitamin K clusters were examined using generalized estimating
equations. Pearson’s correlation and Spearman’s rank correlation were used as
appropriate to examine correlations between individual vitamers and markers of
inflammation and glycemia at baseline. Longitudinal associations between individual
vitamers or OTU relative abundances and markers of inflammation and glycemia were
assessed by mixed models ANOVA.
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Results
Primary outcomes of the trial which include changes in gut microbiota
composition and cardiometabolic risk factors have been previously reported [26]. The
present analysis includes data from 77 (64% female, 41 ± 7 y, BMI 32.3 ± 2.0 kg/m2) of
the 93 volunteers completing the trial, from whom archived fecal samples at each of the
baseline, 9 wk and 23 wk time points were available for fecal vitamin K analysis. The 16
excluded individuals did not differ by sex (P = 0.93), or in age (P = 0.17) or BMI (P =
0.11) relative to individuals included in the analysis.
The measured PK and MK4 contents of the porridge were 0.7 ± 0.1 µg/100 g and
0.2 ± 0.0 µg/100 g, respectively. MK9 and MK10 were also detected at estimated
concentrations of < 1 µg/100 g. The measured PK and MK4 contents of the bitter melon
and oligosaccharide supplement were 61.2 ± 3.2 µg/100 g and 1.4 ± 0.4 µg/100 g,
respectively. MK10 and MK11 were also detected at estimated concentrations of < 1
µg/100 g. The fiber supplement was not available at the time of analysis.

Covariance among vitamin K vitamers
Principal components analysis indicated that 62% of the variability in fecal
vitamin K vitamer content across all time points could be explained by two principal
components (Figure 1a). The vitamers MK5, MK6, MK11 and MK12 were particularly
influential to the variance explained by the first principal component whereas MK9,
MK10, MK12 and MK13 were particularly influential to the variance explained by the
second principal component. Visual inspection of the PCA plot indicated a partitioning
of individuals into two separate clusters independent of intervention time point.
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Partitioning around medoids analysis was then used to further investigate and substantiate
this observation.
Consistent with PCA, partitioning around medoids analysis provided strong
support for partitioning individuals into two distinct clusters, or menaquinotypes, based
on variability in fecal vitamin K content (SI = 0.78; Figure 1b). Similarly, moderate
support for two menaquinotypes was observed when Euclidean distance was used in
place of Spearman’s correlation in the clustering algorithm (SI = 0.52, Supplemental
Figure 1). Menaquinotypes were discriminated by MK5 and MK9 through MK13
contents (P < 0.001), with samples belonging to the highest density cluster (n = 145
samples) being enriched in MK9 and MK10, and samples belonging to the lower density
cluster (n = 86 samples) being enriched in MK5 and MK11-13. Support for more than
two menaquinotypes was low as indicated by a drop in the SI to 0.49 when data were
partitioned into three clusters (SI = 0.34 when Euclidean metric used). Strong support for
two menaquinotypes was also evident when partitioning around medoids analysis was
used to analyze vitamin K data at each time point separately (Figure 1c-e).
Menaquinotype membership was relatively stable during the intervention with only 6
(8%) individuals changing menaquinotype membership during the initial 9 wk weight
loss phase, one of whom reverted back to their baseline menaquinotype membership by
the end of the study, and only 3 (4%) additional individuals changing menaquinotype
membership during the subsequent 14 wk weight loss maintenance phase.
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Interrelationships between fecal vitamin K content and gut microbiota composition
Redundancy analysis indicated that variability in OTU-level gut microbiota
composition explained 99.7% of the variability in fecal vitamin K content across all time
points (Monte Carlo P = 0.08). Several OTUs representing unclassified
Ruminococcaceae, Bacteroides spp., Prevotella spp., Alistipes spp., Oscillibacter,
Bilophila, Odoribacter spp., and Barnesiella were particularly influential in explaining
variability in fecal MK6, and MK8 through MK13 contents (Figure 2a). Procrustes
analysis revealed congruence between the PCAs of fecal vitamin K content and gut
microbiota composition across all time points (R= 0.65, Monte Carlo P = 0.002, Figure
2b), and at each time point separately (R = 0.68, Monte Carlo P = 0.002 for all, Figure
2c-e) suggesting that the menaquinotypes suggested by PCA and confirmed by
partitioning around medoids analysis were associated with gut microbiota composition.
Linear discriminant analysis of effect size identified > 50 OTUs that differed in
relative abundance between samples assigned to the MK9-10 enriched menaquinotype
relative to the MK5,11-13 enriched menaquinotype (Figure 3). The MK9-10 enriched
menaquinotype was characterized by a higher relative abundance of several OTUs
belonging to the Firmicutes and Proteobacteria phyla, and 17 OTUs classified as
Bacteroides. In contrast, the MK5,11-13 enriched menaquinotype was characterized by a
higher relative abundance of 15 OTUs classified as Prevotella. Effect size estimation
indicated that OTUs belonging to the Prevotella and Bacteroides genera were the most
influential taxa underlying menaquinotypes (Supplemental Figure 2).
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Fecal vitamin K response to modulation of gut microbiota composition
Fecal PK (P = 0.01), MK4 (P = 0.001), MK6 (P = 0.01) and MK8 (P = 0.004)
content decreased during the 9 wk weight loss phase (Figure 4). The reduction in PK (P
= 0.002) and MK8 (P < 0.001) remained statistically significant at 23 wk. Though no
statistically significant changes were documented for any other MKn, interindividual
variability was observed. Therefore, mixed models ANOVAs were used to more clearly
define individual OTU-vitamer relationships and to determine the extent to which
changes in the relative abundance of individual OTUs were associated with changes in
individual vitamin K vitamer concentrations.
One hundred sixty four OTUs were significantly associated (Q < 0.05) with ≥ 1
vitamer at ≥ 1 time point during the intervention. Changes in 131 of these OTUs were
significantly associated (Q < 0.05) with changes in ≥ 1 vitamer during the intervention
(Figure 5 and Supplemental Table 1). Several consistent longitudinal relationships
between changes in the relative abundance of multiple OTUs within the same phylotype
and changes in individual vitamer concentrations were observed. For example, positive
longitudinal associations between all 15 OTUs classified as Prevotella and fecal MK5,
MK11, MK12, and MK13 contents (Q < 0.05) were observed. Similarly, positive
longitudinal associations between 19 of 21 OTUs classified as Bacteroides and fecal
MK9 and MK10 contents (Q < 0.05), and between all OTUs classified as
Eschericia/Shigella and fecal MK8 content (Q < 0.05) were observed. Finally, positive
longitudinal associations between several different OTUs and fecal MK5, MK6, MK7,
MK9, and MK10 contents were observed. These OTUs included five classified as
Alistipes, and several classified as belonging to the Ruminococcaceae family.
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Associations between fecal vitamin K content and gut microbiota composition with
glycemia and inflammation
At baseline, fecal MK9 content was inversely associated with BMI (P = 0.05),
serum insulin (P = 0.01) and HOMA-IR (P = 0.009), and fecal MK10 content was
inversely associated with lactulose:mannitol ratio (P = 0.01; Supplemental Table 1). In
longitudinal analyses, fecal MK4 content was positively associated with BMI (P = 0.01).
However, no additional longitudinal associations between individual MKn with BMI, or
biomarkers of glycemia or inflammation were detected (data not shown). Individuals
within the MK9-10 enriched menaquinotype had lower baseline IL-6 concentrations
relative to individuals in the MK5,11-13 menaquinotype (P = 0.006) but otherwise
markers of glycemia and inflammation did not differ between menaquinotypes at baseline
(Supplemental Table 2). No longitudinal associations between menaquinotype, BMI,
any marker of inflammation or glycemia were observed (data not shown).
OTUs that were significantly associated with ≥ 1 vitamers in longitudinal
analyses were investigated as predictors of glycemia and inflammation. With few
exceptions these OTUs were not significantly associated with BMI or markers of
glycemia or inflammation (data not shown). Exceptions were limited to one OTU
classified as Prevotella which was positively associated with serum insulin
concentrations (Q = 0.004) and HOMA-IR (Q = 0.04), and one OTU classified as
Cronobacter which was positively associated with IL-1β (Q = 0.04).
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Discussion
To the best of our knowledge this study is the first to examine interrelationships
between the gut microbiota and MKn biosynthesis in vivo, and the first to examine the
extent to which diet-mediated modulation of the gut microbiota alters fecal MKn content.
We demonstrate that intra- and inter-individual variability in fecal MKn content appears
to be explained by relatively few genera within the gut microbiota. Further, we observed
associations between diet-mediated changes in the relative abundance of multiple
individual OTUs with altered fecal content of individual MKn. Collectively, these
findings suggest that diet-mediated alterations in gut microbiota composition may
provide a feasible approach for altering gut MKn content.
Our findings extend those of previous studies that have been limited by sample
sizes too small to comprehensively describe intra- and inter-individual variability in fecal
vitamin K content, and that have not examined gut microbiota composition in
combination with fecal MKn [16, 17]. Within our cohort, variability in fecal vitamin K
content was not due to differences in the predominant dietary vitamin K forms (i.e., PK
and MK4), but instead was due to inter-individual differences in the fecal content of
several bacterially-synthesized MKn. Specifically, MK5, MK11, MK12 and MK13
covaried within samples and in an inverse manner to MK9 and MK10. This withinsample covariance partitioned individuals into two distinct groups which are herein
described as menaquinotypes of the human gut. The observation that several phylotypes
differed between menaquinotypes, and our identification of > 100 individual OTU-MKn
associations strongly suggest that variability in fecal vitamin K content was attributable
to the gut microbiota and not to dietary vitamin K intake.
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Our findings also suggest that fecal MKn content can be influenced by dietary
factors that alter gut microbiota composition. Members of our team previously reported
reductions in the relative abundances of several genera including Eschericia/Shigella and
Klebsiella within this cohort during the intervention [26]. Both Eschericia and Klebsiella
are known to produce MK8 [19, 25], and OTUs belonging to both genera were among the
few positively associated with MK8 in longitudinal analyses. Therefore, our findings
implicate the diet intervention-mediated effects on the relative abundances of these
genera as underlying the observed decrease in fecal MK8 content, and provide evidence
suggesting that diet-mediated alterations in gut microbiota composition may provide a
feasible approach for altering gut MKn content.
Diet interventions targeting Prevotella and Bacteroides could have robust effects
on fecal MKn content given that OTUs within these genera demonstrated the most
consistent and strongest associations with fecal MKn content. These findings are
consistent with genomic data indicating that MK9-10 biosynthetic pathways are
predominantly found in Proteobacteria, Firmicutes and Bacteroides whereas MK11-13
biosynthetic pathways are predominantly found in Actinobacteria and Prevotella [34].
Moreover, differential MKn biosynthesis by Bacteroides and Prevotella has been
previously reported with MK9-11 and MK11-13 comprising the MKn profiles of
Bacteroides and Prevotella strains, respectively, isolated from the human gut [19, 35].
Substantial inter-individual variability in MK9-13 is also consistent with several studies
reporting that Prevotella abundance in human fecal samples follows a bimodal
distribution (i.e., low or high relative abundance) [32], is inversely associated with
Bacteroides abundance [32], and, in part, drives partitioning of individuals into clusters
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representing defined microbial communities commonly known as “enterotypes” [32, 36,
37]. Though previous metagenomic analyses suggest that the genetic capacity for MKn
biosynthesis does not differ between these enterotypes [36], our findings suggest that
there may nonetheless be important differences resulting from the forms of MKn
synthesized (i.e, MK9-10 vs. MK5,11-13). In addition to differences in fecal MK9-13
content between menaquinotypes, the observed association between Prevotella and MK5,
which to our knowledge has not been previously reported, may be highly relevant to
vitamin K nutriture given a possible inverse relationship between isoprenoid side chain
length and MKn bioavailability [24].
To our knowledge, this study is the first to examine associations between fecal
MKn content and cardiometabolic health outcomes. The observed inverse cross-sectional
associations between MK9 and insulin resistance are intriguing, but should be interpreted
with caution. Serum insulin and HOMA-IR did not differ between menaquinotypes
despite differences in fecal MK9 content, and the cross-sectional associations were not
corroborated in longitudinal analyses. The absence of longitudinal associations between
fecal MKn content and cardiometabolic biomarkers suggests that the study duration may
have been too short or the magnitude of effect size on fecal MKn too small to detect
associations. It is also possible that the substantial intervention-induced weight loss [26]
masked associations, or that fecal MKn are not related to the measured outcomes.
Regardless, dietary MKn may have greater bioactivity than PK [22, 38], and a growing
body of evidence suggests beneficial effects of dietary vitamin K on cardiovascular
health [39-44], inflammation [45-48], and insulin sensitivity [49-51], some of which may
be unique to MKn [39-41]. Collectively, this evidence suggests that small amounts of
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MKn derived from gut bacteria biosynthesis could have relevant health effects if
absobed. Modulating gut bacteria MKn biosynthesis therefore warrants continued
investigation as a novel target for attenuating chronic disease risk.
Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the results of this
study. Foremost is the lack of sensitive markers of vitamin K status. Future studies
examining associations between the gut microbiota and MKn biosynthesis should include
these measures in order to more clearly elucidate the relevance of gut bacteria MKn
biosynthesis to vitamin K nutriture. In addition, gut microbiota composition can differ
along the gastrointestinal tract and between mucosal and fecal samples [52, 53].
Therefore, to what extent MKn excreted in stool represents MKn biosynthesis within the
distal ileum where the majority of MKn absorption may occur is undetermined. Finally,
replication in additional cohorts is needed.
In summary, this analysis provides a comprehensive assessment of in vivo
relationships between gut bacteria and fecal MKn content. Findings suggest that interindividual differences in gut microbiota composition and diet-mediated effects on gut
microbiota composition have a measurable impact on fecal MKn content. Whether
interactions between dietary intake and the gut microbiota have a clinically relevant
impact on vitamin K nutriture warrants further investigation.
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Figure 1 | Fecal vitamin K content partitions individuals into menaquiontypes.
A) Principal components analysis; circles represent single fecal samples collected from
77 participants at three timepoints. Vectors indicate the relative contribution of each
vitamer to the variance explained by the 1st and 2nd principal components. B-E)
Partitioning around medoids clustering of vitamin K vitamers at all timepoints (B), and at
baseline (BL; C), 9 wk (D), and 23 wk (E) of the dietary intervention. Menaquinotypes
indicated by gray ellipses; ○ MK9-10 enriched samples; Δ MK5,11-13 enriched samples.
MK, menaquinone; PC, principal component; PK, phylloquinone; SI, silhouette index.
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Figure 2 | Gut microbiota composition is associated with fecal menaquinone content.
A) Redundancy analysis map of fecal vitamin K vitamer content and operational
taxonomic unit (OTU)-level gut microbiota composition. First and second ordination
axes, explaining 82% of total variability in vitamer content, are plotted. OTUs explaining
the greatest amount of variability in fecal vitamin K content are highlighted by gray
ellipses. Red circles represent individual OTUs, green circles represent single fecal
samples collected from 77 participants at 3 timepoints. B-E) Procrustes analysis of OTUlevel gut microbiota composition (blue arrowheads) and fecal vitamin K vitamer content
(open circles) for single fecal samples at all timepoints (B), and at baseline (BL; C), 9 wk
(D), and 23 wk (E) of the dietary intervention. Longer vectors indicate greater intraindividual dissimilarity. MK, menaquinone; PC, principal component; PK,
phylloquinone.
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Figure 3 | Multiple phylotypes are differentially abundant between menaquinotypes.
Levels within the cladogram correspond to different taxonomic ranks from kingdom
(innermost ring) to operational taxonomic unit (outermost ring). Colored circles represent
individual taxa. Red shading represents higher abundance in the MK9-10 enriched
menaquinotype, green shading represents greater abundance in the MK5,11-13 enriched
menaquinotype. Both yellow coloring and no shading indicate no difference in
abundance. Uncl, unclassified.
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Figure 4 | A gut-microbiota targeted dietary intervention alters fecal vitamin K
content.
Changes in fecal vitamin K content during the diet intervention (n = 77). Bars are
median percent change from baseline ± interquartile range. *,#Mixed model repeated
measures ANOVA, significantly different from *baseline, #9 wk (P < 0.05). MK,
menaquinone; PK, phylloquinone.
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Figure 5 | Longitudinal associations between fecal vitamin K content and
operational taxonomic units.
Heatmap of significant (Q < 0.05) β-coefficients from longitudinal associations between
vitamin K vitamers and operational taxonomic unit (OTU) relative abundances (n = 77).
β-coefficients subjected to hierarchical average-linkage clustering using Pearson’s
correlation. OTUs are color-coded by phyla: orange, Bacteroidetes; blue, Firmicutes;
yellow, Proteobacteria; gray, Actinobacteria; white, unclassified. On heatmap, black
shading indicates non-significant (NS) association (Q > 0.05).
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Supplemental Table 1. Longitudinal associations between fecal vitamin K content and
operational taxonomic units (OTU).1
Beta
Phyla
Actinobacteria
Bacteroidetes

Genus

OTU

Bifidobacterium

OTU000304

Collinsella

OTU181955

Alistipes

OTU000023
OTU000079
OTU000436
OTU000643
OTU001988

Bacteroides

OTU000001
OTU000006
OTU000028
OTU000032
OTU000041
OTU000056
OTU000076
OTU000116
OTU000137
OTU000162
OTU000174
OTU000261
OTU000404
OTU001056
OTU001573
OTU005902
OTU010002
OTU013082
OTU031576
OTU128126
OTU135662

Barnesiella

OTU000543

Butyricimonas

OTU000068

Odoribacter

OTU000310
OTU000452

Parabacteroides

OTU000090
OTU000190
OTU000282

Prevotella

OTU000027
OTU000044
OTU000109
OTU000399
OTU001429
OTU004655
OTU011755
OTU021858
OTU153244
OTU262843
OTU262944
OTU266459
OTU268279
OTU516304
OTU533585

Proteobacteria

Bilophila

OTU000484

Cronobacter

OTU001095

Escherichia/Shigella

OTU000081
OTU013416
OTU198443

uncl. Bacteria

Klebsiella

OTU000805

Parasutterella

OTU000182

uncl. Desulfovibrionaceae

OTU000672
OTU000546

PK

MK4

MK5

MK6

MK7

MK8

MK9

MK10

MK11

MK12

MK13
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Beta
Phyla
Firmicutes

Genus

OTU

Anaerofilum

OTU001098

Blautia

OTU168939

Butyricicoccus

OTU000930

Clostridium XI

OTU000135

Clostridium XlVa

OTU000026
OTU000105
OTU000114
OTU000311
OTU009616
OTU016587

Clostridium XlVb

OTU000335
OTU001016
OTU001864
OTU002429

Clostridium XVIII

OTU000414

Coprococcus

OTU001831

Dorea

OTU000170

Eubacterium

OTU000265

Faecalibacterium

OTU000063
OTU000507
OTU071476
OTU265287
OTU265498

Flavonifractor

OTU000047
OTU001765

Lachnospiracea

OTU000018

incertae sedis

OTU000072
OTU000117
OTU000148
OTU000533
OTU001808
OTU106587

Megasphaera

OTU000270

Oscillibacter

OTU000360
OTU000655

Pseudobutyrivibrio

OTU000066
OTU265668

Roseburia

OTU001994

Ruminococcus

OTU000171

Streptococcus

OTU002009

uncl. Clostridiaceae 2

OTU000039
OTU000817

uncl. Firmicutes

OTU000183
OTU000234
OTU000277

uncl. Lachnospiraceae

OTU000003
OTU000014
OTU000021
OTU000064
OTU000092
OTU000107
OTU000164
OTU000472
OTU000506
OTU004377
OTU009789
OTU011197
OTU016362
OTU102708

uncl. Ruminococcaceae

OTU000004
OTU000106
OTU000207
OTU000339
OTU000376
OTU000412
OTU000595
OTU000679
OTU000755
OTU002675
OTU006040
OTU013413

Veillonella

OTU000130

PK

MK4

MK5

MK6

MK7

MK8

MK9

MK10

MK11

MK12

MK13
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1

n = 77. β-coefficients are longitudinal associations between vitamin K vitamers and

OUT relative abundances derived from mixed models ANOVA. False discovery rate (Q)
was controlled using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction. White cells indicate nonsignificant associations. Statistically significant associations (Q < 0.05) are indicated by
the red (positive association) and green (negative association) colored cells.
Color key for β-coefficients:
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Supplemental Table 2. Cross-sectional correlations between baseline fecal vitamin K
content and cardiometabolic biomarkers.1

BMI

PK
-0.07

MK4
-0.25

MK5
-0.26

MK6
-0.13

MK7
0.03

MK8
-0.21

L/M ratio

-0.27

-0.09

-0.04

-0.14

0.00

0.03

MK9
-0.32
-0.29

MK10
-0.29

MK11
-0.21

MK12
-0.03

MK13
0.01

-0.15

0.05

0.14

0.02

-0.03

-0.04

0.07

-0.10

0.07

-0.06

-0.04

0.08

0.21

-0.37
0.19

Glucose

-0.31

-0.05

-0.14

-0.15

-0.08

0.18

-0.15

-0.06

0.05

-0.02

0.04

HbA1c

-0.20

-0.16

-0.13

-0.14

0.08

0.17

-0.15

-0.08

-0.02

-0.08

-0.05

Insulin

-0.23

-0.14

-0.27

-0.23

-0.17

-0.19

-0.37

-0.29

-0.18

-0.19

-0.11

HOMA-IR

-0.27

-0.14

-0.28

-0.24

-0.18

-0.14

-0.16

-0.18

-0.09

0.20

0.09

0.17

0.07

0.00

0.11

-0.37
0.18

-0.29

Adiponectin

0.13

0.04

0.01

0.02

CRP

0.01

-0.18

0.00

-0.07

0.01

0.16

-0.02

-0.04

0.08

0.11

0.21

IL-1β

0.01

-0.02

0.06

-0.07

0.07

-0.04

0.05

-0.01

-0.11

-0.03

0.06

IL-6

-0.08

0.00

0.08

-0.09

-0.05

-0.11

-0.24

-0.27

0.05

0.23

0.25

TNF-α

-0.05

-0.13

0.03

-0.05

-0.01

-0.02

0.02

-0.01

0.03

-0.02

-0.05

LBP

1

n = 77. Values are Pearson’s correlation or Spearman’s rank correlation (all values for

MK12 and MK13) coefficients. P-values were adjusted using Bonferroni corrections;
bold values indicate statistical significance (P < 0.05). BMI, body mass index; CRP; Creactive protein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model of insulin resistance; IL, interleukin;
L/M, lactulose-to-mannitol; LBP, lipopolysaccharide binding protein; TNF, tumor
necrosis factor.
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Supplemental Table 3. Baseline values of cardiometabolic markers by menaquinotype.1
Menaquinotype
P-value2

MK9-10

MK5,11-13

(n = 47)

(n = 30)

BMI (kg/m2)

32.2 ± 3.1

32.4 ± 2.4

0.81

L/M ratio

0.02 [0.01]

0.03 [0.01]

0.07

LBP (μg/mL)

23.3 [20.6]

23.0 [21.6]

0.58

Glucose (mM)

5.0 ± 0.5

4.9 ± 0.6

0.57

HbA1c (%)

4.3 ± 0.4

4.3 ± 0.5

0.64

Insulin (μIU/mL)

11.7 [8.1]

11.7 [12.5]

0.63

HOMA-IR

2.7 [1.6]

2.6 [2.4]

0.74

Adiponectin (μg/mL)

3.7 [2.8]

3.6 [3.0]

0.64

CRP (mg/L)

5.2 [3.9]

6.4 [3.4]

0.90

IL-1β (pg/mL)

0.07 [0.10]

0.08 [0.10]

0.70

IL-6 (pg/mL)

2.0 [1.5]

2.5 [1.6]

0.006

TNF-α (pg/mL)

1.1 [1.0]

1.1 [1.1]

0.54

1

Values are mean ± SD or median [IQR].

2

Student’s t-test. Values presented as median [IQR] were log10-transformed prior to

analysis.
BMI, body mass index; CRP; C-reactive protein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model of
insulin resistance; IL, interleukin; L/M, lactulose-to-mannitol; LBP, lipopolysaccharide
binding protein; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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Supplemental Figure 1 | Partitioning around medoids clustering of vitamin K vitamers
based on the Euclidean distance metric. SI, silhouette index.
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Supplemental Figure 2 | Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) effect size scores for
differentially abundant taxa explaining the greatest differences in gut bacteria community
composition between menaquinotypes. Red bars represent higher abundance in the MK910 enriched menaquinotype, green bars represent higher abundance in the MK5,11-13
enriched menaquinotype.
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Abstract
Menaquinone (MKn) biosynthesis by gut bacteria may contribute to vitamin K nutriture.
However, gut MKn content and factors mediating MKn biosynthesis are not well
characterized. This study examined the effect of a diet intervention expected to alter gut
microbiota composition on fecal MKn content. Fecal vitamin K concentrations were
measured in healthy adults (n = 68, 25 – 70 y) randomly assigned to consume one of
three diets differing only in grain content (refined wheat, whole grain barley, or whole
grain oats) for 6 wk. Increases in total fecal bacterially-synthesized MKn concentrations
during the intervention within the full cohort (median [IQR]: pre = 18 [18] µg/g dry wt
vs. post = 26 [23] µg/g dry wt, P < 0.001) did not differ by diet (P = 0.27). Changes in
fecal phylloquinone (-25%), MK4 (-14%), MK5 (13%), MK9 (33%), MK10 (64%),
MK11 (25%), and MK12 (27%) concentrations during the intervention within the full
cohort (P < 0.05) also did not differ by diet (P > 0.05). Interindividual variability in fecal
MKn composition partitioned individuals into one of two distinct groups independent of
diet which we speculate are driven by the gut microbiota. Baseline total fecal bacteriallysynthesized MKn concentrations (group 1 = 15 [12] µg/g dry wt vs. group 2 = 50 [31]
µg/g dry wt, P < 0.001) and baseline BMI (28 ± 4 kg/m2 vs. 30 ± 3 kg/m2, P = 0.06)
differed between these groups, but responses of fecal MKn to the diet intervention did
not. In conclusion, consuming whole grain oats or barley does not appear to alter fecal
MKn concentrations.

Keywords: Gut microbiota, phylloquinone, refined grains, vitamin K2, whole grains
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Introduction
Vitamin K, comprised of phylloquinone (PK) and the menaquinones
(MKn), are a family of structurally and functionally related fat-soluble vitamers
[1]. All vitamin K vitamers share a methylated napthoquinone ring structure but
are distinguished by the length and saturation of a lipophilic isoprenoid side chain
at the 3-position of the napthoquinone ring [1]. Whereas PK is synthesized by
plants and is the primary dietary form [2], MKn are synthesized by bacteria [3],
including many that inhabit the human gut [4]. The exception is MK4 which can
be endogenously synthesized [5], and is found in animal products [6]. Although
MK5 through MK13 are found in some fermented food products, they are not
thought to be abundant in most diets [6]. The established function of vitamin K is
in hemostasis. However, emerging evidence suggests additional, novel roles for
vitamin K in cardiovascular health, inflammation, glucose homeostasis, cognitive
function, and cancer, some of which may be unique to different MKn forms [1, 79].
MKn biosynthesis by gut bacteria likely contributes to human vitamin K nutriture,
although to what extent is undetermined [4, 10]. Elucidating this contribution requires an
improved understanding of the concentration and distribution of MKn in the human gut.
Few studies have attempted to address this issue, and those that have are limited by small
sample sizes and the inability to quantify all MKn [11, 12]. The inability to quantify all
MKn may be critically important in lieu of recent reports of substantial interindividual
heterogeneity in gut microbiota composition [13, 14], the fact that MKn forms
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synthesized by bacteria vary across species [15], and the possibility that MKn
bioavailability and bioactivity vary with side-chain length [16-19].
Emerging evidence demonstrating that macronutrient and micronutrient intake
modulate gut microbiota composition and metabolism [20-23] suggests that diet
modification could indirectly influence vitamin K nutriture by altering MKn biosynthesis
in the gut. For example, dietary substitution of whole grains for refined grains has been
shown to alter the relative abundance of known MKn-producing bacteria [24, 25].
Though effects appear to be specific to the type of grain used [24-29], affected MKnproducing bacteria have included Bacteroides, one of the most abundant genera in the
human gut [13]. To what extent any whole grain-mediated changes in gut microbiota
composition influence MKn biosynthesis and subsequently gut MKn concentrations is
unknown.
In this study we measured the MKn content of fecal samples obtained from
healthy adults consuming provided-food diets differing only in whether grain-based foods
were predominantly derived from refined wheat, whole grain oats or whole grain barley.
We hypothesized that both whole grain oats and whole grain barley consumption would
alter fecal MKn content.

Methods
Participants
Non-smoking, weight-stable adults, 25-70 y old with a BMI between 19 kg/m2
and 38 kg/m2 were recruited from the Beltsville, MD area. Exclusion criteria included
history or presence of bariatric surgery, eating disorders or dietary restrictions not
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compatible with the study diet, hypertension, certain cancers, kidney, liver,
gastrointestinal, pancreatic or other metabolic diseases, use of cholesterollowering medications, allergy to test foods, and major surgery or antibiotic use
within 3 mo of study participation.
This study was approved by the Medstar Research Institute (Washington,
DC) Institutional Review Board for the Beltsville Human Nutrition Research
Center, and the Tufts University Health Sciences Institutional Review Board. All
participants consented to participation in this research.

Experimental design
The study design was a randomized, double-blind controlled trial
conducted at the Beltsville Human Nutrition Research Center, Beltsville, MD.
Participants were provided with one of three diets for six weeks, and instructed to
consume all of the provided food and nothing else. Dietary supplement use was
not permitted.
The control treatment contained refined wheat products (specifically
cereal and crackers), and provided 0.7 servings of whole grains/d (average US
intake; [30]). Two additional treatments were designed to investigate effects of
whole grain oat and whole grain barley consumption. For the oat and barley
interventions, the cereal and crackers provided in the control diet were replaced
with the same foods made from whole grain oats or whole grain barley,
respectively. Both diets provided 4 servings of whole grains/d (64 g whole
grains/d), in accord with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommendations
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for whole grain intake [31]. Except for the treatment foods (cereal and crackers), all
three diets contained similar foods and had similar nutrient profiles (Table 1).
A single fecal sample was collected during the 36 hr before the provided diet was
initiated and again during the final 24 hr of consuming the provided diet. At both time
points, the fecal sample was collected in a plastic bag, sealed, and stored on ice for < 12
hr until delivery to the Beltsville Human Nutrition Research Center. Upon delivery,
samples were homogenized by kneading, aliquoted and stored at -20 ○C until analysis.
Aliquots were shipped on dry ice to the Jean Mayer USDA Human Nutrition Research
Center on Aging for vitamin K analysis.

Vitamin K analysis
Fecal aliquots were freeze-dried to a constant weight and homogenized using a
mortar and pestle. Approximately 40 mg of dried sample was then used to determine PK,
and MK4 through MK13 concentrations using high-performance liquid chromatographymass spectrometry as described elsewhere [32].

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were completed using SPSS v.20.0, R v.3.0.3 and XLSTAT
2014. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05. The distributions of all data were
inspected visually prior to analysis. Vitamin K vitamer concentrations were log10
transformed prior to analysis. Several vitamers exhibited bimodal distributions (MK5,
MK12 and MK13), and were analyzed using non-parametric tests as described below.
ANOVA or the Kruskal-Wallis test, as appropriate, was used to examine between-group
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differences at baseline. baseline. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to
examine changes in vitamer concentrations over time, and between-group
differences in changes over time. For vitamers exhibiting bimodal distributions,
changes in vitamer concentrations over time were analyzed by the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare these changes
between groups.
Interrelationships between different vitamin K vitamers were assessed by
principal components analysis (PCA) and Procrustes analysis. Results from these
analyses, and the bimodal distributions of MK5, MK12, and MK13 prompted the
use of cluster analysis to further investigate interrelationships amongst vitamers.
Clustering was performed using Spearman’s rank correlation as the distance
metric and the partitioning around medoids algorithm in the R package “cluster”.
The Silhouette Index (SI) was calculated to measure cluster quality and used to
determine the optimal number of clusters. A SI score of 0.5-0.75 was considered
indicative of moderately strong clustering, and a score of ≥ 0.75 indicative of
strong clustering [33]. Clusters with SI scores of < 0.5 were considered weak and
not included in the final results. Independent samples t-tests were used to
compare vitamer concentrations between clusters.

Results
Sixty-eight participants completed the 6-wk intervention. Baseline
anthropometric characteristics did not differ across groups (Table 1).
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Effects of whole grain oat and barley intake on fecal MKn concentrations
Baseline vitamin K vitamer concentrations did not differ across intervention
groups (Table 2). MK10, MK11 and PK were the most abundant vitamers in baseline
fecal samples, and MK5, MK12 and MK13 the least abundant. Substantial
interindividual variability was noted, but most apparent for MK10, MK11, MK12, and
MK13, as indicated by the wide range in the measured concentrations of these vitamers
(Table 2). During the intervention fecal PK and MK4 concentrations decreased (P <
0.05) whereas fecal MK5, MK9, MK10, MK11, and MK12 concentrations increased (P <
0.05, Table 2). None of these changes differed by diet group.

Interrelationships among vitamin K vitamers
Principal components analysis indicated that 57% of the interindividual variability
in fecal vitamer concentrations at baseline, and 64% of the interindividual variability in
post-intervention fecal vitamer concentrations could be explained by two principal
components (Figure 1). At baseline, MK5, MK6, MK11 and MK12 were the most
influential contributors to the first component, and MK9, MK10, and MK13 the most
influential contributors to the second component (Figure 1a). Post-intervention, PK,
MK4, MK5, MK6, MK11, MK12 and MK13 were the most influential contributors to the
first component, and MK9 and MK10 the most influential contributors to the second
component (Figure 1b). Visual inspection of the PCA plots did not provide evidence of
a relationship between diet group and fecal vitamin K content at either time point.
However, a clear separation of a small subset of individuals along the first two principal
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components that was independent of diet group was evident at both time points
(Figure 1a and 1b, gray ellipses).
Procrustes analysis was used to superimpose baseline and postintervention PCA plots, and to assess non-random congruence between the
repeated measurements (Figure 1c). PCA of the Procrustes results indicated that
the first two principal components explained 78% of the interindividual variability
in fecal vitamin K vitamer concentrations measured during the study. The
separation of a small subset of individuals remained apparent indicating that the
same individuals comprised the subset both at baseline and post-intervention.

Clustering of vitamin K vitamers
PCA results prompted the use of cluster analysis to more clearly define
relationships among fecal vitamin K vitamer concentrations. Similar to the PCA
results, cluster analysis partitioned individuals into two distinct groups
independent of diet. At baseline, clustering was moderately strong with two
clusters (SI = 0.73), and weak with more than two clusters (SI < 0.44), indicating
that two clusters optimally described the variability in the data (Figure 3a). The
concentrations of several MKn differed between the two clusters. Specifically,
the cluster with the highest membership (n=55) was enriched in MK9 and MK10;
whereas, the second cluster (n=13) was enriched in MK5, MK6, MK11, MK12,
and MK13 (Figure 3b). The predominant dietary vitamin K vitamers (PK and
MK4), and MK7 and MK8 did not differ between clusters. Cluster membership
did not differ by sex (P = 0.30) or age (P = 0.68). However, individuals in the
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MK9-10 enriched cluster relative to the MK5-6,11-13 enriched cluster weighed less (80 ±
15 kg vs. 90 ± 14 kg, P = 0.03) and had a lower BMI (28 ± 4 kg/m2 vs. 30 ± 3 kg/m2, P =
0.06) at baseline.
Cluster analysis on post-intervention vitamin K concentrations also partitioned
individuals into two distinct groups independent of diet (SI = 0.77). Only four
individuals were assigned to a different cluster relative to baseline, and change in cluster
membership did not differ by diet. One individual on the barley diet moved from the
MK5-6,11-13 enriched cluster to the MK9-10 enriched cluster. Three individuals, one
from each diet group, moved from the MK9-10 enriched cluster into the MK5-6,11-13
enriched cluster. Changes in fecal MKn concentrations during the intervention did not
differ according to baseline cluster membership (data not shown).

Discussion
Diet manipulation did not appear to influence MKn biosynthesis in this
comprehensive characterization of human fecal MKn content in response to manipulation
of grain intake. However, our findings demonstrate substantial interindividual variability
in fecal MKn concentrations. This variability was characterized by two distinct patterns
of fecal MKn concentrations, and was not attenuated by diet standardization.
Our findings confirm those of previous studies suggesting that the human gut is a
MKn reservoir. The mean measured fecal MKn concentrations of 23 µg/g dry wt at
baseline and 32 µg/g dry wt post-intervention are similar to those reported in two
previous small human studies [10-12]. The observation that MK10 was the most
abundant, and MK5 and MK8 were the least abundant MKn are also consistent with
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previous reports [12]. Although largely confirmatory, our findings are
nonetheless important because they strengthen a knowledge base that was
heretofore limited by a few small studies (n ≤ 10/study), and estimations of fecal
MKn concentrations derived from measurements that did not include all MKn
forms [10, 11]. Moreover, our findings demonstrate that the small samples sizes
of previous studies failed to capture the apparent, large interindividual variation in
fecal MKn concentrations.
Our findings identify and characterize substantial interindividual
variability in fecal vitamin K vitamer concentrations that was not due to
differences in diet-derived vitamers (i.e., PK and MK4), but rather due to
interindividual differences in bacterially-synthesized MKn concentrations,
primarily MK12 and MK13, and to a lesser extent MK5, MK6, MK9, MK10, and
MK11. Despite substantial interindividual variability, analyses indicated
interrelatedness amongst different MKn forms within individuals. As such,
individuals with high fecal MK12 and MK13 concentrations also tended to have
higher fecal MK5 and MK6 concentrations, but lower MK9 and MK10
concentrations and vice versa.
We introduce the term menaquinotype to describe this interrelatedness
amongst fecal MKn. Our study cannot address the relevance of these
menaquinotypes to human health, though the observed difference in BMI suggests
that there could be some health relevance. We speculate that in future studies
identifying menaquinotypes could prove useful for explaining variability in
individual responsiveness to interventions aiming to manipulate vitamin K status,
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and for accounting for unexplained variability in relationships between vitamin K intake
and health outcomes.
Though our study cannot identify underlying mechanisms, menaquinotypes likely
result from interindividual differences in gut bacteria composition. Several lines of
evidence support this hypothesis. First, MKn are not thought to be abundant in most
diets [6]. Therefore, fecal MKn concentrations likely represent bacterial-biosynthesis
rather than dietary intake. Second, gut bacteria that synthesize MKn generally synthesize
one predominant form of MKn which differs across species [15, 34, 35]. As such,
variability in the abundance of MKn-synthesizing bacteria is likely associated with
variability in the forms of MKn present in the gut. Third, recent studies suggest that the
collective genome of the gut microbiota (known as the gut microbiome) appears to be
similar across individuals [36], but that interindividual variability in species composition
is high [13, 14]. Thus, while all healthy human gut microbiomes have the capacity to
synthesize MKn, fecal MKn concentrations are likely determined by a combination of the
species present in the gut, their abundance, and how actively they synthesize MKn.
Lastly, although controversial [33], interindividual variability in gut microbiota
composition has been shown to separate individuals into two or three distinct clusters
representing defined microbial communities commonly known as enterotypes [13, 22].
Enterotype membership appears resistant to changes in diet [22] despite the fact that diet
manipulation can rapidly alter gut microbiota composition [22, 23]. Both our discovery
of menaquinotypes and their apparent stability during diet manipulation are consistent
with gut microbiota enterotypes. Taken together this evidence indirectly suggests that
menaquinotypes are driven by the composition of the gut microbiota.
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The absence of an effect of barley or oat intake on fecal MKn content was
unexpected and contrary to our hypothesis. Several studies have demonstrated
increased abundance of Bacteroides and/or Prevotella following in vitro batch
fermentation of different forms of whole grain oats (e.g., flaked, porridge) [27,
29], and β-glucan derived from barley or oats [28]. Bacteroides are commonly
the most abundant genus in human fecal samples [13, 14] and are known to
synthesize MK9, MK10 and MK11 [15]. The relative abundance of Prevotella in
human fecal samples is more variable [14], but several species within this genus
are known synthesize MK11, MK12 or MK13 [37]. However, to date, the results
of these in vitro studies have not been substantiated in clinical trials. Rather,
Martinez et al. [25] reported that the relative abundance of Bacteroides decreased
when participants added 30 g/d of whole grain barley and 30 g/d of brown rice to
their habitual diets for 4 wk. In the same study, adding 60 g/d of whole grain
barley to the diet had no effect on the relative abundance of Bacteroides, but was
associated with an increased relative abundance of several genera, some of which
included MKn-synthesizing species [25]. However, changes in MKn biosynthesis
concomitant to changes in the relative abundance of MKn-synthesizing gut
bacteria cannot be assumed because changes in fecal microbiota composition do
not unequivocally indicate changes in bacterial metabolic activity [38]. Our study
did not assess gut bacteria community composition, and to what extent the
absence of an effect of barley or oats was due to an absence of effect on gut
microbiota composition, or was due to effects limited to bacteria that either do not
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synthesize MKn or MKn-synthesizing bacteria that are not abundant cannot be
determined.
Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the results of this
study. First, how closely MKn excreted in stool represents MKn biosynthesis within the
distal small ileum where the majority of MKn absorption is likely to take place is unclear.
The absence of information on gut microbiota composition is also a limitation and should
be included in future studies examining MKn biosynthesis and vitamin K nutriture.
Finally, following analysis of primary study outcomes we did not have adequate sample
volumes for measuring plasma concentrations of MKn or vitamin K status biomarkers.
Such measurements are needed to conclusively establish relationships between MKn
biosynthesis in the gut and vitamin K status.
Gut bacteria MKn biosynthesis has been estimated to contribute to meeting
between 10% and 50% of the human vitamin K requirement [4, 10]. As MKn
bioavailability and bioactivity are thought to vary with side chain length [19], the exact
contribution likely depends not only on the amounts, but also the forms of MKn
synthesized. Our findings identify distinct patterns of MKn forms in human fecal
samples, herein termed menaquinotypes. Because menaquinotypes are characterized by
differences in both MKn amounts and types, the categorization may prove useful to
future studies examining relationships between vitamin K and human health. Finally,
although dietary patterns can alter gut microbiota composition, potentially influencing
vitamin K nutriture by altering MKn biosynthesis, our findings do not suggest consuming
whole grain oats or barley influences gut MKn content.
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Table 1. Study participant characteristics and diet composition.1
Control

Oats

Barley

11/10

11/12

11/13

53 ± 11

54 ± 8

50 ± 13

Weight (kg)

82.0 ± 15.8

78.8 ± 15.2

85.6 ± 15.6

BMI (kg/m2)

28.1 ± 4.3

27.7 ± 3.9

29.6 ± 4.2

Carbohydrate (%)

54

54

54

Fat (%)

29

29

29

Protein (%)

16

16

16

Fiber (g/1000kcal)

13

13

13

Whole grains (g/d)

11

64

64

Vitamin K (μg/1000kcal)

21

21

21

Sex (n; M/F)
Age (y)

Diet composition

1

Mean ± SD. No between group differences other than whole grain intake; χ2-test and
ANOVA.
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Table 2. Fecal vitamin K vitamer concentrations (nmol/g dry wt).1
Range

<LOD

(n)d

Control
(n=21)

Oats
(n=23)

Barley
(n=24)

Pvalue3

PK
Pre2
0.21 – 16.05
0
3.64 [4.85]
5.29 [5.50]
4.21 [2.77]
0.16
4
Post
1.18 – 5.82
0
3.46 [1.57]
3.11 [1.18]
2.82 [1.73]
MK4
Pre
0.09 – 7.18
0
1.16 [0.96]
1.22 [0.77]
1.21 [0.63]
0.81
4
Post
0.34 – 2.71
0
1.04 [0.67]
1.05 [0.92]
0.82 [0.67]
MK5
Pre
<LOD – 0.84
14
0.09 [0.42]
0.09 [0.25]
0.17 [0.27]
0.61
Post4
<LOD – 1.05
12
0.17 [0.38]
0.16 [0.55]
0.21 [0.26]
MK6
Pre
0.19 – 4.13
0
1.14 [1.51]
0.58 [0.76]
0.92 [0.87]
0.53
Post
0.19 – 4.93
0
0.98 [1.28]
0.66 [0.93]
0.61 [0.59]
MK7
Pre
0.14 – 3.22
0
0.84 [0.81]
0.65 [0.40]
0.91 [1.02]
0.37
Post
0.24 – 4.80
0
0.80 [1.26]
0.71 [0.66]
0.70 [1.00]
MK8
Pre
<LOD – 5.68
8
0.22 [0.40]
0.19 [0.27]
0.26 [0.32]
1.00
Post
<LOD – 22.91
2
0.25 [0.33]
0.28 [0.26]
0.22 [0.26]
MK9
Pre
0.20 – 5.01
0
1.34 [1.26]
1.10 [1.11]
1.57 [1.71]
0.30
4
Post
0.11 – 6.08
0
1.96 [1.22]
1.88 [1.42]
1.86 [1.95]
MK10
Pre
0.68 – 20.0
0
6.64 [5.24]
5.78 [4.78]
7.39 [7.32]
0.32
Post4
0.84 – 32.8
0
8.14 [6.30]
9.95 [9.84] 9.17 [10.44]
MK11
Pre
1.02 – 16.25
0
5.23 [6.30]
3.81 [3.35]
4.73 [3.58]
0.43
Post4
1.26 – 30.01
0
6.25 [6.91]
7.10 [6.36]
5.57 [5.06]
MK12
Pre
0.09 – 21.95
0
0.53 [4.68]
0.37 [0.68]
0.33 [0.49]
0.33
4
Post
0.09 – 41.71
0
0.46 [9.49]
0.46 [1.70]
0.52 [0.56]
MK13
Pre
0.05 – 62.2
0
0.36 [7.35]
0.34 [0.98]
0.31 [0.38]
0.86
Post
0.03 – 81.3
0
0.17 [12.57] 0.31 [15.77] 0.30 [0.40]
Total MK5-13
19.65 [24.15] 17.43 [17.57] 19.52 [18.19]
Pre
3.23 – 87.83
0.27
26.00 [34.39] 29.19 [34.88] 22.61 [21.51]
Post4
7.54 – 163.65
1
Median [IQR]. LOD, limit of detection; MK, menaquinone; PK, phylloquinone.
2
Baseline vitamer concentrations compared across groups by ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis
test; no between group differences.
3
P-value of diet-by-time interaction from repeated measures ANOVA or of KruskalWallis test on change scores.
4
Main effect of time, P < 0.05.
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Figure 1 | Principal components analysis of A) baseline (BL) and B) post-intervention
(Post) fecal vitamin K vitamer concentrations. Vector lengths (red lines) are directly
proportional to the relative contributions of individual vitamers to the 1st (x-axis) and 2nd
(y-axis) principal components. C) Principal components plot of Procrustes analysis.
Procrustes analysis superimposes and rotates the BL and Post principal components plots
to identify a consensus location for each individual (red circles) that explains the greatest
amount of variability in the data. Gray ellipses highlight a separation of a small subset of
individuals from the larger cohort. MK, menaquinone; PK, phylloquinone.
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Figure 2 | Menaquinotypes of the human gut. A) Principal components plot depicting
baseline vitamin K vitamer partitioning around medoids clusters, and B) between-cluster
differences in fecal menaquinone (MK) concentrations; *P < 0.02, ***P ≤ 0.001. Bars are
mean + SD.
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4. Summary and Discussion
4.1 Research summary
All vitamin K vitamers, to include menaquinones (MKn) and phylloquinone (PK),
share bioactivity as γ-glutamate carboxylase enzyme cofactors [1, 2], and emerging
evidence suggests novel physiologic roles for vitamin K extending beyond the canonical
function in hemostasis [3]. While PK is common in the diet, MKn are not thought to be
common in most diets [4]. Multiple gut bacteria species synthesize MKn [5, 6].
However, the role of these MKn in human vitamin K nutriture is unclear [7], contributing
to uncertainty in developing recommendations for vitamin K intakes [8]. This
uncertainty is underpinned by an incomplete characterization of gut MKn content, the gut
bacteria that synthesize MKn, and factors influencing MKn-synthesizing bacteria
populations in the gut. The objective of this thesis research was to address these
knowledge gaps by leveraging recent technological advancements in the fields of
bioinformatics, microbial ecology, and analytical chemistry to characterize
interrelationships between fecal MKn content, gut microbiota composition, and vitamin
K nutriture.
To meet this objective, we first developed and validated a sensitive, selective and
high-throughput liquid chromatography (HPLC)-mass spectrometry (MS) method for
quantifying vitamin K vitamers in biological samples and food products (specific aim 1)
[9]. The impetus for developing this method was an identified need for sensitive and
selective high-throughput vitamin K quantification methods. Though recent
improvements in the sensitivity and selectivity of vitamin K measurement had been
achieved by coupling HPLC with MS, none of the published LC-MS methods had been
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validated for measuring all vitamin K vitamers present in biological samples. Moreover,
the long retention times (> 40 min) of previously published methods made their use
expensive, environmentally unsound and often impractical for the large studies needed to
fully characterize variability in and determinants of biological sample and food product
MKn content. Our method overcomes these limitations by more than halving run times
of previous methods to 20 min/sample while accurately quantifying PK in serum feces,
and food, and MK4 through MK13 in feces and food, and also detecting MK5-13 in
serum when present. As such, this novel method provides a feasible approach for future
studies aiming to quantify multiple vitamin K vitamers in biological samples collected
from large cohorts, and in food products.
We then utilized this method to analyze samples collected during two separate
intervention studies. Both studies utilized whole grain rich diets, and had either
previously been shown to alter gut microbiota composition [10], or included whole grains
previously shown to influence growth of known MKn-synthesizing bacteria. As such,
these studies allowed us to quantify fecal vitamin K content, and characterize
interindividual variability and temporal instability in fecal MKn content in response to
diet-mediated changes in gut microbiota composition (specific aims 2 and 3).
In the first study (STUDY 1), we aimed to identify associations between fecal
vitamin K content and gut microbiota composition in a cohort of overweight and obese
Chinese adults participating in a 23 wk intervention in which diets high in whole grains,
dietary fiber, and selected phytonutrients were prescribed in order to promote weight loss
by modulating gut microbiota composition. Gut microbiota composition was assessed by
16S rRNA gene sequencing, and results published prior to this thesis work had
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demonstrated that the diet intervention altered gut microbiota composition as planned
[10].
Fecal concentrations of several vitamers (PK, MK4, MK6 and MK8) decreased
during the intervention, and longitudinal changes in the relative abundance of > 100
bacteria classified at the operational taxonomic unit (OTU)-level were associated with
altered fecal content of ≥ 1 individual MKn. Longitudinal MKn-OTU associations were
limited to relatively few genera with the strongest and most consistent relationships
between Prevotella spp. and MK5, and MK11-13, between Bacteroides spp. and MK9
and MK10, and between Eschericia/Shigella spp. and MK8. Interestingly, covariance
amongst MKn within individual samples partitioned individuals into two distinct groups,
or “menaquinotypes”, that were characterized by differences in MK5 and MK9-13, and
differences in the relative abundance of several OTUs, predominantly Prevotella spp. and
Bacteroides spp.
We then partially replicated and extended these findings in the second study
(STUDY 2). In STUDY 2, fecal vitamin K concentrations were measured in three groups
of healthy adults before and after consuming one of three provided-food diets differing
only in whether grain-based foods were predominantly derived from refined wheat,
whole grain oats or whole grain barley. Contrary to our hypothesis, the concentrations of
several bacterially-synthesized MKn increased during the intervention (MK5, MK9,
MK11, and MK12), but the increases did not differ by diet. Whether the absence of a
diet effect on fecal MKn was because the diets did not differentially alter gut microbiota
composition could not be determined as this data was not available for the cohort.
However, our findings extended those of the first study as we were able to quantify fecal
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vitamin K concentrations, documenting high fecal MK5-13 concentrations (median = 1826 µg/g dry wt), but also substantial intra- and interindividual variability. Similar to
STUDY 1, covariance amongst several MKn partitioned individuals into so-called
menaquinotypes that were characterized by differences in fecal MK5-6 and MK9-13
concentrations.

4.2 Discussion
Together STUDY 1 and STUDY 2 represent, to my knowledge, the largest and
most comprehensive characterization of human fecal MKn content to date, the first
examination of temporal changes in human fecal MKn content, and the first application
of 16S rRNA gene sequencing to study gut microbiota composition and fecal MKn
interrelationships in vivo.
The fecal MKn concentrations documented in STUDY 2 confirm previous
observations [11, 12] that, on average, the quantity of MKn in fecal samples would
exceed the human vitamin K requirement if full absorbed. Importantly, we subsequently
replicated the fecal MKn concentrations documented in STUDY 2 (Table 1) in a separate
cohort of 80 generally healthy American adults participating in a trial investigating the
effects of a whole grain-rich diet on immune function, but which is not otherwise
included in this thesis (STUDY 3).
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Table 1. Pre-intervention fecal vitamin K vitamer concentrations
(nmol/g dry wt) in separate cohorts of American adults.1
STUDY 2
STUDY 3
(n = 68)
(n = 80)
PK
3.7 [4.5]
2.7 [1.1]
MK4

1.2 [0.7]

1.4 [1.7]

MK5

0.1 [0.3]

0.2 [0.3]

MK6

0.7 [1.1]

1.0 [1.3]

MK7

0.7 [0.7]

0.8 [0.8]

MK8

0.2 [0.3]

0.3 [0.3]

MK9

1.3 [1.3]

1.6 [1.6]

MK10

6.5 [5.6]

7.8 [7.1]

MK11

4.3 [4.1]

6.2 [9.3]

MK12

0.4 [0.5]

0.5 [18.6]

MK13

0.3 [0.9]

0.3 [23.2]

18.4 [17.5]

30.3 [47.8]

Total MK5-13
1

Median [IQR]. MK, menaquinone; PK, phylloquinone. See text
for STUDY 2 and STUDY 3 descriptions.

Our findings also extend the observations of previous studies reporting fecal MKn
concentrations which have either not measured all bacterially-synthesized MKn forms, or
included samples sizes too small to appreciate the substantial interindividual variability in
fecal MKn content that is apparent in our data. The findings of STUDY 1, 2 and 3
collectively indicate that interindividual variability in fecal MKn content, predominantly
MK5 and MK9-13 (and MK6-7 to lesser extents), partition individuals into two distinct
groups, so-called menaquinotypes, differing in total fecal MK5-13 content. Specifically,
MK9 and MK10 are enriched in one menaquinotype whereas MK5, and MK11-13 are
consistently enriched in the other menaquinotype. These menaquinotypes appears robust,
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having been observed in three different study populations within this thesis work (Table
2 and Figure 1).
Table 2. Pre-intervention menaquinotype membership by study.1
STUDY 1
STUDY 2
STUDY 3
Study location

China

United States

United States

Sex (% Female)

64%

51%

40%

41 ± 7

55 ± 10

55 ± 6

32.3 ± 2.0

28.5 ± 4.2

25.7 ± 3.6

MK9-10 menaquinotype

61%

81%

60%

MK5,11-13 menaquinotype

39%

19%

40%

Additional MKn differing
between menaquinotypes

-

MK6

MK6, MK7

Age (y)
2

BMI (kg/m )

1

Mean ± SD. MK, menaquinone.

B

A

Figure 1 | Partitioning around medoids cluster analysis of STUDY 3 data is
consistent with menaquinotypes observed in STUDY 1 and STUDY 2.
A) Principal components plot depicting baseline vitamin K vitamer partitioning around medoids clusters
based on Spearman’s rank correlation (silhouette index = 0.82), and B) between-cluster differences in fecal
vitamin K concentrations; **P ≤ 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Bars are median + IQR. MK, menaquinone; PK,
phylloquinone.
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Results from STUDY 1 suggest that menaquinotypes are attributable to variability
in gut microbiota composition with relative abundances of OTUs classified as
Bacteroides and Prevotella exhibiting the largest differences between menaquinotypes.
Interestingly, the distribution of menaquinotype membership within the respective
populations of STUDY 1, 2 and 3 differed (Table 2). The underlying reasons are unclear,
but may be due to differences in the habitual diets of the populations studied. Previous
studies have reported that the same two genera exhibiting the greatest difference in
relative abundance between menaquinotypes, Bacteroides and Prevotella, also partition
individuals into groups representing defined microbial communities commonly known as
“enterotypes” of the human gut [13-15]. Enterotypes have been associated with longterm, but not short-term, dietary patterns, the Prevotella enterotype being associated with
carbohydrate and fiber intake, and the Bacteroides enterotype being associated with a
“Western” diet pattern high in protein and animal fat [14, 16]. As such, the different
distributions of menaquinotype membership within our cohorts may reflect differences in
the dietary habits of the populations studied. Unfortunately, habitual dietary intake data
are not available to test this hypothesis within the cohorts included in this thesis work, but
should be included in future investigations.
Longitudinal MKn-OTU associations observed in STUDY 1 suggest that dietmediated changes in gut microbiota composition can influence fecal MKn content. In
contrast, fecal MKn concentrations in STUDY 2 were not differentially affected by the
diet intervention. Without gut microbiota composition data, it is not clear if gut
microbiota composition was actually affected by the diet intervention. Regardless,
changes in fecal MKn content were observed within the combined STUDY 2 cohort.
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Though the underlying mechanisms are unclear, this finding does provides additional
evidence to suggest that fecal MKn content is sensitive to diet-modification.
The relevance to human health of the novel characterization of fecal MKn
concentrations, variability, and responsiveness to diet modification reported herein are
unclear. In STUDY 1, cross-sectional associations of pre-intervention data indicated that
fecal MK9 content was inversely associated with BMI, serum insulin and HOMA-IR,
fecal MK10 content was inversely associated with gut permeability, and the MK9-10
enriched menaquinotype was associated with lower serum IL-6 concentrations. In
STUDY 2, membership in the MK9-10 relative to the MK5-6,11-13 enriched
menaquinotype was associated with lower BMI. However, the cross-sectional MKnbiomarker associations observed in STUDY 1 were not sustained during the diet
intervention. Nor were any additional associations between individual bacteriallysynthesized MKn or menaquinotypes with BMI, or biomarkers of glycemia or
inflammation detected. Moreover, the between-menaquinotype differences in BMI
observed in STUDY 2 were not replicated in STUDY 1 or STUDY 3 (Table 3). As such,
whether observed associations between MK9-10 and biomarkers were attributable to
direct effects of MKn or to other metabolites of MK9-10 synthesizing bacteria could not
be determined. For example, observed differences in short-chain fatty acid synthesis
between menaquinotypes (Figure 2) could impact health outcomes [17].
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Table 3. Volunteer characteristics by menaquinotype within
three separate study cohorts.1
MK9-10
MK5,11-13
P-value2
Sex (% Female)
STUDY 1

72%

50%

0.05

STUDY 2

55%

38%

0.30

STUDY 3

46%

31%

0.19

STUDY 1

41 ± 7

41 ± 7

1.00

STUDY 2

52 ± 11

53 ± 8

0.68

STUDY 3

55 ± 5

54 ± 6

0.48

STUDY 1

32.2 ± 3.1

32.4 ± 2.4

0.81

STUDY 2

28.0 ± 4.3

30.4 ± 2.8

0.06

STUDY 3

25.4 ± 3.7

26.3 ± 3.3

0.28

Age (y)

BMI (kg/m2)

1
2

Mean ± SD.
Chi-squared test or Student’s t-test.

Figure 2 | Menaquinotypes are associated with fecal short-chain fatty acid
concentrations (STUDY 1). Bars are mean + SEM. a,bGeneralized estimating equations, aP = 0.02, bP
< 0.001.
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A primary limitation to both STUDY 1 and STUDY 2 is the absence of vitamin K
status biomarker measurements which precluded determining whether fecal MKn
concentrations or menaquinotypes are associated with vitamin K status. We attempted to
address this limitation in STUDY 3.
Preliminary LC-MS analyses of serum samples obtained from the STUDY 3
cohort suggested low serum concentrations of bacterially-synthesized MKn in several
individuals. These MKn were not detected in diet samples implicating bacterialbiosynthesis in the gut as the source. Few previous studies have reported being able to
detect serum MKn in fasted individuals, and those that have either report very low
concentrations (e.g., [18]) or are controversial (e.g., [19]). Therefore, to verify the serum
results we adapted the LC-MS assay developed in this thesis work, using time-of-flight
mass spectrometry to improve assay selectivity (see section 5.1.2 for method details).
Using this approach, we were not able to detect MKn in any serum sample indicating that
the peaks identified by the LC-MS method were co-eluting compounds rather than MKn.
In lieu of the high fecal MKn concentrations observed in that cohort and in STUDY 2,
this observation suggests that absorption of MKn synthesized by gut bacteria is negligible
and therefore unlikely to meaningfully influence vitamin K nutriture. In support, serum
PK concentrations, while weakly correlated with fecal PK concentrations, were not
correlated with fecal MKn concentrations (Table 4) and did not differ between
menaquinotypes (1.1 ± 0.4 nmol/L vs. 1.2 ± 0.9 nmol/L; P = 0.45).
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Table 4 Correlations between pre-intervention serum phylloquinone and fecal vitamin K
concentrations (STUDY 3).1

1
2

PK

MK4

MK5

MK6

MK7

MK8

MK9

MK10

MK11

MK12

MK13

MK
5-13

.19*

-.06

-.06

.03

-.14

-.06

-.07

-.07

-.06

-.03

.001

-.003

n=80. MK, menaquinone; PK, phylloquinone.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient,*P = 0.09.

Alternately, serum PK concentrations may not reflect bacterial MKn synthesis.
Instead, more sensitive biomarkers of vitamin K nutriture such as dephosphorylated,
uncarboxylated matrix Gla-protein or undercarboxylated osteocalcin may be needed to
identify relationships between fecal MKn and vitamin K status. As such, a primary
limitation of this thesis work is a lack of circulating vitamin K status biomarker
measurements. These measures should be included in future studies investigating
relationships between gut bacteria MKn biosynthesis and vitamin K nutriture.
In summary, the collective findings of this thesis work indicate that gut MKn
content is substantial relative to dietary requirements, suggest that variability in fecal
MKn content is predominantly determined by relatively few genera within the gut
microbiota, and that diet-mediated alterations in gut microbiota composition may provide
a feasible approach for altering gut MKn content. The implications for health and
vitamin K nutriture are unclear. Nonetheless, these findings coupled with emerging
evidence of novel roles for MKn in health and disease indicate that interactions between
dietary intake, the gut microbiota, and vitamin K nutriture warrant further investigation.
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4.3 Future directions
With respect to bacterial MKn synthesis in the gut, a logical way forward is to
determine whether fecal MKn concentrations or menaquinotypes are cross-sectionally
and longitudinally associated with vitamin K status as measured by sensitive biomarkers.
In addition, several studies have noted clinically relevant variability in individual
responses to dietary vitamin K depletion [20-22]. Quantifying fecal MKn content in
individuals participating in clinical trials would help elucidate the extent to which this
variability is attributable to interindividual differences in MKn biosynthesis by gut
bacteria.
The inability of current methods, including the method developed as part of this
thesis work, to consistently measure MKn in human blood remains a limitation.
However, it should not be assumed that MKn absorption is required for bacterial MKn
biosynthesis to exert health effects. Mechanistic experiments in which intestinal
epithelial cell lines are treated with MKn or incubated with MKn-synthesizing bacteria
would be useful for elucidating possible in situ effects of bacterially-synthesized MKn.
Investigating MKn precursors as modulators of gut health may also be indicated as
intermediates in the MKn biosynthetic pathway have recently been shown to reduce gut
inflammation [23].
A separate question to address is whether bacterially-synthesized MKn are
endogenously converted to MK4, similar to PK. Bacterially-synthesized MKn are stored
in the liver [18], while extrahepatic tissues generally contain only MK4 and PK with
several tissues (e.g., brain, kidney, pancreas, salivary glands) containing more MK4 than
PK [24, 25]. Plasma MK4 concentrations are either very low or undetectable indicating
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that conversion of bacterially-synthesized MKn to MK4 in intestinal cells and subsequent
release into circulation is unlikely or negligible. However, recent evidence suggests that
small amounts of PK may be converted to menadione in intestinal cells and transported in
circulation as menadione before prenylation in tissues to form MK4 [26]. Moreover,
some evidence suggests that MK7, a bacterially-synthesized MKn, is converted to
menadione when orally ingested [27]. Isotopic tracer studies would be useful for
conclusively determining whether bacterially-synthesized MKn are converted to
menadione and subsequently MK4. Coupling germ free rodent models and urinary
menadione measurements to determine if inoculating germ-free animals with MKnsynthesizing bacteria increases menadione excretion when consuming a vitamin Kinsufficient diet would also be useful in addressing this question.
Finally, the use of MKn as a novel prebiotic could be explored. Prebiotics are
compounds that selectively stimulate the growth of bacteria considered beneficial to host
health. The use of MKn to promote the growth of lactic acid bacteria is established [28].
Whether this approach could be used to stimulate the growth of beneficial gut bacteria
has not been examined.
In sum, questions related not only to the health effects of MKn synthesized in the
gut, but also to the bioavailability and bioactivity of dietary MKn remain unanswered [8].
Leveraging technological advancements in analytical chemistry and bacterial genetics, as
was done in this thesis work, in addition to traditional methods will allow for innovative
approaches to addressing these questions, helping to elucidate the contribution of
bacterially-synthesized MKn to vitamin K nutriture.
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5. APENDICES
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5.1 Methods
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5.1.1 Quantification of vitamin K in feces, serum and food by LC-APCI-MS
Purpose: To measure concentrations of phylloquinone (PK) and menaquinones (MK) 4
through 13 in feces, serum and food samples.
Sample Preparation
1. Sample storage
a. Feces (dry or wet): -80°C to -20°C
b. Food: -80°C
c. Serum/plasma: -80°C
2. Fecal pre-processing
a. Lyophilize ≥ 2 g wet wt. feces to a constant weight.
b. Homogenize dried fecal sample into a fine powder using a mortar and
pestle.
c. Aliquot fecal powder into labeled cryovials for storage.

Vitamin K extraction (feces and food)
1. Select samples to be analyzed and defrost at room temperature. Include controls
(e.g. baby food) in every run
2. Label 50 mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes
3. Stir or mix defrosted samples to ensure homogeneity
4. Weigh appropriate amount of sample and add to 50mL tubes
a. Feces: 40 μg – 50 μg dry wt
b. Food*: 200 μg – 500 μg
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c. To calculate the dilution factor, divide 1 by the exact weight of sample
used so that calculated results will be returned in pmol/g or ng/g.
5. Add deuterium-labeled phylloquinone (5,6,7,8-d4, 2-methyl-d3) internal standard
to each sample
6. Add 10 mL distilled water to each sample and vortex for 30 s
7. Add 15mL 2-propanol:hexane (3:2 v/v) to each sample
8. Vortex samples for 3 min
9. Sonicate each sample at continuous output 50% duty cycle, output control # 4 for
1 min
10. Vortex all samples for 3 min
11. Centrifuge at 20°C and 3000 rpm for 5 min
12. Aspirate the top layer of each tube using a Pasteur pipette and transfer to a
labeled, glass 16 x 100 culture tube

Vitamin K extraction (serum/plasma)
1. Select samples to be analyzed and defrost at room temperature. Include high and
low serum controls in every run
2. Pipette ≥ 250 μL of serum/plasma into 16 x 100 borosilicate screw cap culture
tube*
3. Add deuterium-labeled phylloquinone (5,6,7,8-d4, 2-methyl-d3) internal standard
to each sample
4. Add 0.5 mL ethanol to each tube and vortex vigorously for 5 s
5. Add 0.5 mL distilled water to each tube
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6. Add 3 mL hexane to each tube. Cap tubes with Teflon lined caps and vortex
vigorously for 3 min.
7. Centrifuge at 20°C and 3000 rpm for 5 min
8. Aspirate the top layer of each tube using a Pasteur pipette and transfer to a
labeled, glass 16 x 100 culture tube

Solid phase extraction (feces, food, and serum/plasma)
1. Warm samples while evaporating hexane layer to dryness under a gentle
nitrogen stream (≤ 10 psi)
2. Label a set of 16 x 100 culture tubes and put into Vac-Elute manifold rack.
Place one 500 mg silica SPE column per sample on the Vac Elute SPS 24
3. Reconstitute each sample with appropriate amount of hexane and vortex each
for 5 s:
a. Feces: 4 mL hexane
b. Food: 1-4 mL hexane*
c. Serum/plasma: 0.5 mL hexane
4. Prepare 3.5% (3.5:96.5 v/v) diethyl ether in hexane (12 mL per sample
required)
5. Set Vac-Elute to “WASTE”
6. Condition each column with 4mL of 3.5% diethyl ether in hexane and vacuum
to dry
7. Condition each column with 4mL hexane and vacuum to dry
8. Add appropriate amount of sample to SPE column
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a. Feces: 1 mL
b. Food: 0.5 mL – 1.0 mL*
c. Serum/plasma: 0.5 mL
9. Vacuum to dry
10. Wash each column with 4mL hexane and vacuum to dry
11. Set Vac-Elute to “COLLECT”
12. Wash each column with 8mL 3.5% diethyl ether in hexane and vacuum to dry
13. Warm eluates while evaporating to dryness under a gentle nitrogen stream
(<10 psi)
14. Reconstitute residue in 30 μL of methylene chloride and vortex for 5 s
15. Evaporate to dryness at 60°C in a hot water bath (10 min)
16. Reconstitute residue in 30 μL of methylene chloride and vortex for 5 s
17. Add appropriate amount of methanol to each tube and gently vortex for 5 s
a. Feces: 170 μL methanol
b. Food: 170 μL methanol*
c. Serum/plasma: 90 μL methanol
18. Transfer solution to labeled amber HPLC vials. Cap each vial with an
aluminum crimp cap
19. Centrifuge the sample vials at 20°C and 3,000 rpm for 5 min
20. Load samples into HPLC/MS system
21. Injection volume:
a. Feces: 50 μL
b. Food: 100 μL*
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c. Serum/plasma: 100 μL

HPLC system specifications
1. Instrument: Agilent 1260 HPLC
2. Column: Reversed-phase C18 analytical column; Kinetex 2.6 μm, 150 mm x 3.0
mm
3. Mobile phase:
a. Solvent A: Methanol
b. Solvent B: Methylene chloride
4. Solvent conditions:
a. 0-2.5 min: isocratic; 100% methanol
b. 2.5-10 min: linear gradient to 70% methanol and 30% methylene chloride
c. 10-14 min: isocratic; 70% methanol and 30% methylene chloride
d. 14-15.5 min: linear gradient to 100% methanol
e. 15.5-20 min: isocratic; 100% methanol
5. Flow rate: 1.0 mL/min throughout
6. Calibration standard should include: deuterium-labeled PK, PK, and MK4
through MK13

MS system specifications
1. Instrument: Agilent 6130 Quadrupole MSD with atmospheric chemical ionization
(APCI)
2. Ion source: Positive APCI
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3. Spray chamber gas temperature: 350°C
4. Vaporizer temperature: 400°C
5. Drying nitrogen: 7.0 L/min
6. Nitrogen nebulizer pressure: 45 psig
7. Capillary voltage: 3800 V
8. Corona current: 5 μA
9. Selected ion monitoring mass-to-charge ratios (m/z):
a. Deuterium-labeled PK: m/z 458
b. PK: m/z 451
c. MK4: m/z 445
d. MK5: m/z 513
e. MK6: m/z 582
f. MK7: m/z 650
g. MK8: m/z 718
h. MK9: m/z 786
i. MK10: m/z 854
j. MK11: m/z 923
k. MK12: m/z 991
l. MK13: m/z 1059
*Note: these weights/volumes can be altered based on expected vitamin K concentrations
in samples being analyzed. Lower concentrations necessitate greater starting
weights/volumes and less dilution.
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5.1.2 Identification of vitamin K in serum or plasma by LC-APCI- MS Q-TOF
Purpose: To detect phylloquinone (PK) and menaquinones (MK) 4 through 13 in plasma
or serum samples.
Sample Preparation
1. Sample storage: -80°C

Vitamin K extraction
1. Select samples to be analyzed and defrost at room temperature. Include high and
low serum controls in every run
2. Pipette ≥ 250 μL of serum/plasma into 16 x 100 borosilicate screw cap culture
tube
3. Add deuterium-labeled phylloquinone (5,6,7,8-d4, 2-methyl-d3) internal standard
to each sample
4. Add 0.5 mL ethanol to each tube and vortex vigorously for 5 s
5. Add 0.5 mL distilled water to each tube
6. Add 3 mL hexane to each tube. Cap tubes with Teflon lined caps and vortex
vigorously for 3 min.
7. Centrifuge at 20°C and 3000 rpm for 5 min
8. Aspirate the top layer of each tube using a Pasteur pipette and transfer to a
labeled, glass 16 x 100 culture tube

Solid phase extraction
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1. Warm samples while evaporating hexane layer to dryness under a gentle
nitrogen stream (≤ 10 psi)
2. Label a set of 16 x 100 culture tubes and put into Vac-Elute manifold rack.
Place one 500 mg silica SPE column per sample on the Vac Elute SPS 24
3. Reconstitute each sample with 0.5 mL hexane and vortex each for 5 s
4. Prepare 3.5% (3.5:96.5 v/v) diethyl ether in hexane (12 mL per sample
required)
5. Set Vac-Elute to “WASTE”
6. Condition each column with 4mL of 3.5% diethyl ether in hexane and vacuum
to dry
7. Condition each column with 4mL hexane and vacuum to dry
8. Add entire sample to SPE column
9. Vacuum to dry
10. Wash each column with 4mL hexane and vacuum to dry
11. Set Vac-Elute to “COLLECT”
12. Wash each column with 8mL 3.5% diethyl ether in hexane and vacuum to dry
13. Warm eluates while evaporating to dryness under a gentle nitrogen stream
(<10 psi)
14. Reconstitute residue in 30 μL of methylene chloride and vortex for 5 s
15. Evaporate to dryness at 60°C in a hot water bath (10 min)
16. Reconstitute residue in 30 μL of methylene chloride and vortex for 5 s
17. Add 30 μL of methanol to each tube and gently vortex for 5 s
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18. Transfer solution to labeled amber HPLC vials. Cap each vial with an
aluminum crimp cap
19. Centrifuge the sample vials at 20°C and 3,000 rpm for 5 min
20. Load samples into HPLC/MS system
21. Injection volume: 10 μL

HPLC system specifications
1. Instrument: Agilent 1290 Infinity Quaternary Pump
2. Column: Eclipse Plus C18 analytical column; RRHD 1.8 μm, 50 mm x 2.1 mm
3. Column temperature: 25°C
4. Mobile phase:
a. Solvent A: Methanol and Methylene chloride (90:10 v/v)
5. Solvent conditions: 100% solvent A, 0-45 min
6. Flow rate: 0.750 mL/min throughout
7. Calibration standard should include: deuterium-labeled PK, PK, and MK4
through MK13

MS system specifications
1. Instrument: Agilent G6550A MS Q-TOF
2. Ion source: Positive APCI
3. Acquisition mode: MS1
a. Min range (m/z): 150
b. Max range (m/z): 1500
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c. Scan rate (spectra/sec): 0.40
4. Source Parameters:
a. Gas temperature: 290°C
b. Vaporizer temperature: 400°C
c. Gas flow: 11 L/min
d. Nebulizer pressure: 45 psig
5. Analysis software and method: MassHunter
a. D:\MassHunter\methods\Vitamin KUPLC.m
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Abstract
Vitamin K exists in the food supply as phylloquinone, a plant-based form, and as
menaquinones (MK), a collection of isoprenologues mostly originating from bacterial
synthesis. Though multiple bacterial species used as starter cultures for food
fermentations synthesize MK, relatively little is known about the presence and
distribution of MK in the food supply, and the relative contribution of MK to total dietary
vitamin K intake. Dairy products may be a predominant source of dietary MK in many
regions of the world, and there is recent interest in enhancing the MK content of dairy
products through identification and selection of MK-producing bacteria in dairy
fermentations. This interest is increased by emerging evidence that current dietary
recommendations based on the classical role of vitamin K as an enzyme cofactor for
coagulation proteins may not be optimal for supporting vitamin K requirements in extrahepatic tissues, and that MK may have unique bioactivity beyond that as an enzyme
cofactor. Observational studies have reported favorable associations between MK intake,
and bone and cardiovascular health. Though randomized trials have provided some
evidence to support beneficial effects of MK on bone, the evidence to date is not
definitive, and randomized trials have not yet examined MK intake in relation to
cardiovascular outcomes. Food production practices provide a means to enhance dietary
MK availability and intake. However, parallel research is needed to optimize these
production practices, develop comprehensive food MK content databases, and test
hypotheses of unique beneficial physiologic roles of MK beyond that achieved by
phylloquinone.
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Introduction
Vitamin K is an essential fat-soluble vitamin existing in multiple dietary forms.
Phylloquinone (PK), also known as vitamin K1, is the predominant dietary form, and is
primarily found in green leafy vegetables and their oils (1). Menaquinones (MK), also
known as vitamin K2, are primarily synthesized by bacteria and are found in much lower
amounts in the food supply in meat, dairy and fermented food products. The classical
role of vitamin K as an enzyme cofactor for γ-carboxylation of peptide-bound glutamate
residues established the vitamin as essential to normal coagulation; however, emerging
roles for vitamin K in bone, cardiovascular, and metabolic health are purported (2).
Though existing knowledge of vitamin K’s health benefits are primarily based on studies
examining PK, MK may have similar bioactivity in addition to postulated exclusive
physiological roles (3).
Menaquinones exist in multiple forms; however, the tendency in the literature to
group all MK under the term vitamin K2 has erroneously led many to assume that all MK
are similar in origin and function. As will be described herein, this is not a valid
assumption. Moreover, despite the knowledge that MK are present in the food supply,
the relevance to human vitamin K nutriture has received little attention. Expanding the
knowledge base regarding the health effects of MK, and the distribution of MK in the
food supply is essential for guiding the development of dietary intake recommendations
for vitamin K. This review discusses the relevance of MK biosynthesis to industrial food
production, the presence of MK in foods, and potential effects on human health.
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Menaquinone structure and biosynthesis
Bacterial synthesis of MK was discovered in a series of studies conducted in the
1930’s demonstrating that an anti-hemorrhagic factor present in dried chick feed was
produced by Bacillus cereus (4). Most bacteria are now known to synthesize a limited set
of naphthoquinones which share the same 2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone ring but differ in
the length of an isoprenoid side chain attached at the 3-position which generally ranges
from 5 to 13 prenyl units (each having 5 carbons) in length (Figure 1). These compounds
are known as long-chain MK or MK-n; n representing the number of prenyl units (e.g.,
MK-7 is the term for 2-methyl-3-heptaprenyl-1,4-naphthoquinone). The 2-methyl-1,4naphthoquinone ring, also known as menadione or vitamin K3, is common to all forms of
vitamin K. However, PK differs from MK by virtue of a phytyl side chain located at the
3-position, and is produced primarily in plants (3). Notably, bacteria do not synthesize
MK-4. Instead MK-4 is produced in humans and animals by tissue-specific conversion
of PK and/or menadione (5).
Bacteria utilize two distinct biochemical pathways for MK synthesis
(Supplemental Figure 1), both of which have been described in detail elsewhere (6-8).
In the pathway utilized by lactic acid bacteria (LAB) that are commonly used in industrial
food fermentations, the napthoquinone ring is synthesized from chorismate derived from
the shikimate pathway by a series of enzymes encoded by men genes. The isoprenoid side
chain is synthesized separately and joined to the napthoquinone ring to form
demethylmenaquinone (DMK). Subsequent methylation of DMK completes MK
biosynthesis.
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Depending on the organism and growing conditions, the basic MK structure can
be altered through chemical modification of the napthoquinone ring or side chain.
Common modifications include demethylation of the napthoquinone ring to reform
DMK, and, to varying degrees, saturation of the isoprenoid side chain which is usually
fully unsaturated. In general, gram-positive bacteria primarily produce MK, while gramnegative bacteria produce MK, DMK and ubiquinones (9). Several bacterial species lack
the required methylase and exclusively produce DMK (9).
Before the emergence of the more discriminating sequencing tools now available,
the unique distribution of specific MK production among bacterial species was used as a
chemotaxonomic marker (9). As such, methods for extracting and analyzing MK
isoprenologues as major and minor components in the cells of numerous bacteria were
developed, and a compendium of species-specific bacterial MK production compiled (9).

Function of menaquinones in bacteria
Menaquinones play a key role in prokaryotic respiratory electron transport chains
by functioning as electron carriers in the cytoplasmic membrane (8, 10). In addition to a
role in microbial respiration, reduced MK forms exhibit antioxidant properties, and can
play a role in protecting cellular membranes from lipid oxidation (7). Menaquinones have
also been shown to be involved in the active transport of molecules across the cell
membrane, and in sporulation in Bacillus subtilis (11, 12).
The function of MK in LAB is of particular interest due to the importance of this
class of bacteria to the food industry. Lactic acid bacteria are the principal organisms
used in starter cultures required to produce fermented dairy, meat and vegetable food
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products. Considerable interest is currently being given to developing more efficient
means of growing LAB in order to increase bacterial yield and decrease production costs
(13). Many LAB lack a heme biosynthesis pathway which results in an incomplete
electron transport chain (13). As such, LAB were historically considered to be obligate
fermentative, and were industrially-produced under micro-aerophilic conditions.
However, a link was established between the presence of heme in the growth media and
the use of oxygen among some strains of LAB, specifically Lactococcus lactis and
Leuconostoc mesenteroides (14, 15). Subsequent studies demonstrated that these bacteria
were able to use extracellular molecules in growth media to complement their respiratory
chains (16). In several species, MK were required in addition to heme and oxygen for
successful respiration (17). These findings were of paramount importance for industrial
applications as respiration is a more efficient means of energy production than
fermentation. Consequently, the addition of heme and oxygen, and in some cases MK, to
the media of LAB facilitates aerobic growth leading to greater biomass, lower acid
production, greater amounts of desirable but normally minor end products, and a higher
tolerance to different stressors encountered during processing, preservation and other
industrial processes (16, 18).

Menaquinones in the food supply
Whereas PK is widely distributed in the food supply, predominantly concentrated
in green leafy vegetables and certain plant oils, MK are primarily found in dairy products,
meats and fermented foods (1, 3). However, the MK and PK contents of many food
products are unknown. Of 30 national food composition databases reviewed, only seven
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included the vitamin K content of individual food items. Of these seven, two (UK and
Germany) list PK concentrations only, one (Finland) reports total vitamin K, and three
(Denmark, Sweden, Canada) do not specify whether MK are included in the values for
vitamin K. To the best of our knowledge, the only database which provides MK data is
from the United States. The MK-4 content of 273 food items in the USDA National
Nutrient Database for Standard Reference, Release 25 (19) are published as part of an
ongoing collaboration between Tufts University and the United States Department of
Agriculture in which foods obtained from the National Food and Nutrient Analysis
Program are analyzed for PK, dihydrophylloquinone and MK-4 (20). These values
include MK-4 content in milk, dairy products, and various meats; however, the data are
not comprehensive and do not include other MK forms. The absence of comprehensive
data on PK and MK food content in national databases severely limits the ability of
scientists to reliably establish associations between vitamin K intake and health.
Moreover, regional differences in food production practices and dietary consumption
patterns underlie the necessity of developing national databases for food MK content.
In the United States, menadione is used in poultry feed and some swine feeds as a
source of vitamin K (1, 21). As such, MK-4 formed from menadione is present in poultry
and pork products in the U.S. food supply, and is the primary dietary source of MK-4
(20). Though MK-4 is also formed from tissue-specific conversion of PK (5), the impact
on dietary intake from this conversion is likely negligible as animal organs containing
high MK-4 concentrations including kidney, brain and pancreas, are not commonly
consumed in most regions of the world. Menaquinone-4 is also found in modest amounts
in milk, butter and cheeses, which may make a small contribution to total vitamin K
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intake (Tables 1 and 2). The high consumption of poultry, pork and dairy products in
the U.S. (22) though suggests MK-4 may make a relevant contribution to total vitamin K
intake. In regions where food systems do not use menadione in animal feed or
consumption of dairy products is low, MK-4 is most likely not an important dietary
source of vitamin K. For example, MK-4 has been estimated to account for around 3% of
total vitamin K intake in the Netherlands (23, 24), and is found in animal products in
relatively lower amounts compared to the U.S and Japan. (Table 1).
The specific bacterial strains used and production conditions during fermentation
(i.e., pH, temperature, duration) likely determine the concentrations and forms of MK
found in fermented food products. For example, tetrahydromenaquinone [MK-9(4H)],
produced by propionibacteria and formed from partial hydrogenation of the isoprenoid
chain in MK-9 (25, 26), has been measured in different varieties of cheese in which
propionibacteria are used in starter cultures (12). High concentrations of MK-8 and MK9 measured in Edam type cheese (27) is consistent with the use of the MK-8 and MK-9
producing LAB strains Lactococcus lactis ssp. lactis and Lc. lactis ssp. cremoris as
starter cultures for these cheeses. However, few studies have used validated high
performance liquid-chromatography methods to quantify MK in fermented foods (12, 20,
27-32). The available literature shows that MK-8 and MK-9 are the most common
bacterially-synthesized MK found in fermented dairy products with the presence of other
MK being more limited (Table 2). In a recent report, total long-chain MK concentrations
ranged from non-detectable to 118 μg/100g, with a median concentration of 15 μg/100g
in 62 European fermented dairy products (32). Long-chain MK have also been measured
in fermented plant-based foods such as sauerkraut and natto, a fermented soybean
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product popular in certain regions of Japan but not widely consumed elsewhere (28, 29).
The long-chain MK contents of meat and fish products are generally low (28, 29) and
likely have little public health importance. As such, the evidence available to date
suggests that dairy products are likely the predominant dietary sources of long-chain MK.
In support of this claim, cheese and milk products were estimated to contribute to 54%
and 22% of total MK intake, respectively, in a cohort of Dutch women in whom longchain MK were estimated to account for 9% of total vitamin K intake (24, 33). However,
the absence of comprehensive data on food MK contents, and regional differences in
dairy consumption patterns indicate much more research is needed to accurately quantify
MK intakes at the individual and population levels.

Enhancing food menaquinone content
The diversity of bacterial species used in food fermentations has doubled in the
last decade increasing from 82 different species in 2002 to 195 in 2012 (34). Strains are
selected based on their capacity to derive energy from organic compounds in foodstuffs
(e.g., lactose), to form desired metabolites aiding food preservation (e.g., lactic acid), to
inhibit pathogens, to remove toxins, and to improve organoleptic properties (34).
Fermentation can also be used to improve the nutritional qualities of food products,
which can include increasing MK content.
Emerging evidence purporting multiple health benefits of MK (discussed below)
has led to substantial industry interest in increasing MK in the food supply, particularly
through fermented foods. As discussed above, food production practices, bacterial strain
selection in particular, are likely to provide a relevant means of altering the MK content
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of fermented foods. As such, selection of the most efficient bacterial producers of MK
granted generally recognized as safe (GRAS) status by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration is an active area of research within the food industry. The focus of this
research is on bacteria used as starters in food fermentations and as catalysts in industrial
production of MK intended for use in dietary supplements. Although the MK forms are
ubiquitous in bacteria, it should be noted that some genera considered to be mainly
obligate fermentative have lost the functional ability to produce MK. Among these,
Lactobacillus and Streptococcus are the most relevant genera for this review based on
their widespread use as starters in the dairy and meat fermentation industries, and their
presence in the food supply. Accordingly, foods using these bacteria as starters do not
contain detectable amounts of long-chain MK (32). However, a number of MKproducing species are commonly used in current industrial food fermentation applications
(Table 3). The potential relevance to dietary vitamin K intake is exemplified in one
study in which Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris, Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis and
Leuconostoc lactis strains demonstrated the capacity to synthesize more than 230 nmol of
MK-7 to MK-10/g of dried cells (35). Growing these strains in reconstituted nonfat dry
milk or soymilk medium produced long-chain MK concentrations ranging from 29 to 123
μg/L, leading the authors to conclude that fermented foods could serve as an important
dietary source of vitamin K (35). In addition to strain selection, manipulation of growth
conditions is also known to alter bacterial MK production though many of these
techniques remain proprietary.
In addition to the bacterial production of MK in dairy products, there has been
considerable industrial interest in MK found in the traditional Japanese food, natto. Natto
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is a popular traditional preparation of soybeans fermented with Bacillus “Natto”, a
Bacillus subtilis species. This species produces very high amounts of MK- 7, reportedly
around 900 - 1000 µg/100 g natto (28, 29). Natto also contains modest amounts of MK-8
and PK (84 µg/100 g and 35 µg/100 g, respectively) (28). The genome of a Natto
production strain, Bacillus subtilis natto was recently sequenced and annotated (36). Use
of this genome database in the future will allow for a more comprehensive in silico
investigation of MK production by this bacterial species, with an emphasis on ways to
improve the bacterial productivity. Several methods have already been used, including
classical mutagenesis and conferring resistance to analogues like menadione or
diphenylamine, which have reportedly increased MK-7 production resulting in
concentrations as high as 1,720 μg MK-7/100 g natto (37). In the future, similar
techniques may prove fruitful for increasing MK production among other bacterial
strains.

Bioavailability
Intestinal absorption of all dietary forms of vitamin K appears to occur through
the pathway common to most dietary lipids (3). Bile acids and pancreatic enzymes
facilitate solubilization, emulsification and incorporation of vitamin K into mixed
micelles. After micelles are taken into enterocytes, vitamin K is repackaged into
chylomicrons and enters lymphatic circulation. The bioavailability of PK varies with the
integrity of the food matrix and presence of dietary lipid (38, 39). While the same is
likely true of MK, few studies have addressed this issue, and there is little information
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regarding the relative absorption efficiency, and subsequent transport, distribution and
cellular uptake of different MK isoprenologues (3, 40).
The limited available evidence suggests that amongst the different long-chain
MK, isoprenoid side chain length may alter cellular uptake, transport, and storage.
Differences in absorption and transport of vitamin K forms was demonstrated in a study
comparing plasma PK, MK-4, and MK-9 concentrations following consumption of
equivalent doses of each respective form (41). Postprandial plasma PK concentrations
peaked at more than twice the relative concentration to that of MK-4 or MK-9,
suggesting reduced absorption of MK relative to PK, faster uptake of MK into tissues, or
both. In contrast to PK, which is predominantly concentrated in triglyceride-rich
lipoproteins during the postprandial and fasting states (3), MK-4 and MK-9 were
redistributed from triglyceride-rich lipoproteins to low-density lipoproteins during and
following the postprandial period (41). Relative to MK-9, this redistribution was
observed earlier with MK-4, and while MK-4 also incorporated into high-density
lipoproteins, MK-9 did not (41). In addition, MK-9 was detectable in plasma for up to 48
h, whereas PK and MK-4 clearance was more rapid (41). The plasma kinetics of MK-9
were similar to those of MK-7, which has been shown to have a plasma half-life of
several days, much longer than that of PK and MK-4 (28, 41-44). Plasma kinetics for
other long-chain MK have not been investigated, and whether these kinetics extend longchain MK availability for uptake by extra-hepatic tissues or the increased hydrophobicity
resulting from longer side chain length decreases bioavailability is undetermined.
Moreover, the relative absorption and transport of MK from different food sources is
unknown as most MK bioavailability studies have utilized purified MK sources.
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Within tissues long-chain MK appear to be abundant in the liver, comprising
approximately 90% of liver vitamin K content, but are present at much lower
concentrations in extra-hepatic tissues (45). In contrast, MK-4 appears to concentrate in
brain, kidney and pancreas which may reflect selective uptake of MK-4 or tissue-specific
conversion from PK (46). Though animal models have suggested tissue specific uptake
of PK and MK-4 (47, 48), whether selective uptake of long-chain MK isoprenologues
occurs is undetermined.

Dietary Recommendations
As reviewed elsewhere (40), dietary vitamin K recommendations are based on our
current knowledge of PK. Recommended intakes currently range from 50 to 120 µg/day
for adults 19 years and older (40). Depending on the country, these recommendations are
generally presented as adequate intakes or estimated values reflecting the uncertainty of
what biochemical criteria should be used for determining dietary vitamin K requirements
(40, 49). For example, maintaining carboxylation of extra-hepatic vitamin K-dependent
proteins requires higher dietary vitamin K intake than that which is sufficient for the
classical function of maintaining carboxylation of hepatic vitamin K-dependent
coagulation proteins (40). In other words, this hypothesis of tissue-specific vitamin K
requirements suggests that dietary intakes sufficient to maintain coagulation may be
insufficient to optimize vitamin K nutriture (2, 3). With respect to MK, contributions
beyond that obtained in the diet (i.e., through intestinal bacterial synthesis and/or through
conversion from PK) present additional challenges when defining dietary requirements
(50).
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Although there are differences in substrate affinity, all forms of vitamin K act as
an enzyme cofactor and support carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent proteins.
Recently, evidence suggesting potential exclusive physiological roles for MK-4 has
generated considerable speculation (3). It is unlikely that MK-4 is formed from PK if its
only function is as an enzyme cofactor. Instead, tissue-specific conversion suggests that
MK-4 has unique function among the vitamin K forms. Recently, UBIAD1 was
identified as the enzyme catalyzing prenylation of menadione to form MK-4 (51) leading
to the speculation of a role for MK-4 in cholesterol metabolism (52). Several other
functions unique to MK-4 have been proposed, including inhibition of oxidative cell
death in primary cultures of oligodendrocyte precursors and immature neurons (53),
apoptosis induction in leukemia and other malignant cell lines (54, 55), and as a ligand
for the steroid xenobiotic receptor in bone cells (56). However, verification of these
potential roles in mouse models has been complicated by the common use of standard
rodent chow which is rich in menadione (57). The menadione is converted to MK-4 (58),
which remains in the tissues even after replacement of standard chow with menadionefree chow (59). Further, none of these potential roles for MK-4 have been sufficiently
substantiated with empirical evidence in humans to be used in generating dietary
requirements.
The capacity of intestinal bacteria to produce long-chain MK which could become
available for the host has been established for decades (8, 10, 60). However, despite
recent interest in the human microbiome, very little progress has been made since the
literature was last reviewed nearly two decades ago in understanding the role of MK
synthesized by intestinal bacteria in human nutrition (60). Not all intestinal bacteria
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produce MK, and the contribution to human vitamin K nutriture is unknown with
estimates of the total vitamin K requirement being met by endogenous MK production
varying from 10 to 50% (10, 60). Long-chain MK have been measured in the human
ileum where bile salts are available to facilitate absorption (61). However, the majority
of long chain MK are found in the colon where bile salt concentrations are low (61).
Thus, if MK synthesized by intestinal bacteria substantially contribute to human vitamin
K requirements, absorption likely takes place through a bile salt-independent route.
Whether this occurs remains unclear, although separate studies have demonstrated poor
absorption of MK-9 in animal models (62, 63). Moreover, the majority of bacteriallysynthesized MK remain bound in bacterial membranes, and are therefore not available for
absorption. Though long-chain MK are the primary form of vitamin K stored in the
human liver (45), hepatic uptake of long-chain MK is not well understood (3), and the
relative contributions of dietary MK and MK synthesized by intestinal bacteria to total
liver MK content are not known. The low turnover of hepatic long-chain MK relative to
PK (45) was once thought to be important in maintaining normal coagulation under
conditions of chronic PK inadequacy (64), and antibiotic-induced hypoprothrombinemias
were assumed to result from decreased MK synthesis by intestinal bacteria (65).
However, these assumptions have since been consistently challenged by data from human
studies demonstrating that subclinical vitamin K deficiency can be induced solely by
limiting PK intake (66-68).
Presently, no dietary intake recommendation for vitamin K differentiates between
PK and MK. A recent review on the need for specific dietary reference values for MK
commissioned by the International Life Sciences Institute of Europe concluded that at
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present significant knowledge gaps prevent establishing a reference value for MK intake
although future recommendations for vitamin K intake should consider both MK and PK
(50). Some groups have suggested a recommended daily MK intake of 45 µg,
comparable to the amount present in 100 g of some cheeses or 4 g of natto (47).
However, in the absence of robust physiological endpoints that can be used to
differentiate the contribution of MK to human health from PK, it is unlikely that specific
dietary recommendations such as these will be widely adopted in the near future. Instead,
it may be preferable to recommend consumption of a wide variety of foods containing a
combination of PK and MK.
Currently, no tolerable upper intake level has been established for any form of
vitamin K because no known toxicity is associated with high doses of PK or MK (49).
However, menadione is not used clinically and is prohibited as a human food supplement
in the U.S. due to concerns of liver toxicity (49).

Menaquinones and health
Bone health
As reviewed elsewhere (2, 69), considerable attention has been given to the role
of vitamin K in bone health, with an emphasis on MK. The biological basis for this has
been the presence of vitamin K in bone and the dependence on vitamin K for
carboxylation of multiple Gla-containing proteins synthesized in bone. The most notable
of these proteins is osteocalcin (OC), a vitamin-K dependent protein synthesized by
osteoblasts during bone formation, and the predominant non-collagenous protein in bone
(70). Chronically low vitamin K intake results in suboptimal carboxylation of OC, which
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is thought to lead to decreased bone mineralization and increased risk of fracture and
osteoporosis (71). However, the relationship of OC caroboxylation status to bone health
is unclear (69). More recently, some have proposed mechanisms that are independent of
vitamin K’s role as an enzyme cofactor and that may be exclusive to MK. Numerous in
vitro and in vivo studies have been conducted, but overall there is a lack of consensus
regarding differential effects of PK and MK on bone health (69).
In 2009, the European Food Safety Authority issued a scientific opinion
concluding “a cause and effect relationship has been established between the dietary
intake of vitamin K and the maintenance of normal bone” (72). However, although both
MK-4 and MK-7 supplementation consistently reduce the proportion of OC that is
undercarboxylated (43), whether this effect favourably influences bone health is less clear
(69). The first meta-analysis of MK-4 supplementation and bone health outcomes
reported an overall benefit of MK-4 supplementation on reducing fracture risk (73).
However, the authors articulated many caveats to their analysis, including geographical
homogeneity, varied supplementation with other nutrients and medications, and
heterogeneous study designs. In addition, the majority of these studies focused on MK-4
given therapeutically in daily doses of 45 mg, an amount unattainable through diet alone.
A more recent meta-analysis combined findings of studies that used either PK or MK
supplementation and examined bone mineral density (74). The authors concluded that
there were modest improvements in bone mineral density with vitamin K treatment, but
that the results should be interpreted with caution, especially as PK, MK-4, and MK-7
were combined in the analysis which assumes equivalent bioavailability. Findings from
the two included studies in which MK-7 supplementation alone was examined were
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inconsistent with bone health benefits documented at MK-7 doses of 180 μg/d over 1 yr
in one study (75), but not at 360 μg/d over 1 yr in another (76).
Several relevant studies have been published since these meta-analyses. In a large
clinical trial of more than 4,000 postmenopausal women, supplementation with MK-4
and calcium in comparison to calcium supplementation alone provided no additional
protection against bone fracture over 3 y (77). Kanellakis et al. (78) examined bone
markers during a 1 yr regimen in which postmenopausal women were randomized to
daily consumption of dairy products fortified with calcium, vitamin D3 and either no
vitamin K, 100 μg PK or 100 μg MK-7. After 1 yr, all three interventions improved total
bone mineral density relative to a group receiving no intervention. Whereas no additional
benefit attributable to PK or MK-7 consumption was observed on total bone mineral
density, both PK and MK-7 were shown to have favourable effects on lumbar spine bone
mineral density relative to the control and calcium + vitamin D groups. In the longest
clinical trial of MK-7 supplementation conducted to date, Knapen et al. (79) assessed
bone health and strength in more than 200 postpmenopausal women randomized to
receive a supplement containing 180 μg/d MK-7 or a placebo over 3 yr. Site-specific
effects of MK-7 were reported, with marginally attenuated reductions in bone mineral
content and bone mineral density losses observed at the lumbar spine and femoral neck.
No effects of MK-7 supplementation were measured for the total hip, and the effects of
MK-7 on bone strength indices were inconsistent. Limited evidence of favourable bone
health effects when lesser amounts of MK-7 are consumed from dietary sources also
containing calcium and/or vitamin D (78, 80) suggests that the combination of nutrients
rather than MK-7 alone may have greater efficacy for improving bone health. In this
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regard, it is also important to note that to date there is no indication of greater efficacy of
dietary MK relative to PK (78, 81, 82). Further, as is discussed later, supplemental MK-7
has adverse effects on coagulation parameters in individuals receiving oral anticoagulant
therapy (83, 84). Therefore, any putative benefit of MK-7 supplementation on bone
health will need to be balanced with potential safety concerns regarding stability of oral
anticoagulant therapy among patients on vitamin K-antagonists.

Cancer
Though the mechanisms are still being elucidated, in vitro studies suggest MK
may arrest cell growth and induce apoptosis (3). A small number of in vivo studies have
investigated the efficacy of MK-4 supplementation in doses far in excess of what could
be achieved in the diet for preventing hepatocellular carcinoma in high-risk patients. In a
secondary analysis of a trial investigating MK-4 supplementation and bone loss, 45 mg
MK-4/d was shown to reduce hepatocellular carcinoma risk in women with viral cirrhosis
(85). However, results from subsequent studies investigating the efficacy of MK-4
supplementation for preventing hepatocellular carcinoma recurrence have been equivocal
(86-89). Menaquinones have not been tested as an adjunct cancer treatment. The most
likely explanation for this is that vitamin K supplementation is contraindicated in cancer
patients who are at increased risk for venous thromboembolism and are often prescribed
vitamin K antagonists (90, 91). Limited evidence is available to suggest that vitamin K
intake reduces cancer risk in healthy adults. In one large prospective cohort, inverse
relationships between dietary MK intake with incidence of prostate cancer, overall cancer
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incidence, and cancer mortality were reported (92, 93). However, replication of these
findings is needed.

Cardiovascular health
Calcification of vessel walls reduces their elasticity increasing cardiovascular
disease risk (94). There is growing recognition that oral anticoagulants such as warfarin
may be associated with increased arterial calcification (95). As recently reviewed in
detail elsewhere (96), anticoagulants inhibit the vitamin K-dependent carboxylation of
matrix-Gla protein (MGP) in vascular smooth-muscle cells. In its carboxylated form,
MGP functions as a calcification inhibitor. As such, anticoagulants are thought to impair
the calcium-regulating activity of MGP thereby leading to increased calcium deposition
in the vessel walls. The functional dependence of MGP on vitamin K, and associations
between anticoagulant use and calcification underpin current speculation that vitamin K
may be involved in the progression of cardiovascular disease.
Only one randomized clinical trial examining vitamin K supplementation and
coronary artery calcification (CAC) has been published to date. In this trial, PK
supplementation reduced progression of existing CAC, though there was no effect on
incidence of CAC (97). These findings are consistent with the proposed biological
mechanism of MGP which inhibits further calcification (98). In another study,
postmenopausal women receiving a supplement containing PK demonstrated better
carotid artery compliance and elasticity after 3 yr than those receiving a similar
supplement with no PK (99). However, while suggestive, no direct measures of
calcification were reported.
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One would predict that the impact of PK and MK supplementation on reducing
progression of vascular calcification should be similar given that both forms support the
γ-carboxylation of MGP. However, a series of observational studies suggest possible
differential effects of MK and PK on arterial calcification and coronary heart disease
(CHD) risk. For example, inverse associations between MK intake and severe aortic
calcification (33, 100), the risk of CHD (24), and the risk of CHD mortality and all-cause
mortality (100) have been reported. In these studies, estimated MK intakes were up to
ten times lower than PK intakes, and PK intakes were not associated with disease risk. In
the Dutch PROSPECT study cohort, the reduction in CHD risk was mainly driven by
MK-7, MK-8 and MK-9 consumption (21).
While these findings are intriguing, and have stimulated considerable interest in a
potential therapeutic role for MK in progression of CAC and CHD, these observational
data should be interpreted with caution. Unlike PK, long-chain MK are not detectable in
circulation unless provided in high doses, either in the form of a supplement (42) or in the
form of a concentrated food source, such as natto (28). Interestingly, MK-4 is often not
detectable in circulation, even after administration with doses as high as 420 µg (42).
This is problematic for validation of self-reported intakes of MK as there is no
comparable biomarker. Use of vitamin K biomarkers that measure the proportion of
carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent proteins reflect the dietary contribution of all
forms of vitamin K, and cannot be used to validate intakes of single MK. Since food
composition databases for long-chain MK are unfortunately not available, it is unlikely
that the epidemiological data can be replicated in other countries in the near future.
Alternatively, the findings may reflect the use of MK as a marker of another nutrient or
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food constituent that has heart-healthy properties (101). For example, dairy products,
which were the primary dietary source of MK in the Dutch PROSPECT study cohort,
contain specific fatty acids that may confer protective effects on CHD risk (102).
Notably an inverse association between CHD risk and the consumption of meat, milk and
cheese, among the richest sources for MK in the Dutch food supply, was also observed
(24, 28). Given the challenges in interpreting the results of these studies, there is clearly
a need for randomized clinical trials that isolate any putative effect of individual MK on
CAC. There have been recent media reports that nutritional doses of MK-7 (180 μg/d)
taken over a 3-year period prevented age-related arterial stiffening in postmenopausal
women (103). However, the results of the clinical trial were not available in the peerreviewed literature at the time of this review, and the unique protective role of MK in
heart health remains speculative.

Menaquinones and oral anticoagulation therapy
The γ-carboxylation reaction is critical to the calcium-binding function vitamin Kdependent proteins involved in coagulation (2). Vitamin K antagonists such as warfarin
and acenocoumarol are widely prescribed oral anticoagulants used for the prevention and
treatment of thrombosis (104, 105). These drugs inhibit enzymes involved in vitamin K
recycling resulting in insufficient γ-carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent coagulation
proteins (4). Oral anticoagulant therapy is challenging as both insufficient or excessive
doses can increase the risk of thrombotic or bleeding events (106). Variable vitamin K
intake has been identified as a risk factor for instability of oral anticoagulant therapy, and
high vitamin K intake can result in suboptimal-anticoagulation (107).
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The contribution of dietary MK to oral anticoagulant therapy stability is not well
understood. Using healthy adults maintained on acenocoumarol, Schurgers et al. (84)
demonstrated that on a molar basis MK-7 appears to be 3.5 times more potent than PK
when administered as a dietary supplement. In that study the lowest dose of MK-7
administered, 95 μg/d, was sufficient to significantly reduce the efficacy of
anticoagulation therapy. More recently the same group investigated the effects of lower
daily doses of supplemental MK-7 on oral anticoagulation therapy. In healthy adults
stabilized at the lower standard therapeutic range, Theuwissen et al. (83) reported that 45
μg/d of supplemental MK-7 significantly reduced measures of clotting function at the
group level. At the individual level, the authors concluded that in 40% of cases as little
as 10 μg MK-7/d was sufficient to produce increases in clotting activity requiring oral
anticoagulant dose adjustments in a clinical setting. However, it is important to note that
this study was conducted in healthy adults maintained for ethical reasons at the lower end
of the therapeutic range which may have magnified the relevance of the small changes
documented. Nonetheless, the results do suggest that 45 μg/d supplemental MK-7 may
interfere with oral anticoagulant therapy. The amount of MK that would need to be
consumed from dietary sources to have a similar effect is unknown. Until robust relative
bioavailability studies are conducted to compare absorption and uptake of individual MK
relative to PK, it is unlikely that patients on oral anticoagulants who obtain modest
amounts of MK in their diets through dairy and meat consumption will be counseled to
change their dietary habits in the near future.
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Conclusion
Much of our understanding of the health effects of vitamin K remains focused on
PK, the major dietary form. Major strides have recently been made in our understanding
of MK-4 as an active form of vitamin K that may have functions extending beyond that
of vitamin K’s classic role as an enzyme cofactor. However, MK-4 is unique among the
MK in that it is a metabolite of PK and not of bacterial origin. Although there is
speculation that bacterially-synthesized MK may also convert to MK-4, the empirical
evidence is currently lacking. Similarly, our understanding of the absorption and
metabolism of bacterially-synthesized MK has not progressed much in the last few
decades. As reviewed elsewhere (40), the use of stable isotope technology has been
paramount to understanding PK metabolism. Similar studies are needed for individual
MK to determine their bioavailabilty, relative contribution to human health, and to
appropriately test current claims in the media that certain MK are superior forms of
vitamin K (50). In parallel, studies are needed to generate systematic and comprehensive
food composition data for MK, which, to date, are largely absent from national food
composition databases. Current knowledge indicates that dairy products are poised to be
primary contributors to dietary MK intake, and industrial application of MK-producing
bacteria in fermented dairy products may provide an effective means of increasing MK in
the food supply. However, the importance of MK in the food supply requires additional
empirical evidence to substantiate whether putative health benefits are conferred at
intakes that can be achieved through dietary means alone.
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Table 1 Regional variability in the menaquinone-4 content (μg/100g) of commonly
consumed animal products.
Food item

Japan3

United

The

States1

Netherlands2

13.6 – 31.6

5.8 - 11.3

27 ± 15

Pork or ham, various cuts

0.2 – 9.9

1.7 – 2.4

6±2

Beef, various cuts

1.1 – 9.3

0.7 - 1.3

15 ± 7

Milk, whole

0.8 – 1.0

0.7 – 0.9

2 ± 0.3

15.54

29.1 – 33.5

64 ± 31

Chicken, various cuts

Egg yolk

1

From Elder et al. (20), values are range of ≥ 4 nationally-representative samples.

2

From Schurgers et al. (28), values are range of ≥ 6 locally-representative samples

(Maastricht, The Netherlands).
3

From Kamao et al. (29), values are mean ± SD of 3 locally-representative samples

(Kobe, Japan).
4

Only 1 sample available.
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Table 2 Representative ranges of measured menaquinone contents of dairy foods and
fermented food products.
Menaquinone content1
Food

MK-4

MK-5

MK-6

MK-7

MK-8

MK-9

MK-10

Source

Whole

0.8

0.1

nd

nd - 2.0b

nd

nd

nd

(28, 29)

Buttermilk

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.6

1.4

nd

(28)

0.6 – 1.0

0.1 – 0.3

nd – 0.2

nd - 0.4

0.2 – 2.0

nd – 4.7

nd

(27-29)

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd – 0.1

nd

nd

(28)

Curd

0.4

0.1

0.2

0.3

5.1

18.7

nd

(28)

Hard

4.7 –

1.5

nd – 3.0

nd - 2.3

nd - 16.9

nd - 51.1

nd – 6.5

(20, 28,

Milka

Yogurtb
Whole
Skimmed
Cheeseb

10.2

32)

Semi-hard

nr

nr

1.0 – 3.5

nd – 2.1

2.5 – 7.3

10.0 – 32.1

nd – 13.8

(32)

Soft

3.7

0.3

0.4 – 2.6

nd – 1.7

2.1 – 14.0

6.6 – 94.0

nd – 5.7

(28, 32)

Salami

9.0

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

(28)

Sauerkraut

0.4

0.8

1.5

0.2

0.8

1.1

nd

(28)

nd – 2.0

7.5

13.8

939 -998

84.1

nd

nd

(28, 29)

Otherb

Natto
a

(μg/100mL) b(μg/100g)

1

Values represent the mean concentration (if 1 study), or lowest and highest mean

concentrations (if ≥ 2 studies or foods within the same category) reported in
representative studies from the United States, Europe and Japan. Studies reported values
as a range or mean of multiple samples for each food type. MK 11-13 concentrations
were not reported in any study. Menaquinone, MK; nd, not detectable; nr, not reported.
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Table 3 Menaquinones produced by bacterial species commonly used in industrial food
fermentations.1
Species/subspecies

Food use

MK-5

MK-6

MK-7

MK-8

MK-9

√

√

√√

√

√

√√

√

√

√√

MK-10

Cheese, buttermilk,
Lactococcus lactis

sour cream, cottage

subsp. lactis

cheese, cream

√

cheese, kefir
Cheese, buttermilk,
Lactococcus lactis

sour cream, cottage

subsp. cremoris

cheese, cream
cheese, kefir

Leuconostoc lactis

Cheese

Brevibacterium linens

Cheese

Brochontrix
thermosphacta
Hafnia alvei
Staphylococcus
xylosus
Staphylococcus
equorum
Arthrobacter nicotinae
Bacillus subtilis
“natto”
Propionibacterium
shermanii
1

Meat

√
√

√

√√

Cheese

√

Dairy, sausage

√

√√

√

Dairy, meat

√

√√

√

Cheese

√

√√

Natto

√√

Cheese

√

√

Danisco internal data. MK; menaquinone; √, minor form; √√, major form. Note that

most species within the genera Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium, and Streptococcus
commonly used in fermentation or added to foods as probiotics are not known to produce
MK
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Figure 1 Forms of vitamin K; a) menadione, b) phylloquinone, c) menaquinone-4, and d)
menaquinone-n+1. Reproduced with permission (2).

Supplemental Figure 1 Menaquinone biosynthetic pathways in bacteria. Reproduced
with permission1.

1

Kurosu M, Begari E. Vitamin K2 in electron transport system: are enzymes involved in vitamin K2
biosynthesis promising drug targets? Molecules. 2010;15:1531-53.
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Abstract
Whole grain (WG)-rich diets are purported to have a variety of health benefits
including a favorable role in body weight regulation. Current dietary recommendations
advocate substituting WG for refined grains (RG) as many of the beneficial bioactive
components intrinsic to WG are lost during the refining process. Epidemiological studies
consistently demonstrate that higher intakes of WG, but not RG, are associated with
lower BMI and/or reduced risk of obesity. However, recent clinical trials have failed to
support a role for WG in promoting weight loss or maintenance. Though biochemical
and structural characteristics of WG have been shown to modulate appetite, nutrient
availability and energy utilization, the capacity of WG foods to elicit these effects varies
with the type and amount of grain consumed as well as the nature of its consumption. As
such, WG foods differentially affect physiologic factors influencing body weight with the
common practice of processing and reconstituting WG ingredients during food
production likely mitigating the capacity for WG to benefit body weight regulation.
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Introduction
Obesity is a predominant public health concern (1, 2) with related health care
costs now estimated at more than $190 billion annually in the United States (3). Diet
composition is among many lifestyle factors contributing to the development of obesity
and associated chronic diseases including cardiovascular disease, cancer and type 2
diabetes. As such, identifying dietary patterns, or individual foods and nutrients that
should be increased or decreased in the diet to prevent and treat obesity is an important
public health strategy. Consuming whole grains (WG) is postulated to decrease chronic
disease risk, in part, due to beneficial effects on body weight regulation (4-6).
The American Association of Cereal Chemists (AACC) defines a WG food
ingredient as consisting of the “intact, ground, cracked or flaked caryopsis (kernel) whose
principal components- the starchy endosperm, germ and bran- are present in the same
relative proportions as they exist in the intact caryopsis” (7). Slight derivations of this
definition have been proposed, and a recognized need for an internationally accepted
definition exists (8). Caryopses are the edible seeds of cereal crops which consist of three
primary anatomical components; endosperm, germ and bran. The endosperm comprises
the largest portion of the grain, consisting primarily of storage proteins and starches
needed to feed the germ during maturation (6). The germ contains the embryo, and the
bran acts as a multi-layered protective barrier for the grain (9). Though fiber, vitamins,
minerals, and other phytochemicals are present throughout the grain, bran and germ are
more concentrated sources than endosperm (9).
The most commonly consumed WG worldwide are wheat, brown and long-grain
rice, maize, oats, barley, rye, millet, sorghum, and triticale (9). Currently, these grains
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are more commonly processed (e.g., milled, cracked, rolled, ground, crushed, and flaked)
and reconstituted before consumption than consumed in their intact form (10). Refined
cereal grains (RG) are not fully reconstituted after processing, and consist primarily of
endosperm retained after separation and removal of the bran and germ. While the
refining process improves the texture and stability of grain-based food products, much of
the nutritive value of the WG is lost. Importantly, the AACC definition of a WG
ingredient requires that the endosperm, bran, and germ isolated from the WG during
processing be reconstituted in the same relative proportions as exists in the intact native
grain. Thus, WG are generally richer in dietary fiber, vitamins, minerals, phytoestrogens,
phenolic compounds and phytic acid relative to their refined counterparts (11). The
AACC definition; however, does not stipulate that the WG structure remain intact, nor
does it limit the degree of processing or minimum particle size of the WG.
The superior nutritive value of WG relative to RG, and associations of increased
WG intake with reduced cardiovascular disease (12, 13), cancer (14, 15) and type 2
diabetes risk (16) underpin dietary recommendations worldwide encouraging WG
consumption. The 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans (17) recommend substituting
WG for RG in order to consume at least 1.5 oz-eq WG.1000 kcal-1.d-1 (≥ 24 g WG.4185
kJ-1.d-1). Similarly, a number of European countries (18-23), Australia (24), and Canada
(25) have recommendations encouraging intake of WG foods. Concomitant to these
recommendations, the number of WG-containing food products introduced into the U.S.
marketplace, for example, has increased significantly over the past decade (26).
However, WG consumption remains well below recommended levels for many (27),
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especially in the United States (28, 29). In this review, we examine the evidence for a
role of WG in body weight regulation.

Whole grains and body weight regulation; observational studies
Jonnalagadda et al. (4) recently described issues associated with estimating and
comparing WG intakes in observational studies. Briefly, definitions of WG foods have
varied across studies with the most commonly used definitions being derivations of that
proposed by Jacobs et al. (33). This definition includes food items such as dark bread,
brown rice, oatmeal, popcorn, and breakfast cereals containing ≥ 25% WG or bran by
weight. Added germ and bran are frequently included in the definition as well. This
definition contrasts with the less commonly employed U.S. Food and Drug
Administration definition used for health claims which requires a WG food be ≥ 51%
WG by weight, and contain germ, bran and endosperm in the same relative proportions as
are found in the intact grain. The amount of WG in a serving of a WG food therefore
varies based on the definition used in addition to the relative proportion of WG to RG in
the food. The fact that the exact relative proportion of WG and RG grain ingredients is
proprietary information and often unknown further complicates attempts to accurately
quantify WG intake (4). Thus, WG intake may be under- or overestimated resulting in
misclassification and bias.
Despite differences in the definitions and methods used to estimate WG intake,
the bulk of the epidemiological evidence suggests that WG have a beneficial role in body
weight regulation. A 2008 meta-analysis of cross-sectional studies examining
associations between WG intake and BMI summarized 15 studies including 119,829
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primarily European and American adults (30). Harland et al. (30) documented a 0.6
kg/m2 lower BMI in individuals categorized as reporting the highest (≈3 servings/d)
compared to lowest (< 0.5 servings/d) WG intakes. The inverse association between WG
intake and BMI was consistent, documented in 12 of the 15 studies reviewed (31-45), and
is supported by recent reports (16, 29, 46-50). For example, using the Baltimore
Longitudinal Study of Aging cohort Newby et al. (49) documented a 0.7 kg/m2 lower
BMI in individuals in the highest (2.8 servings/d) relative to lowest (< 1 serving/d)
quintile of WG intake. Likewise, McKeown et al. (47) reported a 1.1 kg/m2 lower BMI
in individuals in the highest (2.9 servings/d) relative to lowest (0.1 servings/d) quintile of
WG intake within a subset of the Framingham Heart Offspring and Third Generation
cohorts. Nearly identical results were documented in a cohort of older adults with a 1.0
kg/m2 lower BMI being observed in individuals in the highest (2.9 servings/d) relative to
lowest (0.2 servings /d) quartile of WG intake (48). Of note, the inverse associations
between WG intake and BMI observed in these cross-sectional studies do not appear to
simply reflect a beneficial effect of total grain intake on body weight regulation as
positive (32, 35, 47) or null (33, 36-38, 48, 49) associations between RG intake and BMI
were reported.
Prospective cohort studies support a role for WG in attenuating weight gain (31,
34, 35). Liu et al. (35) used the Nurses Health Study cohort to examine relationships
between changes in WG and RG intakes, weight change, and obesity risk. Following 12
y of follow-up, women in the quintile representing the largest increase in WG intake (0.9
servings.4185 kJ-1.d-1) compared to those in the quintile representing the largest decrease
in WG intake (-0.6 servings.4185 kJ-1.d-1) experienced a 0.4 kg lower weight gain (4.1 kg
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versus 4.5 kg) and 19% lower odds of developing obesity (35). In contrast, women with
the largest increase in RG intake (0.9 servings.4185 kJ-1.d-1) experienced a 0.4 kg greater
increase in body weight (4.7 kg versus 4.3 kg) and 18% higher odds of developing
obesity compared to those with the largest reduction in RG intake (-0.9 servings.4185 kJ1. -1

d ) (35). Similarly, Koh-Banarjee et al. (34) used the Health Professionals Follow-up

Study cohort to examine relationships between WG and RG intakes and weight gain by
categorizing men into quintiles of change in WG or RG intake. After 8 y of follow-up, a
0.5 kg lower weight gain (0.7 kg versus 1.2 kg) was observed in men reporting the
greatest increase in WG intake (1.5 servings/d) compared to those with the largest
decreases in WG intake (-0.9 serving/d) (34). No benefit of RG intake on prospective
weight change was documented (34). Finally, in the Physicians’ Health Study
consumption of ≥ 1 serving/d compared to < 1 serving/wk of WG breakfast cereals was
associated with a 0.4 kg lower weight gain over 13 y (1.9 kg versus 2.3 kg) in ageadjusted models (31). In this study, a 0.4 kg lower weight gain (1.8 kg versus 2.3 kg)
was also observed in men consuming ≥ 1 serving/d of RG breakfast cereals compared to
those who reported consuming these cereals < 1/wk (31).
In addition to beneficial effects on body weight, WG consumption may be
associated with reduced abdominal adiposity. In a subset of studies included in the metaanalysis of Harland et al. (30), the highest WG consumers were determined to have a 2.7
cm lower waist circumference (WC) and 0.02 lower waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) when
compared to the lowest WG consumers. McKeown et al. (47,48) recently advanced these
findings by reporting associations between WG intake and direct measures of adiposity
obtained by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and computed tomography (CT).
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Older adults in the highest (2.9 servings/d) relative to lowest (0.2 servings/d) quartile of
WG intake had 2.4% lower total body fat and 3.6% lower trunk fat (48). Within a subset
of the Framingham Offspring cohort, visceral adipose tissue volume as measured by CT
was 10% lower in individuals in the highest (2.9 servings/d) compared to lowest (0.1
servings/d) quintiles of WG intake (47). Interestingly, no association between WG intake
and visceral adiposity was observed in individuals consuming ≥ 4 daily servings of RG
suggesting that high RG intake may counter any benefits of WG on body weight
regulation (47). Few prospective cohort studies have directly examined associations
between WG intake and central adiposity. In two separate studies Halkjaer et al. (51,52)
reported no association between intake of WG food products (51) or breads (52) and
prospective WC change in Danish adults, but noted a positive association between intake
of RG food products or breads and WC change in women.
In summary, observational studies strongly suggest that consuming ≈3 servings
WG/d is associated with lower BMI and central adiposity relative to low or no WG
consumption, and higher WG intakes may attenuate weight gain. These relationships
appear to be specific to WG as intakes of RG have not generally been associated with
lower BMI or adiposity in these studies. Of note, the meta-analysis of Harland et al. (30)
demonstrated that higher WG intakes were associated with both increased energy and
dietary fiber intakes and lower smoking prevalence. The greater energy intakes observed
in high WG consumers is likely associated with the trend for higher prevalence of
exercise also reported in these individuals (30). Further, Harland et al. (30) noted trends
for higher micronutrient intakes and supplement use, and lower saturated fat intakes in
the highest compared to lowest WG consumers. Recent reports are generally consistent
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with these findings, demonstrating that high WG consumers tend to be more physically
active, smoke less, and consume more fruit, vegetables and dietary fiber than low WG
consumers (46, 47, 49, 53). Further, cluster and factor analyses frequently link WG
consumption with dietary patterns that include high fruit and vegetable intake, and that
are associated with other desirable health behaviors (54, 55). While statistical adjustment
for these lifestyle factors is common the potential for residual confounding remains;
therefore, associations between high WG intake and lower BMI may be mediated by
healthier lifestyles of WG consumers.

Whole grains and body weight regulation; clinical trials
A number of recent randomized controlled trials investigating the effects of
consuming WG relative to RG on biomarkers of health status have reported changes in
appetite, energy intake, body weight, or body composition as primary or secondary
outcomes following incorporation of WG into diets consumed ad libitum or into energy
restricted diets for weight loss. Ad libitum intake studies commonly incorporated ≥ 48 g
WG/d (3 oz-eq/d) or a similar amount of RG derived from a variety of sources (56-60) or
single food items such as WG breakfast cereal (61-63) or bread (64) into participant diets
over 2 wk to 52 wk. Only two of these studies reported perceived appetite or ad libitum
energy intake as primary outcomes (Table 1) (63, 64). Isaksson et al. (63) documented
postprandial reductions in perceived appetite following consumption of a WG rye
breakfast porridge providing 55 g WG/d compared to refined wheat bread. This effect
persisted after daily consumption of the porridge for 3 wk, but did not translate into
reduced energy intake or weight loss (63). In a pilot study of 14 subjects, Bodinham et
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al. (64) observed no differential effects on perceived appetite or ad libitum energy intake
over 3 wk in which WG wheat rolls providing 48 g WG/d or RG rolls were added to
habitual diets. Similarly, no evidence for a spontaneous reduction in energy intake or
body weight in response to WG interventions were observed in any study in which these
measures were reported as secondary outcomes (56-61, 65, 66). However, all but three of
these studies (61, 65, 66) (Table 1) appear to have encouraged body weight maintenance
or adherence to habitual diets (excepting the intervention component) throughout the
intervention. Therefore, the reported results cannot reliably assess whether increased
WG consumption should be expected to promote a spontaneous reduction in energy
intake and weight loss. Two of the trials in which no recommendations regarding energy
intake were given were ≤ 3 wk duration and therefore too short to infer effects on body
weight outcomes (61, 66). Ross et al. (66) did however report energy intake,
documenting no significant effect on energy intake while substituting 150 g WG/d for
RG into a diet in which all foods were provided over 2 wk. In another study, Brownlee et
al. (65) attempted to investigate the effects of substituting 60 g/d or 120 g/d of WG from
a variety of sources for RG on cardiovascular risk factors to include body weight and
adiposity. The authors noted that volunteers more often appeared to add rather than
substitute WG into their habitual diets, with energy intake increasing concomitant with
WG intake. No significant changes in body weight or body fat were documented in any
group (65).
Recent studies have also examined whether incorporating WG into energy
restricted diets enhances weight loss beyond energy restriction alone (67-71). Taken
together, these studies provide no evidence that a hypoenergetic diet that includes ≈3 to 7
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daily servings of WG (48-112 g WG/d) promotes greater weight loss than a low-WG
hypoenergetic diet (Table 1). However, in two of three studies in which body fatness was
directly measured using DXA (67, 68) or hydrostatic weighing (71), hypoenergetic WGcontaining diets were associated with a greater reduction in body fat, primarily from the
abdominal region, relative to hypoenergetic low-WG diets despite conferring no
additional weight loss benefit (67, 68). Katcher et al. (67) randomly assigned 50 obese
adults with metabolic syndrome to receive dietary advice to obtain all recommended
daily grain servings from either WG or non-WG sources while reducing energy intake
2090 kJ/d (500 kcal/d) from weight maintenance requirements. The group receiving
advice to increase WG intake averaged 5 servings WG/d compared to < 0.25 servings/d
in controls. While reductions in total body fat, abdominal fat and WC were observed in
both groups after 12 wk, abdominal fat loss was 1.3% greater in the WG group (67). In
another trial, Kristensen et al. (68) instructed overweight and obese postmenopausal
women to reduce energy intake by ≥ 1255 kJ/d (300 kcal/d) from weight maintenance
requirements and to consume ≈1985 kJ/d (475 kcal/d) of either WG or RG foods that
were provided to participants. Total body and central fat mass, and WC were reduced in
both groups; however, decreases in total fat mass were significantly greater and decreases
in central fat mass tended to be greater in women consuming the WG-rich diet (68). In
contrast, substituting 84 g oats/d for RG wheat in a hypoenergetic diet did not
differentially affect body fat loss over 6 wk in healthy adults (71). The inclusion of
normal weight participants, larger energy deficit of 4185 kJ/d (1000 kcal/d), type of grain
used, or shorter duration of this study may account for the discrepant results.
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In summary, recent clinical trials provide little evidence for an effect, beneficial
or detrimental, of WG intake on body weight regulation. When WG are added to or
substituted for RG in ad libitum diets, no spontaneous reduction in energy intake or body
weight is observed. Likewise, on the background of a hypoenergetic diet for weight loss,
substituting WG for RG does not appear to promote body weight loss beyond energy
restriction alone. In two separate studies WG-rich hypoenergetic diets appeared to be
associated with greater losses of body fat or central body fat. However, the observed
effect sizes were small, within the measurement error of the methods used to assess fat
mass (72-74), and not always consistent with changes in WC (67, 68). These findings
should therefore be considered preliminary but warrant further investigation.

Factors mediating the physiological effects of whole grains impacting on the
regulation of body weight and composition
The structural and physicochemical properties of WG are diverse and made more
so when incorporated into foods. This diversity is the result of the varied chemical
compositions and quantities of indigestible carbohydrates within different WG, the
degree to which grains are processed prior to consumption, the methods by which WG
foods are prepared, and interactions with the food matrix (75). Together these factors
mediate the physiological effects of WG, and may in turn differentially influence shortterm appetite regulation and nutrient utilization thereby altering WG-mediated effects on
the regulation of body weight and composition (Figure 1).
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Chewing
The fiber content, particle size and structural integrity of WG alter the amount of
chewing required for ingestion of WG foods (76, 77). Increased chewing may promote
satiation by enhancing gastric distention (78), augmenting gut hormone responses (79,
80), prolonging orosensory stimulation (81), or slowing eating rate (82, 83).

Energy density and availability
Whole grain foods generally have a lower energy density, defined as digestible
energy per unit weight, than comparable RG foods. This effect derives from the low
digestible energy per unit mass (84), and water-holding capacities of dietary fibers
intrinsic to many WG. Short-term studies have demonstrated that humans have a
tendency to eat a consistent weight of food irrespective of energy content indicating that
from meal-to-meal appetite is influenced more by the mass of food than the amount of
energy consumed (85-87). Consequently, decreasing dietary energy density results in a
reduction in energy intake without a concomitant increase in hunger (88, 89).
The magnitude of the reduction in energy density that can be achieved using WG;
however, varies with the amount and type of fiber present in the grain. Whole grains
contain both non-fermentable fibers, which provide no digestible energy, and fibers that
are fermented to varying degrees by colonic microbes salvaging otherwise unavailable
energy in the form of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA). Further, viscous fibers present in
varying amounts within different WG decrease digestible energy by impairing
macronutrient digestion and absorption, leading to energy excretion (90, 91).
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Energy digestibility has been shown to decrease by 3-4% following 20-25 g/d
increases in dietary fiber intake, a reduction equivalent to ≈418 kJ/d (100 kcal/d) in these
studies (92, 93). This relationship appears to be dose-dependent as evidenced by
manipulations of dietary fiber content leading to 150 kJ/d (36 kcal/d) increases in fecal
energy content for each additional 5 g/d fiber consumed (94). Similar effects on energy
availability appear to be achieved when dietary substitutions of WG for RG are made, but
only if dietary fiber intake increases substantially. Substituting ≥ 350 g/d of coarse or
finely ground wholemeal bread for mixed wheat bread resulted in a 21 g/d increase in
dietary fiber intake and a 3% reduction in digestible energy (95). However, substituting
105 g milled WG/d for RG did not affect fecal energy excretion when dietary fiber intake
increased by only 7 g/d (68). Similarly, an 84 g/d rolled oats intervention did not impact
the fecal energy content of healthy adults despite a 4 g/d increase in soluble fiber intake
(71). Taken together these findings suggest that consuming WG-rich foods may
contribute to body weight regulation, at least in the short term, by reducing energy
availability but only if substantial increases in dietary fiber intake are concurrent.

Glycemic response
By combination of reduced nutrient availability and delayed gastric emptying,
viscous fibers reduce the postprandial glycemic response (90). Foods that elicit high
glycemic responses are postulated to promote fat storage and hunger by augmenting
postprandial insulin secretion and altering counterregulatory hormone responses (96, 97).
However, the glycemic response associated with consuming WG foods is less dependent
on the fiber content of the grain. Rather factors such as the structural integrity, grain
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particle size after processing, and the food matrix appear to be the primary determinants
of glycemic responses to WG foods (98).
Holt et al. (77) demonstrated progressive reductions in postprandial glycemic and
insulinemic responses with increasing particle size following consumption of WG wheat
provided in intact, cracked, coarse, and finely ground forms, and similar findings have
been reported for maize, barley and rice (99-102). Appetite may also be affected by grain
processing as Holt et al. (77) documented higher satiety ratings following consumption of
the intact relative to the finely ground grain. More recently, Kristensen et al. (103)
measured glycemic responses and appetite following consumption of four separate meals
composed of either bread or pasta made using milled WG wheat or refined wheat flours.
No differences in energy intake at the subsequent meal were observed though the WG
bread was rated as more satiating that the RG wheat bread. Consuming WG foods had no
effect on glycemic responses despite being higher in fiber suggesting the relative
importance of particle size and structural integrity. Further, glycemic responses were
attenuated following consumption of the pastas compared to the breads demonstrating the
importance of the food matrix on glycemia (103).
In addition to postprandial modulation of glycemic responses, WG-rich meals
have also been shown to favorably affect glucose metabolism following the subsequent
meal (104), an occurrence termed the “second meal effect”. Nilsson et al. (105, 106)
recently extended this finding demonstrating that, relative to RG wheat bread, consuming
an equivalent amount of available carbohydrate from barley kernels prepared using
various methods at evening meals depressed the glycemic response following a
standardized breakfast the next morning. Colonic fermentation of indigestible
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carbohydrate was postulated to be an underlying mechanism as evidenced by inverse
associations between glycemic responses and breath hydrogen, plasma SCFA and plasma
glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) concentrations (106, 107). Similar effects; however,
were not observed when wheat kernels were substituted for barley (105) or when the
barley meal was consumed at breakfast and glycemic responses measured following the
subsequent dinner 9.5 hr later (108). In a separate study, compared to RG wheat bread,
an evening meal consisting of barley kernels depressed the postprandial glycemic
response, enhanced peripheral insulin sensitivity, and increased breath hydrogen and
plasma butyrate concentrations the following morning (109). Of note, the fiber contents
of the barley meals consumed in these studies exceeded the average daily amount
consumed by Americans (110), and reached 81 g/meal (106). Thus, whether these
findings are applicable to the types and amounts of WG commonly consumed is unclear.

Fermentation and the gut microbiota
The studies of Nilsson et al. (105-108) and Priebe et al. (109) draw attention to
the potential influence of the gut microbiota in mediating relationships between WG
intake and body weight regulation. Short-chain fatty acids produced during the
fermentation of these fibers contribute to the regulation of body weight and composition
by serving as metabolizable energy sources, directly mediating hepatic and peripheral
glucose and lipid oxidation, and stimulating secretion of the gut hormones peptide-YY
(PYY) and GLP-1 which act to suppress appetite, slow gastrointestinal transit and
modulate glucose metabolism (111). SCFA production is influenced by a number of
factors including the availability of fermentable substrate and the composition of the gut
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microbiota (112). Substrate availability and gut microbiota composition are interrelated
as evidenced by the prebiotic effect, a symbiotic relationship between the gut microbiota
and human host whereby specific fermentable carbohydrate selectively promote the
proliferation of colonic bacteria beneficial to host health (113). Emerging evidence has
demonstrated that the composition of the gut microbiota may be linked to human obesity
(114-120) and is sensitive to multiple dietary factors (116, 121-124); thus, suggesting a
possible role for WG in body weight regulation via modulation of the gut microbiome.
Few studies to date have investigated interrelationships between WG based diet
interventions, gut microbiota composition and energy regulation. Consuming 48 g/d of
WG wheat (125) or maize (61) cereals over 3 wk were shown to have a prebiotic effect in
two separate trials; however, similar effects were not observed when 150 g WG/d from a
variety of food sources was consumed over 2 wk (66). The short duration of these
studies precludes any meaningful conclusions with regard to body weight regulation from
being reached, and only one study quantified energy intake, reporting no effect of the
WG intervention (66). No changes in fasting insulin, fasting glucose, or fecal SCFA
concentrations were reported in any of these studies nor was breath hydrogen excretion or
endocrine mediators of appetite such as PYY or GLP-1 measured.
Inulin and oligofructose are prebiotic fibers found in a variety of cereal grains, but
obtained predominantly from wheat products in American diets (126, 127). Daily
oligofructose supplementation has been shown to alter glucose metabolism, enhance
postprandial gut hormone responses, increase breath hydrogen levels, and promote
weight and body fat loss suggesting interrelationships between prebiotic fiber intake, gut
microbiota activity, and energy regulation (128, 129). However, these effects may be
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dose-dependent as similar effects are not always observed at lower doses (130). Though
these studies provide some support for a beneficial effect of intrinsic WG components on
body weight regulation, the amount of oligofructose shown to be effective (> 16 g/d)
would be difficult to consume from WG products alone (9), and more work is needed to
determine if smaller doses achieved through consumption of WG would have similar
beneficial effects.

Conclusion
Evidence for beneficial effects of WG intake on body weight regulation should
derive from randomized controlled trials demonstrating spontaneous weight loss,
enhanced weight loss during energy restriction, or prevention of weight (re)gain in
response to increased WG intake. Recent trials examining effects of substituting WG for
RG on body weight regulation do not provide evidence for a benefit of WG consumption,
which is counter to epidemiologic observations. However, the nature of WG
interventions employed may have dampened the ability to detect effects of WG intake on
body weight regulation. In particular, the < 10 g/d differences in dietary fiber intake
achieved by substituting WG for RG in these studies is less than what has been reported
to induce even modest weight loss (131, 132), and may have been insufficient to
modulate short- or long-term mechanisms involved in body weight regulation. The
differences in fiber intake achieved; however, are consistent with the increase in total
daily fiber intake expected for an average individual adopting the 2010 Dietary
Guidelines for Americans recommendation to replace RG with WG. Currently consumed
forms of WG may also mitigate potential benefit of WG consumption to body weight or
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composition. Processing clearly influences WG-mediated postprandial physiologic
responses with less processing associated with metabolic effects most likely to benefit
body weight and composition, specifically blunting of postprandial glycemic and
insulinemic responses. Intervention trials commonly used commercially available or
similar food products in which WG ingredients are more often processed and
reconstituted than consumed intact. While using these products reflects the current food
environment, the null findings may suggest that many WG products, as commonly
consumed, are ineffective for facilitating weight control or triggering the underlying
physiologic mechanisms.
Reproducing recent findings of beneficial effects of WG intake on body
composition and elucidating the underlying mechanisms should be targeted in future
trials as central adiposity is a more clinically relevant predictor of metabolic risk than
body weight or BMI (133). It is intriguing to speculate that the mechanisms derive from
interactions between WG intake, gut microbiota composition and host physiology. Direct
effects of the gut microbiota on fatty acid metabolism and the regulation of total body
and fat mass have been demonstrated (134, 135); however, much of this work is restricted
to animal and in vitro models with the relevance to humans undetermined. Owing to
recent advances in molecular biology techniques, the study of dietary influences on the
human gut microbiome has become more accessible. Long-term randomized trials
applying these techniques to explore interrelationships between WG based diet
interventions, gut microbiota composition, and the regulation of adiposity are needed.
In summary, intervention trials conducted to date have failed to demonstrate
beneficial effects of WG intake on body weight regulation despite observational studies
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consistently demonstrating that high intakes of WG are associated with lower BMI, and
the existence of a variety of mechanisms that could result in WG-mediated effects on
body weight. Nonetheless, recent findings suggesting possible beneficial effects of WG
intake on body composition deserve further attention. Investigations of sufficient
duration to capture changes in body composition, providing less processed forms of WG,
comparing different varieties of WG, and discriminating between effects of fiber and WG
are needed. Continued development of biomarkers of WG intake is also needed for
monitoring compliance in these studies. Plasma and urine alkylresorcinol concentrations
are promising in this respect (66, 68) though large interindividual variation, exclusivity to
WG wheat, rye, barley and triticale, short half-life, and possible non-linear increases at
high levels of WG intake remain limitations (136).
At present, insufficient evidence exists to demonstrate clear beneficial effects of
WG intake on body weight regulation. However, given the nutritive superiority of WG
relative to RG, WG consumption should continue to be encouraged as part of a healthpromoting diet.
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Table 1 Clinical studies of whole grain intake and energy regulation.
Reference
Energy
intake ad
libitum
Bodinham et
al.
(64)

Design &
Population

3 wk CO; n
= 14
Nrmwt
M/F, 26 y

Intervention

WG: 48 g WG/d, milled
wheat bread
C: RG bread

Fiber
intake, g/d

∆ Weight,
kg

WG: 30*

Ø

C: 26

∆ Body
composition

Appetite/
(∆) energy
intake, kJ/d

BF: Ø

Ø/

WC: Ø

WG: 0
C: +368

Brownlee et
al.
(65)

CarvalhoWells
et al. (61)

Isaksson et
al.

Ross et al.
(66)

Energy
intake
restricted
Katcher et al.
(67)

16 wk
RCT; n =
266
Ovwt & Ob
M/F,
18 – 65 y

WG1: 60 g WG/d for 8
wk
+ 120 g WG/d for 8 wka

WG1: +11*

WG1: +0.2

BF:

Not
measured/

WG2: +5*

WG2: +0.7

WG1: +0.3%

WG1: +585*

C: 0

WG2: +1.0%

WG2: +389

C: +0.3%
WC: Ø

C: -677

Ø

WC: Ø

Not
measured/
not measured

Ø

Not measured

↓H, ↓DTE,

WG2: 60 g WG/d for 16
wka
C: no intervention
WG: 14*,c

3 wk CO; n
= 32
Nrmwt,
Ovwt & Ob
M/F, 20 –
51 y

WG: 48 g WG/d, maize
semolina breakfast cereal

3 wk CO; n
= 24
Nrmwt
M/F,
18 – 60 y

WG: 55 g WG/d, cut and
rolled rye porridge

2 wk CO; n
= 17
Nrmwt
M/F,
20 – 50 y

WG: 150 g WG/da

WG: 32*

WG: -0.5

C: RG foods

C: 19

C: 0

12 wk
RCT; n =
47
Ob M/F
with MetS,
20 - 65 y

WG: 4-7 oz-eq WG
foods/da

WG: 21*

WG: -3.7

BF:

Not
measured/

C: Avoid WG foods

C: 15

C: -5.3

WG: -1.2%

WG: -1488

C: -1.0%

C: -2884

C: 3
C: RG breakfast cereal
WG: 21
C: 15

↑S after WG

C: RG wheat bread

breakfast; Ø
after lunchb/
WG: -4
C: -184
Not measured

Not
measured/
WG: 8414
C: 8628

All: 2090 kJ/d (500
kcal/d) energy deficit +
DG 2005
+ activity

Abdominal
BF
WG: -2.2%*
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C: -0.9%
WC:
WG: -2.5 cm
C: -4.7 cm
Kristensen et
al.
(68)

Maki et al.
(69)

Melanson et
al.
(70)

Saltzman et
al.
(71)

ⱡ

12 wk
RCT; n =
72
Ovwt & Ob
postmenop
ausal F,
45 – 70 y

WG: 105 g WG/da

WG: 11*,c

WG: -3.6

WC:

Not
measured/

C: RG foods
All: 1254 kJ/d (300
kcal/d) energy deficit

C: 4

C: -2.7

WG: -4.1 cm
C: -4.1 cm

WG: 6329
C: 6061

12 wk
RCT; n =
144
Ovwt & Ob
M/F,
20 – 65 y

WG: 3 c/d oat cereal

WG: 22*

WG: -2.2

WC:

Not
measured/

C: Low fiber foods

C: 13

C: -1.7

WG: -3.3 cm*

WG: -1714

C: -1.9 cm

C: -1714

24 wk
RCT; n =
92
Ovwt & Ob
M/F,
18 – 70 y

WG: 40-80 g/d WG
breakfast cereal

WG: 23*

WG: -4.7

Not measured

Not measured

C: Avoid breakfast
cereals
All: 2090 kJ/d (500
kcal/d) energy deficit
from diet +
exercise

C: 17

C: -5.0

6 wk RCT;
n = 41
Nrmwt,
Ovwt & Ob
M/F, 18 –
78 y

WG: 45 g.4185 kJ-1.d-1
rolled oats
C: 45 g.4185 kJ-1.d-1 RG
wheat
All: 4185 kJ/d (1000
kcal/d) energy
deficit

WG: 17*

WG: -4.4

FM:

Trend for ↓H

C: 13

C: -4.3

WG: -2.6 kg

on WG dietⱡ/

C: -3.0 kg

WG: -3678

Total FM:
WG: -3.0%*,d
C: -2.1%
Central FM:
WG: -3.8%ⱡ
C: -2.7%

All: 2090 kJ/d (500
kcal/d) energy deficit

WG: -2901
C: -1793

C: -3816

p ≤ 0.1, *p < 0.05 compared to control.
Various sources of WG consumed.
b
Measured over 12 hr following WG or RG test meal
c
From intervention foods
d
Percent change
Ø, no difference (actual values not reported); BF, body fat percentage; C, control; CO,
crossover; DG, Dietary Guidelines for Americans; DTE, desire to eat; F, female; FM, fat
mass; H, hunger; M, male; MetS, metabolic syndrome; Nrmwt, normal-weight (18.5
kg/m2 ≤ BMI < 25 kg/m2); Ovwt, overweight (25 kg/m2 ≤ BMI < 30 kg/m2); Ob, obese
(BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2); RG, refined grain; s/d, servings per day; S, satiety; WC, waist
circumference; WG, whole grain; wt, body weight.
a
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Figure 1. Structural and physicochemical properties of whole grain foods mediate the
effect of whole grains on physiologic factors influencing body weight and composition.
GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide-1; PYY, peptide-YY; SCFA, short-chain fatty acids.
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SUMMARY
Consumption of whole grains in favor of refined grains continues to be emphasized in the
United States and internationally. The rationale behind emphasizing whole grain
consumption includes the greater nutrient density of whole grains relative to refined
grains and associations between higher whole grain consumption and reduced risk of
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and obesity. Multiple bioactive components
within whole grains, as well as structural properties of less-processed whole grains, have
been shown to favorably modulate appetite, glucose metabolism, insulin sensitivity, and,
more recently, composition of the gut microbiota. As such, these attributes of whole
grains may act synergistically to deter body fat accumulation. Epidemiological evidence
consistently demonstrates inverse associations between whole grain intake and adiposity;
however, findings from controlled clinical trials are inconclusive. This chapter explores
current evidence for a role of whole grains in preventing and treating abdominal
adiposity.

Key words: whole grain, wholemeal, fiber, obesity, adiposity
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I.

Introduction

Cereal grains have been included in human diets for millennia as important sources of
macronutrients, fiber, vitamins, minerals, and a diverse array of phytochemicals1.
Anatomically, cereal grains are composed of three primary components (Figure 1): the
inner germ which contains the embryo or seed, the outer bran which acts as a multilayered protective barrier for the grain, and the starchy endosperm which comprises the
majority of the grain and supplies the energy needed for seed maturation2, 3. The distinct
roles of the germ, bran and endosperm in the growth and maturation of the grain result in
a distinct distribution of nutrients within the grain. Starch and storage proteins, but
relatively few additional nutrients, are concentrated in the endosperm. In contrast, the
germ and bran contain most of the fiber, vitamins (thiamin, riboflavin, niacin,
panthothenic acid, vitamin B6, vitamin E), minerals (magnesium, calcium, iron,
potassium, phosphorous, sodium, zinc), lipids, and other phytochemicals including
lignans, polyphenols, phenolic acids, and phytates within the grain2, 4.
For dietary purposes, the term “whole grain” is defined by the American
Association of Cereal Chemists (AACC) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration as
the “intact, ground, cracked or flaked fruit of the grain whose principal components- the
starchy endosperm, germ and bran- are present in the same relative proportions as they
exist in the intact grain”5. In other words, whole-grain ingredients are either intact grains,
or grains that have been processed and reconstituted with the same relative proportion of
bran, germ and endosperm as are found in the intact grain. In contrast to whole grains,
refined grains consist primarily of endosperm retained after separation and removal of the
bran and germ. Nutrients are often added to refined grain food products by enrichment
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and fortification; however, much of the nutritive value of the whole grain is lost in the
refining process (Figure 2).
In developed countries, the most commonly consumed grains include wheat, rye,
oats, barley, corn, and rice with other grains such as triticale, teff, millets, sorghum, and
jobs tears consumed in lesser amounts, and the predominant grains consumed varying by
region2. Though all cereal grains have similar chemical compositions, the proportions of
nutrients within different grains vary (Table 1). For example, whole-grain varieties of
wheat, rye, and oat contain three times the amount of fiber as brown rice, and the
proportions of different types of fiber vary with oats and barley being rich in β-glucans,
and rye being rich in arabinoxylan and fructans6.
The ways in which whole grains are incorporated into foods and into individual
diets also varies. Whole grains can be either consumed as a stand-alone food product
(e.g., whole oats) or consumed following incorporation as ingredients into grain-based
food products (e.g., whole wheat flour used for bread making). When incorporated into
food products, the proportion of grain ingredients that are whole grain can range from
almost 0% to 100%. In the United States, the predominant food sources of whole grains
include ready-to-eat breakfast cereals, yeast breads, hot cereals, popcorn, crackers, and
grain-based desserts7. Many of these foods often contain a mixture of both whole and
refined grains. Grain-based foods that contain small relative amounts of whole grain,
such as some ready-to-eat breakfast cereals, can make a substantial contribution to total
whole grain intake in certain subpopulations (e.g., American children 8) despite
containing mostly refined grains in addition to less healthy ingredients such as added
sugars and solid fats9. Moreover, whole grain ingredients in both partial-whole grain
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foods and 100% whole grain foods are often processed prior to consumption with the
final structure of the grain ingredient existing along a continuum of fully-intact to finelymilled. Consequently, most whole grains are presently consumed in a processed, rather
than fully- or partially-intact form, and though the nutrient composition differs from
refined grain, the structure does not.
Unless a food is 100% whole grain, the exact proportion of grains that are whole
grain is proprietary to the manufacturer and often not disclosed. However, some foodlabeling initiatives help provide an indication of whole grain content. For example, foods
in the United States can carry the whole grain health claim stating that “diets rich in
whole grain foods and other plant foods and low in total fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol,
may help reduce the risk of heart disease and certain cancers” if the food product contains
at least 51% whole grains by wet weight10. The whole grains stamp is an international
food-labeling program developed by the Whole Grains Council which allows food
manufacturers to place a unique icon on food products containing ≥8 g whole grains per
serving. Food manufacturers using this program often use the icon to state the perserving whole grain content of the food. In addition, the AACC International recently
defined a whole grain food product as containing 8 g or more of whole grain per 30 g of
product11. The definition is intended to help consumers identify and select whole grain
food products meeting requirements outlined in the Dietary Guidelines for Americans.
The 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommend consuming at least half
of all grains as whole grain which translates into a recommendation to consume ≥ 48 g
whole grains/ 2000kcal/ d or, equivalently, ≥ 3 servings whole grains/ 2000kcal/ d12. One
serving (16 g) of whole grains can be obtained by eating 1 oz (1 slice) of 100% whole
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grain bread, 2 slices of 50% whole grain bread, or ½ cup of 100% whole grain pasta or
cereal for example. Higher daily consumption is recommended in a number of European
countries6, 13, where habitual whole grain intakes tend to be higher than in the United
States. However, whole grain intake remains well below recommended levels for many
adults and children14, especially in the United States15, 16, and public health campaigns
worldwide continue to focus on increasing population-level whole grain consumption.
The rationale underpinning these efforts is the superior nutritive value of whole grains
relative to refined grains, and associations of increased whole grain intake with reduced
chronic disease risk, including a reduced risk of obesity17, 18.
Multiple bioactive components within whole grains as well as properties of lessprocessed whole grains have been shown to favorably modulate appetite, glucose
metabolism, insulin sensitivity, and, more recently, composition of the gut microbiota2, 19.
When packaged in a whole grain, these effects may act synergistically to deter body fat
accumulation3, 4. Consequently, substituting whole grains for refined grains in the diet
may be one component of effective strategies for mitigating undesirable weight gain,
body fat accumulation and related sequelae. In this chapter, we discuss evidence for a
role of whole grains in the prevention and treatment of abdominal adiposity.
II.

Biological plausibility of whole grain-mediated effects on adiposity

The 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans and various international dietary guidelines
recommend increasing whole grain intake by replacing refined grains with whole grains6,
12, 20-24

. If adopting this recommendation is to favorably affect abdominal adiposity,

replacing refined grains with whole grains must, in theory, deter weight gain, promote
weight loss, and/or preferentially spare or build lean body mass. As will be discussed
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below, some of these effects are biologically plausible, and a number of feasible
mechanisms have been proposed. These mechanisms include appetite suppression and
weight loss, reduced dietary glycemic load, improved insulin sensitivity, and, more
recently, modulation of the gut microbiota2, 3, 19. The capacity of whole grains to mediate
these mechanisms is attributed to the independent and synergistic physiologic effects of
nutrients within whole grains, many of which are lost during refining, and the physical
properties of whole grains (e.g., structural intactness and integrity, and particle size)2-4, 19.
Fiber is the component of whole grains that most likely influences physiologic
effects relevant to the regulation of body weight and adiposity. The relationship between
fiber and adiposity is mediated by the physicochemical properties of different fibers
which include viscosity, water-binding capacity, and fermentability25. Viscous fibers
(e.g., arabinoxylans and β-glucans) form gels when mixed with digesta. This slows
gastric emptying and nutrient absorption, thereby promoting satiety, reducing energy
intake and attenuating postprandial glycemic responses26. The high water-binding
capacity and low energy density (metabolizable energy per unit mass) of fiber also
promotes satiety and reduces energy intake by adding bulk and volume without additional
energy to the diet27. Fermentable fibers (e.g., wheat dextrin, fructans, resistant starches,
and β-glucans) have less effect on energy density because they are fermented by bacteria
in the colon. The fermentation process produces energy from an otherwise unavailable
energy source in the form of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA)28. Though SCFA production
increases the metabolizable energy content of fiber, it also influences body weight and
composition by directly mediating hepatic and peripheral glucose and lipid oxidation, and
stimulating secretion of the gut hormones peptide-YY (PYY) and glucagon-like peptide-1
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(GLP-1)29. Actions of these hormones include appetite suppression, slowed
gastrointestinal transit rate, and modulation of glucose metabolism30. SCFA also lower
colonic pH and, in combination with the proliferation of bacteria stimulated by
fermentable fiber, alter the composition of the microbiota in the colon. Altering gut
microbiota composition may have relevant effects on adiposity given the emerging
recognition of gut microbes as important mediators of human metabolism, and
associations between gut microbiota composition and human obesity31.
The superior nutrient content of whole grains relative to refined grains may also
mediate effects of whole grains on adiposity. Relative to refined grains, whole grains are
higher in magnesium and antioxidants, nutrients that have been associated with lower
fasting glucose and insulin levels, and improved insulin sensitivity32, 33. Moreover, whole
grains are rich sources of polyphenols4. Polyphenols are metabolized by gut microbes,
have antimicrobial properties, and may alter the composition of the gut microbiota34.
Perhaps the primary determinant of the physiologic effects of whole grains is
grain structure. Preserving the grain structure decreases the accessibility of nutrients
within the grain to pancreatic amylases. Consequently, intact and less-processed whole
grains produce lower postprandial glycemic responses than both processed whole grains
and refined grains35. In support, Holt et al.36 demonstrated progressive increases in
postprandial glycemic and insulinemic responses as the particle size of the whole grains
consumed were progressively decreased from an intact to a finely-ground form. Similar
findings have been reported for other grains37-40. Appetite may also be affected by grain
processing as higher satiety ratings following consumption of intact relative to ground
grain have been reported36, 41, which may be attributable in part to greater stomach
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distension with increasing particle size41. When available for hydrolysis, the proportion
of different starches within the grain also influence postprandial physiology as highamylose grains attenuate postprandial glycemia and insulinemia owing to the slower rate
of hydrolysis of amylose relative to amylopectin35. In less-processed whole grains, the
decreased availability of starch to amylases results in higher amounts of starch reaching
the colon undigested42 where it can be readily fermented by gut microbes resulting in
increased SCFA production and possibly alterations in gut microbiota composition.
III.

Associations between whole grain intake and adiposity in observational

studies
Several cross-sectional studies have observed that higher whole grain intakes are
associated with lower body weight and abdominal adiposity in adults16, 43-49. In a 2008
meta-analysis of 15 observational studies examining associations between whole grain
intake and body composition50, 12 studies (80%) documented a significant inverse
association between whole grain intake and BMI, and 6 of 7 studies examining whole
grain intake and either waist circumference (WC) or waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) reported a
significant inverse association. To summarize the data into an effect, those adults
consuming, on average, ≥3 daily servings of whole grains had a 0.6 kg/m2 lower BMI, a
2.7 cm lower WC, and a 0.023 lower WHR compared with those consuming <0.5 whole
grain servings per day50. A number of subsequent cross-sectional studies have since
confirmed these findings16, 44, 47.
In observational studies, BMI and WC are often employed as surrogate markers
of total adiposity and abdominal adiposity, respectively, because of established
associations between excess adiposity and chronic disease51. The increased availability
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of methods offering more precise measures of adiposity such as dual-energy x-ray
absorptiometry (DXA) and computed tomography have recently been used to advance
observational nutrition research, including the understanding of relationships between
whole grain intake and abdominal adiposity46, 52. For example, using DXA, McKeown et
al.46 observed that consuming approximately 3 servings whole grains/d relative to
consuming <0.2 servings whole grains/d was associated with 2.4% lower total body fat
and 3.6% lower trunk fat in adults over the age of 60. In addition, among Framingham
Heart Study participants, McKeown and colleagues52 observed that visceral adipose
tissue volume as measured by computed tomography was 10% lower in middle-aged
adults consuming ≥3 servings whole grains/d compared those consuming <0.2 servings
whole grains/d. These observations suggest that higher intakes of whole grains may be
differentially linked to body fat deposition.
Despite multiple studies observing a cross-sectional association between whole
grain consumption and BMI, or abdominal adiposity, the extent to which higher WG
intakes prevent or reduce long-term (i.e., >1 y) weight gain and body fat accretion has
received less attention. However, prospective evidence favorably linking higher whole
grain intake to attenuated increases in body weight or total adiposity as measured by BMI
has been demonstrated in several large cohorts of American health professionals53-55. In
these studies, estimates of whole grain intake obtained from food frequency
questionnaires (FFQ) administered every few years were linked to changes in selfreported body weight or BMI. Using the Nurses Health Study cohort, Liu et al.54
reported a 0.1 kg/m2 lower increase in BMI every 2-4 y in women who increased their
whole grain intake by ≈1 serving/1000 kcal/d relative to those who decreased their whole
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grain intake by 0.6 servings/1000 kcal/d. Similarly, a 0.5 kg lower weight gain over 8 y
was observed in men participating in the Health Professionals Follow-up Study who
increased their whole grain intake by 1.5 servings/d compared to those reducing intake by
0.9 serving/d53. In a subsequent meta-analysis in which data from these cohorts were
combined with additional data from the Nurses Health Study II cohort, Mozaffarian et
al.55 estimated an annual weight loss of 0.04 kg for every 1 serving/d increase in whole
grain intake. Collectively, these studies provide evidence that higher whole grain intakes
may modestly attenuate weight gain or even promote weight loss in well-educated
American adults after controlling for other lifestyle and dietary factors.
The evidence linking higher whole grain consumption, specifically, to long-term
changes in abdominal adiposity is limited by the lack of prospective cohort studies
employing more direct indicators of adiposity than BMI, such as WC or body fat
percentage. The few cohort studies that have attempted to explore this relationship have
not quantified total whole grain intake but, rather, limited estimates of whole grain intake
to individual food groups or possible surrogate markers of whole grain intake such as
cereal fiber. For example, Du et al.56 observed that each 10 g/d intake of cereal fiber was
associated with a decrease in WC of 0.10 cm/y in one large, multinational European
cohort. In contrast, increases in whole grain bread intake have not been significantly
associated with changes in WC57, 58, although a trend for a reduction in WC over 6 y was
observed in women within one study57.
To put the findings of these observational studies into perspective, each 5 kg/m2
increase in BMI on a population level has been associated with a 30% greater overall
mortality59. Though effects of whole grains on BMI appear considerably smaller, both
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avoidance of weight gain as well as relatively small reductions in body weight are
thought to significantly reduce chronic disease risk in the significant proportion of the
population that is overweight or obese60.
Although the epidemiological evidence is suggestive and largely consistent,
observational studies cannot causally link higher whole grain intake to reduced
abdominal adiposity. Moreover, relatively few studies53-55 have directly assessed total
whole grain intake in relation to long-term changes in adiposity within large cohorts
followed prospectively over years. Though the few available cohort studies suggest
marginal benefits of whole grain consumption on adiposity, definitive conclusions are
precluded by the relative lack of relevant trials employing accurate measures of adiposity.
Interpretation of observational studies is also complicated by the methodological
difficulty of accurately quantifying whole grain intake61, 62. Dietary assessment
questionnaires assessing whole grain intake often only consider breakfast cereals
containing ≥25% whole grains, dark bread, brown rice, popcorn, oatmeal, and a few
additional foods such as wild rice, bran muffins, and whole-wheat crackers as whole
grain foods61. Furthermore, until recently, estimates of whole grain intake generally
included ‘added bran’ and bran-containing cereals. Thus, the definition applied in the
research setting is not consistent with the AACC definition of a whole grain, nor does it
align with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration requirement that a food be ≥51%
whole grain by weight to be eligible for the whole grain health claim. Further, given the
increased availability of whole grain products in the food supply chain63, traditional
dietary assessment methods and definitions of whole grains may not adequately capture
the variety and increasing abundance of dietary sources of whole grains. Coupled with
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the above-mentioned limitations, these methods also fail to account for the considerable
variability of whole grain content among grain-based foods in which whole grains can
comprise 0%-100% of the total grain content. In order to overcome these limitations, a
more quantitative estimate of whole grain intake is needed. Some studies43, 47, 53, 64 have
applied whole grain databases that include manufacturer information on the whole grain
content of specific food products. Using these quantitative estimates of whole grain
intake has lead to higher estimates of population-level whole grain intakes within the
same cohort, although study conclusions were not affected53. Nonetheless, in
combination with the established limitations of dietary recall methods and the difficulties
individuals have in identifying whole grain foods65, improvements in whole grain
databases used in research are necessary to reduce measurement error in observational
studies.
Independent biomarkers of food or nutrient intakes are of value in
epidemiological studies for confirming observations based on self-reported dietary
exposure. To date, plasma66, 67 and urinary68 concentrations of alkylresorcinols (AR) and
their metabolites have emerged as potentially promising biomarkers of whole grain
intake. Alkylresorcinols are a group of phenolic lipids found in the outer bran of wheat,
rye, barley and triticale69. Recently, Ma and colleagues70 used plasma AR concentrations
to confirm a previous observation from their group that whole grain intake was inversely
correlated with BMI and percent body fat in older adults70. However, AR are only
present in wheat, rye, barley and triticale, and may not be a suitable biomarker in
populations where consumption of other grains substantially contribute to total whole
grain intake. Moreover, AR concentrations demonstrate large inter-individual variation67,
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71

, reflect a short half-life72, and do not demonstrate linear increases at high levels of

intake73 which may limit their use as long-term biomarkers of whole grain intake74.
Residual confounding is also of concern when interpreting associations between
whole grain intake and adiposity observed in epidemiological studies. Whole grain
consumers are consistently observed to be more physically active, smoke less, and
consume more fruit, vegetables and dietary fiber than low whole grain consumers45, 47, 52,
75

. Similarly, analyses of dietary patterns frequently link whole grain consumption with

greater intakes of fruits, vegetables, and other foods associated with desirable health
behaviors76, 77. Though statistical adjustment for these factors is common, to what extent
associations between high whole grain intake and lower adiposity reported in
epidemiological studies simply reflect healthier lifestyles of whole grain consumers
remains unclear.
IV.

Evidence from clinical trials of whole grain-mediated effects on adiposity

A number of randomized controlled trials have examined the effects of whole grains on
adiposity by assessing whether dietary substitution of whole grains for refined grains
leads to a spontaneous reduction in energy intake that consequently results in body
weight and body fat loss78-84, or promotes greater body weight and body fat loss when
adopting a hypoenergetic weight loss diet85-89 (Table 2). Taken together, these studies
indicate that dietary substitution of whole grains for refined grains does not appear to
have a meaningful impact on appetite or body weight19. However, some evidence
supporting a favorable effect of whole grains on abdominal adiposity independent of
effects on body weight has been reported85-87.
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The absence of whole grain-mediated effects on body weight was quantified in a
meta-analysis of 9 randomized trials published from 1966 to 201217. The authors
calculated a non-significant 0.18 kg (95% CI: -0.54 kg, 0.18 kg) greater weighted mean
weight loss over 6 wk to 16 wk in individuals randomized to whole grain relative to
refined grain interventions17. Recent narrative reviews that include studies not selected
for the meta-analysis have likewise concluded that current evidence from clinical trials
regarding whole grain-mediated effects on body weight is equivocal19, 62. Significant
heterogeneity in study durations, baseline intake of whole grains, the varieties and
quantities of whole grains consumed by participants, assessment of dietary compliance,
level of dietary control by study investigators, and the metabolic health of the populations
studied has been noted17, 19, 62. In particular, many of the trials have been 12 wk or less in
duration, and longer study durations may be needed to observe differences in body
weight resulting from increasing whole grain intake. One reason for this deficiency is
that many of the trials reporting body weight include the measure as a secondary
outcome. In these studies, body weight maintenance is desirable in order to minimize
confounding of primary outcomes that may be attributed to differences in body weight
change between study groups. The whole grain sources used in different studies have
also been widely variable (Table 2), either derived from single foods [e.g., bread or
breakfast cereal] or grains [e.g., wheat or rye], or from a variety of whole grain sources
[e.g., commercially available whole grain products including cookies and snack bars].
The use of commercial products, in particular, may attenuate beneficial physiologic
effects of whole grain consumption as these products can often include highly processed
whole grain ingredients, and less healthy ingredients such as added sugar and solid fats9.
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An additional reason for an absence of whole grain-mediated reductions in body
weight may be that, contrary to expectations, when incorporated into diets whole grains
do not appear to promote reductions in energy intake. Few clinical studies have
controlled all aspects of participant diets by providing complete study diets to
participants79, 88, 90. Rather most studies have provided 3-5 servings/d of whole grain or
refined grain foods for incorporation into habitual diets. In some intervention studies,
this has led to participants randomized to the whole grain intervention adding, rather than
substituting, the intervention foods to their habitual diets, thereby resulting in increased
energy intake78, 85. Interestingly, when unintended between-group differences in dietary
intake are avoided by providing all food to participants, evidence of a satiety-enhancing
effect of whole grains has been documented88, 90. However, whether this translates into
reduced energy intake could not be determined as energy intake was strictly controlled.
In one study in which all food was provided, but intake was ad libitum, participants did
not reduce energy intake despite consuming 150 g whole grain/d, though a trend for
weight loss after 2 wk was reported79.
Relatively few randomized whole grain interventions have quantified changes in
adiposity using direct, sensitive techniques such as DXA or hydrostatic weighing.
Katcher et al.85 randomized 50 obese adults with metabolic syndrome to one of two
groups receiving dietary advice to obtain all recommended daily grain servings from
either whole grain or refined grain sources while reducing habitual energy intake by 500
kcal/d. The whole grain-advice group increased whole grain intake to an average of 5
servings whole grains/d, whereas the refined grain-advice group consumed <0.25
servings whole grains/d. Foods were not provided by investigators, and the primary
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whole grain sources consumed were commercially available breads and rolls, ready-toeat breakfast cereals, brown rice, oatmeal, pasta, salty snacks (e.g., chips, crackers), and
snack bars. Similar reductions in body weight, WC and total body fat as measured by
DXA, and similar improvements in glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity were
observed in both groups after 12 wk. However, percent body fat loss from the abdominal
region was 1.3% greater in the whole grain-advice group85.
Similar findings were reported by Kristensen et al.86 in a study in which
overweight and obese postmenopausal women were randomized into one of two groups
instructed to reduce energy intake by 300 kcal/d while including 475 kcal/d of either
provided whole grain or refined grain foods to their diets. All of the provided foods were
made from wheat and included breads made specifically for the study and commercially
available pastas. Changes in glycemic control and insulin sensitivity as measured by
hemoglobin-A1c and the homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMAIR) did not differ between groups. Total body and central fat mass measured by DXA,
and WC were reduced in both groups after 12 wk. However, a 1.1% greater decrease in
total body fat percentage, primarily attributable to fat loss in the abdominal region, was
documented in the whole grain group86.
Interestingly, neither of these two studies detected between group differences in
changes in WC during the intervention85, 86. In contrast, Maki et al.87 reported a 1.2 cm
greater decrease in WC over 12 wk in overweight and obese adults randomized to
consume a hypoenergetic diet containing 3 c/d of a whole grain oat breakfast cereal
compared to a hypoenergetic diet in which low-fiber breakfast foods were included. No
significant between-group difference in weight loss was observed87. Taken together these
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three studies suggest that overweight and obese adults substituting whole grains for
refined grains on the background of hypoenergetic diets for weight loss may experience
modestly greater reductions in adiposity, primarily from the abdominal region, despite no
significant weight loss benefit beyond energy restriction alone85-87.
In contrast, whole grain foods have not been shown to promote body fat loss in
randomized trials that include normal weight adults (BMI < 25 kg/m2), or that do not
include an energy restriction recommendation for weight loss. In the largest randomized
trial reporting effects of whole grains on adiposity conducted to date, Brownlee et al.78
randomized 316 free-living overweight and obese adults who were not habitual
consumers of whole grains to one of three different diet arms: control with no dietary
change, 60 g whole grains/d for 16 wk, or 60 g whole grains/d for 8 wk followed by 120
g whole grains/d for an additional 8 wk. Whole grain foods were provided and included
a variety of whole grains (i.e., wheat, rice, oats) and commercially-available food
products (e.g., breads, ready-to-eat breakfast cereals, chips, snacks bars). Though
participants were instructed to substitute these whole grain foods for refined grain foods
in their normal diets, the findings were complicated by the fact that participants appeared
to add rather than substitute the whole grain foods into their diets. Consequently, higher
energy intakes were observed in the whole grain groups compared to the control group,
yet no significant between-group differences in BMI, body fat percentage, WC, or insulin
sensitivity were observed.
Saltzman et al.88 randomized healthy adults with BMI 18-38 kg/m2 to
hypoenergetic diets containing either 45 g whole grain rolled oats/1000 kcal/d or the
same amount of refined grain wheat. The prescribed energy deficit of 1000 kcal/d was
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met by providing all food to participants, and body fat was measured by hydrostatic
weighing. After 6 wk, neither body weight nor body fat loss differed between groups88.
Interestingly, a trend for greater improvement in insulin sensitivity as measured by oral
glucose tolerance test and HOMA-IR was reported in the oats group91. The favorable
effects on insulin sensitivity are consistent with another whole grain intervention in
which dietary intake was strictly controlled by providing all food to participants90. In that
crossover trial, 11 hyperinsulinemic adults consumed isoenergetic weight-maintaining
diets that varied only in whether grains were derived from whole grain or refined grain
sources for 6 wk. Insulin sensitivity, as measured by the euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic
clamp, was significantly higher after individuals consumed the whole grain diet despite
no significant changes in body weight during either diet period90.
Taken together, these studies suggest that dietary substitution of whole grains for
refined grains may preserve lean mass and facilitate greater body fat loss, predominantly
from the abdominal region, in overweight and obese adults adopting hypoenergetic diets
for weight loss. However, replication of these findings is required in a larger study, as
the observed effect sizes are relatively small and within the measurement error of the
methods used to assess fat mass92-94. Also, the observed effects are not always consistent
with changes in WC85, 86. In addition, the underlying mechanisms remain unclear as
studies reporting positive effects on adiposity have not observed concomitant
improvements in glycemic control and insulin sensitivity.
A potential mediator, and relatively unexplored mechanism in these studies, is the
effect of whole grains on the composition of the gut microbiota. Gut microbiota
composition has been linked to human obesity95-101 and is sensitive to multiple dietary
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factors97, 102-105. The gut microbiota play an essential role in the metabolism of fiber
within whole grains34, 106, and metabolic byproducts of this metabolism, particularly
SCFA, influence glucose and lipid utilization and storage29. Whole grains may,
therefore, influence adiposity through a combination of altering gut microbiota
composition and providing metabolic substrate for gut microbes.
The first studies to demonstrate whole grain-mediated effects on the gut
microbiota separately reported increased fecal Bifidobacterium spp. abundance following
consumption of 48 g/d of whole grain maize or wheat breakfast cereal for 2 wk107, 108.
These interventions were too short to infer effects on adiposity; however, one recent
meta-analysis concluded that Bifidobacterium abundance is depleted in the gut
microbiota of obese relative to lean individuals109. Thus, longer interventions resulting in
a sustained increase in Bifidobacterium abundance may have resulted in favorable effects
on adiposity. Martinez et al.110 recently documented increased bacterial diversity in the
gut microbiota of individuals incorporating 60 g/d of whole grain barley and brown rice
into their diets over 4 wk. Though body composition was not assessed in the study,
greater bacterial diversity has been associated with leanness100. In addition, shifts in
microbiota composition were correlated with decreased glucose and insulin responses to
an oral glucose tolerance test110. In contrast, incorporating 75 g/d of whole grain rye
bread into habitual diets for 12 wk had little effect on bacterial populations in another
study111. The inconsistency with previous studies may reflect differences in the source of
whole grains used for the intervention as in vitro models have demonstrated that the type,
amount and structure of whole grains differentially influence bacterial growth112-114. In
addition, the study was conducted in a population with high habitual whole grain rye
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intakes, and reductions in rye intake within the control group resulted in significant
decreases in multiple bacterial populations111. These changes were not statistically
significantly different from the whole grain group but do provide some additional support
for whole grain-mediated effects on gut microbiota composition. Unfortunately, while
this study was of sufficient duration to detect changes in adiposity, body composition was
not reported111. As such, to what extent whole grain-mediated effects on the gut
microbiota are relevant to the regulation of body fat storage and utilization remains
undetermined.
V.

Conclusion

All whole grains share nutrients and physicochemical properties thought to benefit body
weight and adiposity. Dietary fiber, in particular, has been linked to appetite suppression,
improved glycemic control and insulin sensitivity, weight loss, and is the preferred
substrate of gut bacteria. Antimicrobial properties of polyphenols in whole grains are
also postulated to alter gut microbiota composition, while magnesium and antioxidants
within whole grains have been linked to improved insulin sensitivity. Intact, relative to
processed, whole grains attenuate postprandial glycemic responses and may promote
satiety. However, diversity within the chemical compositions and quantities of
indigestible carbohydrates within different whole grains, the degree to which grains are
processed prior to consumption, and interactions with the food matrix all influence the
physiologic effects of whole grains. Moreover, variations in nutrient composition, the
types of foods in which whole grain ingredients are used, and the structural integrity of
different whole grains can be considerable. As such, not all whole grain and whole graincontaining foods elicit the same physiologic effects, and not all whole grain foods should
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be considered healthy or likely to be efficacious for preventing and treating abdominal
adiposity.
Though epidemiological evidence consistently demonstrates inverse associations
between whole grain intake and adiposity, findings of controlled clinical trials are
inconclusive. Inconsistencies may be attributable to the nature of whole grain
interventions employed as the < 10 g/d differences in dietary fiber intake achieved by
substituting whole grains for refined grains in many clinical trials79, 80, 84-89 is less than
what has been reported to induce even modest weight loss115, 116. In addition, the
common use of processed whole grain products may have mitigated whole grainmediated effects on physiologic regulators of adiposity.
Insufficient evidence exists to definitively conclude that whole grains are
efficacious for preventing and treating abdominal adiposity. Randomized trials of
adequate duration to detect sustained effects on body weight and adiposity, ideally a year
or longer, and utilizing whole grain products likely to optimize effects on body
composition (i.e., high fiber and intact grains) are needed. Nonetheless, whole grains are
nutritionally superior to refined grains, and observational evidence consistently links
higher whole grain intakes to lower chronic disease risk, BMI, and adiposity. In the
interim, whole grain consumption should continue to be encouraged as part of a healthpromoting diet, with an emphasis placed on consuming whole grain foods that are
minimally processed, high in fiber and low in added sugar.
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Table 1 Approximate concentration of selected nutrients in one serving (16 g) of
commonly consumed whole grains.a
Wheat

Rye

Oat

Barley,

Corn,

Rice, long-

hulled

yellow

grain
brown

Carbohydrate (g)

11.9

12.1

10.6

11.8

12.3

12.4

Fat (g)

0.3

0.3

1.1

0.4

0.6

0.5

Protein (g)

1.5

1.6

2.7

2.0

1.1

1.3

Total fiber (g)

2.1

2.4

1.7

2.8

1.2

0.6

Total

13.5

19.9

10.2

15.2

-

-

Arabinoxylan

5.6

8.9

2.0

5.2

-

-

Cellulose

2.5

2.9

1.3

1.9

-

-

β-glucan

0.8

1.5

5.0

4.6

-

-

Fructan

1.3

4.1

4.1

1.6

-

-

Thiamin (mg)

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.04

0.1

Riboflavin (mg)

0.03

0.04

0.02

0.05

0.01

0.01

Niacin (mg)

0.9

0.7

0.2

0.7

0.3

0.8

Vitamin B6 (mg)

0.03

0.05

0.02

0.1

0.1

0.1

Vitamin E (mg)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

Magnesium (mg)

19

18

28

21

15

23

Iron (mg)

0.6

0.4

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Fiber (% dry
matter)

a

Data sources: Frolich et al.6 and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research

Service. National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference, Release 25, 2012. Available
from: http://www.ars.usda.gov/ba/bhnrc/ndl.
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Table 2 Clinical trials comparing whole grains to refined grains and reporting effects on
body weight and adiposity.
Reference

Design &

Intervention

∆ Weight,

Population

∆ Adiposity

(kg)

Energy intake not restricted
Andersson et
al.

80

6 wk CO; n = 30

WG: 112 g WG/da

BMI (kg/m2):

Ovwt & Ob M/F,

C: 112 g RG/d

WG: +0.3*

35 – 70 y

Not measured

C: + 0.2

Brownlee et

16 wk RCT; n = 266

WG1: 60 g WG/d for 8 wk +

WG1: +0.2

Total BF :

al.78

Ovwt & Ob M/F,

120 g WG/d for 8 wka

WG2: +0.7

WG1: +0.3%

C: 0

WG2: +1.0%

18 – 65 y

WG2: 60 g WG/d for 16 wk

a

C: no intervention

C: +0.3%
WC: ND

Giacco et

3 wk CO, n = 15

WG: WG-containing diet

WG: -0.1

al.81

Nmwt, Ovwt & Ob

C: RG-containing diet

C: - 0.2

4 wk CO, n = 40

WG: 20% of total energy intake

WG: -0.4

Nmwt, Ovwt & Ob

from WG rye bread

C: 0

M/F, 43 y

C: 20% of total energy intake

Not measured

M/F, 55 y
Leinonen et
al.

82

Not measured

from RG wheat bread
Pinn et al.83

12 wk RCT, n = 88

WG: 137 g/d WG oat cereals

WG: +0.5

Not measured

Nmwt, Ovwt & Ob

RG: 146 g/d RG wheat cereals

RG: -0.3

2 wk CO; n = 17

WG: 150 g WG/da

WG: -0.5

Nmwt M/F, 20 – 50

C: RG foods

C: 0

6 wk CO; n = 28

WG: 6-7 s/d WG wheat bread

WG: -0.5

WC: ND

Nmwt or Ob

RG: 4-5 s/d RG wheat bread

RG: -0.3

Total BF: ND

M/F, 33 – 67 y
Ross et al.79

Not measured

y
Tucker et
al.

84

hyperglycemic M/F,
43 – 70 y
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Energy intake restricted
Katcher et
al.

85

12 wk RCT; n = 47

WG: 4-7 oz-eq WG foods/da

WG: -3.7

Total BF:

Ob M/F with MetS,

C: Avoid WG foods

C: -5.3

WG: -1.2%

20 - 65 y

All: 500 kcal/d energy deficit +

C: -1.0%

diet/activity

Ab BF:

counseling

WG: -2.2%*
C: -0.9%
WC:
WG: -2.5 cm
C: -4.7 cm

Kristensen et
al.

86

12 wk RCT; n = 72

WG: 105 g WG/da

WG: -3.6

Total FM:

Ovwt & Ob

C: RG foods

C: -2.7

WG: -3.0%*,b

postmenopausal F,

All: 300 kcal/d energy deficit

C: -2.1%

45 – 70 y

Central FM:
WG: -3.8%ⱡ,b
C: -2.7%
WC:
WG: -4.1 cm
C: -4.1 cm

Maki et al.87

12 wk RCT; n = 144

WG: 3 c/d oat cereal

WG: -2.2

WC:

Ovwt & Ob M/F,

C: Low fiber foods

C: -1.7

WG: -3.3 cm*

20 – 65 y

All: 500 kcal/d energy deficit

Melanson et

24 wk RCT; n = 92

WG: 40-80 g/d WG breakfast

WG: -4.7

al.89

Ovwt & Ob M/F,

cereal

C: -5.0

18 – 70 y

C: Avoid breakfast cereals

C: -1.9 cm
Not measured

All: 500 kcal/d energy deficit
from diet and exercise
Saltzman et

6 wk RCT; n = 41

WG: 45 g/1000 kcal/d oats

WG: -4.4

Total FM:

al.88

Nmwt, Ovwt & Ob

C: 45 g/1000 kcal/d RG wheat

C: -4.3

WG: -2.6 kg

M/F, 18 – 78 y

All: 1000 kcal/d energy deficit

Adapted from Karl et al.19.
ⱡ

p ≤ 0.1, *p < 0.05 compared to control.

C: -3.0 kg
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a

Various sources of whole grains consumed.

b

Percent change.

Ab, abdominal; BF, body fat percentage; C, control; CO, crossover; F, female; FM, fat
mass; M, male; MetS, metabolic syndrome; ND, no difference (actual values not
reported); Nmwt, normal-weight (18.5 kg/m2 ≤ BMI < 25 kg/m2); Ovwt, overweight (25
kg/m2 ≤ BMI < 30 kg/m2); Ob, obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2); RG, refined grain; s/d, servings
per day; WC, waist circumference; WG, whole grain.
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Figure 1 Anatomy of a whole grain. Reproduced with permission3.
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Figure 2 Percentage of nutrients lost or gained in the refining of wheat. Reprinted from
Cereal Foods World, Jan.-Feb. 2012, AACC International, St. Paul, MN62.
Data source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service. National
Nutrient Database for Standard Reference, Release 25, 2012. Available from:
http://www.ars.usda.gov/ba/bhnrc/ndl.
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Abstract
The role of dietary energy density (ED) in the regulation of energy intake is
controversial. Methodologically, there is also debate about whether beverages should be
included in dietary ED calculations. To address these issues, studies examining the
effects of ED on energy intake or body weight in non-elderly adults were reviewed.
Different approaches to calculating dietary ED do not appear to alter the direction of
reported relationships between ED and body weight. Evidence that lowering dietary ED
reduces energy intake in short-term studies is convincing, but there is currently
insufficient data to determine long-term effectiveness for weight loss. The review also
identified key barriers to progress in understanding the role of ED in energy regulation, in
particular the absence of a standard definition of ED, and the lack of data from multiple
long-term clinical trials examining the effectiveness of low ED diet recommendations for
preventing both primary weight gain and weight regain in non-obese individuals. Longterm clinical trials designed to examine the impact of dietary ED on energy regulation,
and including multiple ED calculation methods within the same study, are still needed to
determine the importance of ED in the regulation of energy intake and body weight.
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Introduction
Obesity is one of the major health crises of our time. The majority of adult
Americans are now either overweight or obese (1), and recent research indicates that
obesity is approaching smoking as the major cause of disability and premature death (2,
3). National improvements in dietary intake, and in particular a reversal of the
documented increase in energy intake (4-6), are clearly an important key to preventing
unwanted weight gain and associated comorbidities. However, there is no general
consensus on how to achieve this important goal.
Of the many dietary factors suggested to play an important role in the regulation
of energy intake, energy density (ED) has received particular attention (7-13) because
small changes in the ED of the diet, if uncompensated for by alterations in the quantity of
food consumed, could lead to large cumulative changes in energy intake. The ED of a
food can be defined as the metabolizable energy content per unit weight of a food (kJ/g or
kcal/g) (11), and is determined by the macronutrient and moisture content of the food.
As the most and least energy dense nutrients, fat (2.15 kJ/g [9 kcal/g]) and water (0 kJ/g)
are the primary determinants of ED.
Dietary energy density can be defined as the ED of the total diet. At present, no
consensus has been reached on the appropriate method for calculating dietary ED, with
debate centering on the inclusion of beverages in the calculation (8). Studies have
employed different definitions of dietary ED that vary predominantly by whether some or
all beverages are included in the calculation and, if so, what types. For example, studies
have used ED values based only on food, while others have included both food and
energy-containing beverages, and some have included food and all beverages (8, 14, 15).
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The goals of this review are to summarize information relevant to standardizing a
definition of dietary ED, provide a review of primary research publications examining the
effects of ED on energy intake (EI) and body weight in adults, and suggest future
research directions for elucidating the role of ED in body weight regulation.

Critical review of the literature
Literature search, selection of studies for inclusion, and data extraction
A literature search conducted using PubMed identified English-language clinical
and observational studies examining relationships between ED and EI, appetite, body
weight and/or BMI. Both studies in which ED was an explicit independent variable, and
studies in which ED was not an explicit variable or outcome but could be calculated from
reported results were considered. Reference lists of these publications and relevant
review articles were searched to identify additional germane studies.
The eligibility criteria for the studies reviewed herein are outlined in Table 1. In
particular, we focused on studies in non-elderly adults (age 18-60 yr) because regulation
of EI is impaired in the elderly (16-18). We also generally included studies regardless of
the method used to alter ED. As a result, resolving independent effects of ED on energy
intake and body weight from effects of dietary factor(s) that also change when ED is
altered (e.g. dietary fat and fiber content, water content of foods, palatability) becomes
difficult. This is especially true in studies long enough to demonstrate changes in body
weight. However, independent effects of ED are less relevant when one considers that in
free-living individuals, changing dietary ED inevitably alters multiple dietary
components. Therefore, for this review we chose to consider ED as one dietary factor
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amongst many rather than as an independent dietary determinant of energy intake and
body weight. The one exception is that studies aiming to determine the effects of adding
fiber to meals were not selected for review. Although interventions using added fiber
may reduce dietary ED, the reduction is small and any effects on appetite are likely
outweighed by the established physiologic effects of fiber (19, 20). Readers are referred
to a recent comprehensive review summarizing the evidence for effects of fiber on energy
intake and body weight (21).
A total of 92 relevant studies were identified that met all of the eligibility criteria
(15, 22-112). These studies were then classified by study design. Observational studies
were recognized to be potentially confounded by bias in reported EI and dietary ED, but
with this qualification were included to explore the effect of inclusion or exclusion of
beverages on relationships between BMI and ED. Shorter-duration clinical studies
(duration < 1 mo) were deemed relevant for providing mechanistic evidence of a role of
ED in energy balance regulation. Only those trials in which all or most food was
provided to and consumed by subjects in a laboratory setting were selected rather than
studies using self-reported EI as the key outcome because of well-recognized
inaccuracies in self-reported EI (113, 114). Longer-duration clinical studies (duration ≥ 1
mo) reporting change in body weight, BMI or body fat as a primary outcome were
deemed to provide the most conclusive evidence on relationships between ED and body
weight.
To facilitate interpretation of the evidence, clinical studies in which ED was the
independent variable and EI or body weight the dependent variable were categorized
according to study duration as follows: 1) preload and single-meal studies; 2)
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interventions of 1-3 d in duration; and 3) interventions of 3 d – 4 wk in duration in which
change in EI from provided food was the outcome; and 4) interventions ≥ 1 mo in
duration in which change in body weight was the outcome. Together, these divisions
permitted an examination of the evidence for acute, short- and longer-term effects of ED
modification on appetite and energy regulation.
In addition to information on study population and design, the following
information was extracted from each study to facilitate comparisons of clinical studies: 1)
preload and single-meal studies: ED of the manipulated meal or preload, and EI during
the manipulated meal (single-meal studies) or the sum of preload EI and EI at the
subsequent meal (preload studies); 2) interventions of 1 d – 4 wk in duration: dietary ED
and total daily energy intake (TDEI); 3) long-term studies: dietary ED and body weight
change. Only main effects of ED were considered although several studies examined
interactions between ED and an additional factor (e.g., portion size, fat proportion, sex,
dietary restraint, eating rate). Data presented in graphical format were estimated from the
figures.

Observational studies
Twenty cross-sectional studies (15, 22-37, 91, 92, 94) and 7 prospective cohort
studies with follow-up ranging from 6 mo to 8 yr (26, 38-42, 90) examining associations
between dietary ED and either body weight, or BMI were identified (Tables 2 and 3).
Twelve of 17 cross-sectional studies reported a positive association between ED and BMI
or overweight/obesity (24, 27-29, 32-36, 91, 92, 94). An additional three studies noted an
association between ED and BMI that was modified by sex; two studies reporting a
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positive relationship in women and no relationship in men (25, 30), and the third
reporting a positive relationship in certain age groups of men but no relationship in
women (31). Eight studies compared mean dietary ED between obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2)
and normal-weight subjects (BMI < 25 kg/m2). Mean dietary ED was significantly
higher in the obese in only 3 studies (30, 33, 34) with all studies observing an estimated
difference of < 0.06 kJ/g [0.25 kcal/g].
Differences in dietary intake assessment methods may underlie inconsistent
findings. Food diaries were used in 5 studies, food frequency questionnaires (FFQ) in 3,
and 24 h food recalls in the other 12 (Table 2). Of the studies using food diaries, 4 (80%)
failed to observe a positive association between EI and BMI whereas only 1 study (8%)
using 24 h recalls and no studies using FFQ failed to find any evidence of a positive
association.
Results from prospective cohort studies appeared to support a positive association
between dietary ED and BMI or overweight/obesity, but suggested relationships between
ED and prospective weight change may be modified by weight status. Six studies
explored whether associations between dietary ED and prospective weight change
differed in normal-weight and overweight subjects. A positive association between ED
and weight gain (41, 90) or change in waist circumference (38, 40) was reported in four
studies. One study confirmed this association in a normal-weight cohort but also reported
dietary ED at baseline was associated with weight loss in an overweight cohort (38). In
contrast, two studies documented positive relationships between ED and weight gain in
overweight cohorts but no association (42) or an inverse association (26) in a normalweight cohort. Finally, two randomized trials examined associations between dietary ED
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and weight change during intentional weight loss by combining data from all subjects
participating in the respective trials (43, 44). Lindstrom et al. reported greater weight
loss in individuals in the lowest compared to highest dietary ED quartile during the
intervention (44). Similarly, Ledikwe et al. reported that individuals having the largest
reduction in dietary ED while enrolled in the PREMIER trial achieved a 3.5 kg greater
weight loss over 6 mo compared to individuals with a slight increase in dietary ED during
the trial (43).
Taken together, findings from observational studies are somewhat inconsistent,
but generally support a positive association between self-reported ED and both BMI
status and weight gain. Nonetheless, causality cannot be determined from observational
studies, and given the known biases in dietary reporting and the inconsistencies noted in
cross-sectional studies, the possibility that the results were confounded by limitations in
dietary assessment methodology cannot be ruled out.

Inclusion of beverages in energy density calculations
Several observational studies employed multiple methods of calculating dietary
ED by including or not including beverages and/or varying the types of beverages
included in the calculation. Although numerous methods have been examined (e.g., refs.
(14, 15)), the most common methods used for calculating ED included food only, food
and energy-containing beverages, food and all beverages except water, and food and all
beverages in the calculation. Associations between ED calculated using any of these four
methods and indicators of weight status were extracted from study reports allowing an
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examination of whether including beverages in the calculation of ED alters conclusions
regarding associations between dietary ED and body weight.
As summarized in Tables 2 and 3, five cross-sectional (15, 23, 27, 28, 33) and two
cohort studies (42, 90) have reported associations between dietary ED and body weight
when ED was calculated both with and without the inclusion of beverages. The direction
and statistical significance of the associations reported in these studies were generally not
altered by the method used to calculate ED.
Single-meal cross-over studies examining the effect of including non-caloric
beverages with a meal on ad libitum EI are also relevant (56, 115-117). As recently
reviewed by Daniels and Popkin (118), and summarized in Figure 1, these studies have
demonstrated that, relative to a no-beverage control condition, lowering the ED of an ad
libitum meal by including non-caloric beverages has no affect on EI. Further, decreasing
the ED of a meal by including caloric beverages with the meal results in increases in EI
that approximate the energy content of the beverage consumed (115, 117) suggesting that
individuals do not eat less food to compensate for energy added by beverages. These
findings are in contrast to clinical studies in which ED is manipulated by altering food
composition (discussed below), and suggest that any influence of ED on EI may only
occur when the change is within the non-beverage components of a meal. Therefore,
including beverage consumption in ED calculations may potentially bias associations
between ED and weight status towards the null, and based on evidence to date, the effects
of ED on EI (discussed below) are most readily seen in studies where ED is calculated
without the inclusion of beverages. An approach that has recently been suggested is to
analyze beverages separately or as a covariate for effects on EI (8).
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Effects of energy density manipulation on energy intake in clinical studies
Twenty-eight preload and single-meal studies were included in this review (4565, 95, 97-102). These studies typically provided volume, mass or energy-matched
preloads or meals, and measured ad libitum energy intake at subsequent meals or energy
intake during a single ad libitum meal. Nine clinical studies ranging in duration from 1d
to 3 d (66-73, 103) and 14 studies of 3 d to 3 wk (74-82, 107, 108, 110-112) in duration
were also identified, and are summarized in Figure 2. The 1 d-3 wk studies typically
followed a crossover design, most implemented a washout period between interventions,
and dietary ED was manipulated by altering the ED of a portion of the diet or of all foods
provided to participants. Whereas preload and single-meal designs are useful for
evaluating effects of ED on satiation and satiety, provided-food short-term studies are
useful for determining the efficacy of manipulating ED to alter TDEI. The methods used
to vary ED included manipulation of fat proportion, incorporation of water into food
products, addition of water rich foods, and/or use of artificial sweeteners or fat mimetics.
Most, but not all studies, controlled for food palatability.
In 23 of the 28 included preload and single-meal studies, energy intake was less in
the lowest-ED condition relative to the highest-ED condition irrespective of whether the
preloads were volume-matched (i.e., energy content differed between treatments) or were
isoenergetic (i.e., energy content was the same between treatments). There was no
apparent difference in the responses of non-obese and obese subjects to ED manipulation.
In no study did EI during the low-ED condition exceed EI during the high-ED condition.
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There was notable consistency in the results from the 1-3 d and 3 d-3 wk studies
(Figure 2). Lower ED interventions consistently resulted in decreased ad libitum TDEI
in both non-obese and obese individuals. It is noteworthy that linear relationships
between the percent difference in ED (%∆ED) and the percent difference in total daily
energy intake (%∆TDEI) were observed. Moreover, the magnitude of the change in
TDEI was also substantial. For example, results from the 3 d to 3 wk studies indicate that
a 25% reduction in dietary ED can be expected to result in an approximate 20% reduction
in TDEI (Figure 2b), an amount that would have a substantial impact on body weight if
sustained over time (119).
A number of conclusions can be drawn based on the body of evidence from the
short-term clinical trials reviewed. First, in controlled laboratory environments, low-ED
foods are more satiating than comparable high-ED foods. In other words, per unit
energy, lower-ED foods acutely suppress appetite to a greater extent than higher-ED
foods. Second, when provided in controlled environments, the appetite suppressing
effects of lower-ED relative to higher-ED foods persists for at least 3 wk. This effect
results in lower TDEI when lower-ED foods are substituted for higher-ED foods. Third,
the consistent magnitude and direction of the relationship between ED and TDEI (Figure
2) suggests that these effects are independent of the methods used to alter ED.
The relevance of the short-term, controlled studies reviewed herein to long-term
energy balance regulation has been questioned (10, 11). It has been argued that over time
individuals learn to restrict intake of higher-ED foods thereby mitigating any impact of
ED on body weight (10, 11). Providing covertly-manipulated and unfamiliar foods to
study participants is hypothesized to uncouple learned sensory cues from the nutritional
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properties of foods and thereby increase the influence of food weight and volume on EI
(120). Over time individuals may learn to compensate for reductions in ED by eating
more food and/or seeking higher ED foods. The time period of the studies reviewed
above may have been insufficient for individuals to learn to compensate for EDmanipulation. Further, in free-living environments individuals can adjust energy intake
by selecting from foods varying widely in ED. However, the range of the ED of foods in
provided-food studies is commonly less than what is available to free-living individuals
which may prevent study participants from fully compensating for reduced dietary ED
(120). As such, the controlled clinical trials reviewed herein establish the efficacy of EDmanipulation for altering energy intake. However, these studies do not themselves
address the sustainability of changes in dietary ED in free-living subjects, and therefore
cannot demonstrate the effectiveness of low ED diets for weight control.

Long-term clinical studies of dietary energy density reduction and body weight
A third and most important category of studies examined effects of interventions
that altered dietary ED on body weight change (Table 4). Thirteen clinical studies of
greater than 1 mo duration were identified in which a dietary intervention was conducted,
a change in body weight measured, and the intervention was determined to result in a
quantifiable change in dietary ED (34, 43, 83, 85-89, 93, 96, 104-106).
Study designs and interventions were heterogeneous. Few interventions focused
specifically on dietary ED (83, 89, 93). Rather, the majority of interventions were
designed to decrease (e.g., dietary fat) or increase (e.g., fruits and vegetables)
consumption of diet components that influence ED. Nine studies explicitly
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recommended dietary fat reduction (34, 43, 83, 87-89, 104-106), with three of those also
emphasizing increased consumption of dietary fiber and low-ED fruits and vegetables
(34, 43, 83). Eight studies provided food to participants; two used fat mimetics and
provided all food to study participants (105, 106), three provided a selection of reducedfat or full-fat foods (87, 88, 104), two provided single low-ED or high-ED foods (86, 96,
104), and one provided sucrose-containing or artificially sweetened foods and beverages
(85). Three studies included recommendations to restrict EI (43, 86, 104), two were
designed to examine maintenance of weight loss (93, 104), seven made no EI
recommendations (34, 83, 85, 87, 88, 105, 106), and one included groups receiving
separate instructions with respect to EI (89). Self-reported dietary intake was used to
calculate ED in all but the two studies in which all food was provided.
Study results were inconsistent, with those implementing interventions focused
specifically on reducing dietary ED reporting favorable (83, 89), attenuated (89), or no
(93) effects on body weight. Further, findings from long-term studies appeared to be
associated less with the method used to alter dietary ED and more with recommendations
regarding EI restriction. When reductions in dietary ED were not coupled with
recommendations to restrict EI a modest reduction in body weight of ≈2 kg more than the
comparison group over 10 wk to 1 yr was observed in 6 of 8 studies (83, 85, 87, 88, 105,
106), though differences reached statistical significance in only four (83, 87, 88, 105).
Findings from studies in which recommendations to reduce ED were coupled with
recommendations to restrict EI were less consistent (43, 86, 96). Ledikwe et al. (43)
documented a 1.7 kJ/g (0.4 kcal/g) greater reduction in dietary ED and 5 kg greater
weight loss over 6 mo in individuals receiving extensive counseling on both weight loss
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and the DASH diet compared to a control group that received only one diet education
session. However, when compared to a third group that received the weight loss
counseling but not the DASH diet counseling, the weight loss + DASH group did not lose
more weight despite a 1.3 kJ/g (0.3 kcal/g) greater reduction in dietary ED (43). The
absence of an effect suggests that the more involved counseling rather than the reduction
in dietary ED underpinned differences in weight loss between the DASH and control
groups. In separate studies, de Oliveira et al. (96) and Rolls et al. (86) provided evidence
that adding high-ED foods to energy restricted diets may attenuate weight loss.
However, Rolls et al. failed to demonstrate an added weight loss benefit of reducing
dietary ED (by adding soups to the daily diet) relative to a control condition (86). In a
pilot study, Raynor et al. (89) reported that adding low-ED diet education to
recommendations to restrict energy and reduce fat intake attenuated weight loss and did
not impact dietary ED. Two studies examining diet modification for maintaining weight
loss did not show any effect of altering dietary ED on weight loss maintenance (93, 104).
Taken together, the long-term trials reviewed herein provide some evidence that
lowering dietary ED may promote small spontaneous reductions in body weight when ad
libitum consumption is recommended. The studies do not provide consistent support for
the hypothesis that lower ED diets are more effective for weight loss than energy intake
restriction alone, but suggest adding high-ED foods to energy restricted diets could
attenuate weight loss. None of the studies suggest that reducing dietary ED promotes
weight gain. However, the number of studies is small, their interventions heterogeneous,
and further work in this area is needed.
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Summary of the evidence
1.

Different approaches to calculating dietary ED that vary according to beverage
inclusion criteria do not appear to alter the direction of reported relationships
between ED and body weight status. Nevertheless, given that EI is influenced by
both food and beverage consumption, but beverages appear to have little effect on
appetite (121), it is recommended that future studies of ED-energy balance
interrelationships routinely analyze results with calculations of ED both for foodonly and food+all beverages (caloric and non-caloric) so that the effects of beverages
in calculation of dietary ED can be further evaluated. Standardization of semi-solid
products such as milkshakes and drinkable yogurts as food or beverage is needed to
ensure consistency across studies.

2.

A substantial number of short-term studies providing food and manipulating ED
have been conducted. A considerable portion of this work (56-62, 66-68, 71, 72)
has been produced by a single research laboratory. Nonetheless, similar studies have
been completed by other groups, and when the total body of evidence is considered,
a strong positive association between ED and ad libitum EI is consistently observed.
This association provides evidence that lowering dietary ED is efficacious for
reducing TDEI, and provides indirect evidence that lower ED diets may be
efficacious for weight management. This relationship appears to be independent of
the method used to alter ED.

3.

Prospective cohort studies suggest a positive association between ED and weight
change. However, there are relatively few long-term interventions that have
implemented interventions focused specifically on reducing dietary ED. Studies
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reporting changes in dietary ED and body weight resulting from interventions
aiming to increase or decrease consumption of dietary determinants of ED have
provided some evidence relevant to determining the effectiveness of reducing dietary
ED for healthy weight management. In long-term studies recommending ad libitum
consumption of low ED diets, a modest reduction in body weight is generally
observed. In long-term studies recommending energy restriction for weight loss, no
consistent benefit of consuming a lower ED diet beyond energy restriction alone is
observed. These modest effects of dietary ED reduction on body weight are
surprising considering the consistent, robust effects of ED manipulation on EI
observed in shorter trials. One potential interpretation of these data is that less
energy dense diets consumed ad libitum may be effective for prevention of weight
gain but may not confer advantage for weight loss. Others have suggested that over
time individuals learn to eat smaller portions of high ED foods or a greater total
amount of food in response to dietary ED reduction, thereby mitigating long-term
effects of ED manipulation on body weight (10, 120). Possibly, more substantial
reductions in dietary ED need to be achieved to demonstrate weight loss benefit.
However, the lack of an adequate number of long-term interventions specifically
focused on ED manipulation, and the inconsistencies between prospective and shortterm studies relative to longer-term studies suggest that more research is needed
before definitive conclusions regarding the effectiveness of low ED diets can be
made.
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Future directions
Substantial effort has been devoted to evaluating the short-term effects of ED on
EI. However, a key barrier to progress in understanding the role of ED in weight
regulation is the lack of data from multiple long-term clinical trials examining the
effectiveness of low ED diet education for prevention of weight gain and weight regain in
non-obese individuals (a separate topic), and for promoting weight loss in obese and
overweight individuals. Though not included in this review, a lack of long-term trials
conducted in children in adolescents is also evident (13). Moreover, there are few data
from long-term randomized controlled trials providing food so that the results are not
confounded by inaccurate self-reports of EI, and so that the efficacy of ED-manipulation
for long-term weight management can be definitively determined. Prioritization of
funding for clinical trials that provide food is needed to understand the efficacy of ED for
healthy weight management. Such studies should monitor all beverage consumption by
study participants so that the question of whether beverage intakes should be included in
calculations of ED can be resolved. In lieu of such trials, interventions targeting ED
specifically rather than dietary components related to ED (e.g., reducing fat intake) would
inform on the effectiveness of low-ED diet education for weight management. It would
also be useful for all long-term dietary intervention trials examining weight loss or
weight maintenance to report dietary ED. Ideally, these trials should assess both food
and total beverage intake.
Studies are also needed to examine psychological and physiological mechanisms
underpinning relationships between ED and EI, and how these relationships change when
attempting to reduce dietary ED, to provide support for or against the postulated
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effectiveness of low ED diets for healthy weight management (13). In addition, studies
examining barriers to adoption of low ED diets in free living subjects would help provide
necessary information for adapting low ED eating plans to community interventions
should randomized controlled trials confirm that such diets are efficacious for healthy
weight management.
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Table 1. Criteria and rationale for study exclusion.
Exclusion criteria

Rationale

Applied across all study designs
Mean age of study population < 18yr or >
60yr

Energy regulation dysregulated in older
adults; physiologic differences between
children/adolescents and adults

Studies in clinical or unique populations
Not reflective of general population or
(e.g., pregnant, binge-eating disorder, etc.) typical physiologic conditions
(51, 122, 123)
Studies reporting data that had been
presented as part of an earlier report (124128)

Likely to report similar findings

Observational studies
Studies using a FFQ to measure dietary
intake and not excluding non-plausible
reporters (129)

Measurement error associated with FFQ
may confound associations

Small sample size (130)

High probability of type I error

Clinical studies
No comparison group (131)

Effect of ED modification cannot be
determined

ED not reported and cannot be determined
with confidence if change in ED differed
between groups (includes studies that did
not measure energy intake) (132-140)

Unclear if ED was altered

Duration of ED manipulation differed
between subjects (141)

Unable to be grouped with other studies

Studies < 1 mo duration in which the
majority of the diet was not provided by
study investigators (e.g. energy intake was
measured by food record or diet recall)
(132, 142-148)

High measurement error
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FFQ, food frequency questionnaire; ED, energy density
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Table 2 Cross-sectional studies examining associations between weight status and dietary
energy density calculated with and without the inclusion of beverages.
Reference

Population
(n; age)

Diet
assessment
method

Dietary ED (kcal/g)
Normal-wt
(BMI<25)

Obese
(BMI≥30)

1.36
0.76a
1.17b

1.40
0.83a
1.14b

Main findings

Food only
No differences
in dietary ED
between
normal-weight
and OB

With
beverages
No differences
in dietary ED
between
normal-weight
and OBa,b

Cox et al.,
2000 (15)

75 M/F;
43y

FD

Cuco et
al., 2001
(22)
de Castro,
2004 (23)

572 M/F;
25-65y

FR

952 M/F;
35y

FD

Esmaillza
deh et al.,
2011 (91)

486 F; 4060y

FFQ

HartlineGrafton et
al., 2009
(24)

348 F; 47y

FR

Howarth
et al.,
2005 (25)

1932 M/F;
20-60y

FR

Dietary ED
[kJ/g]
associated
with BMI in
women (β =
0.33 kg/m2);
no association
in menc

Howarth
et al.,
2006 (92)

191023
M/F; 4575y

FFQ

Dietary ED
[kJ/g]
associated
with BMI (β ≈
1 kg/m2) and
4%-34%
increased risk
of overweight
depending on

Dietary ED not
associated
with BMI
BMI 2.5 kg/m2
higher and
odds of high
WC 4 times
greater in
highest vs
lowest ED
tertile (> 2.1
kcal/g vs < 1.6
kcal/g)
1.80

1.93

Dietary ED not
associated
with BMIb
Dietary ED not
associated
with BMIa

Dietary ED
[kJ/g]
associated
with BMI (β =
0.39 kg/m2)
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ethnicity
Kant et
al., 2006
(29)

37530 M/F;
25-74y

FR

Kant et
al., 2005
(28)

13017 M/F;
≥20y

FR

Kant et
al., 2008
(27)

8265 M/F;
≥20y

FR

Ledikwe
et al.,
2006 (30)

7356 M/F;
≥20y

FR

MartiHenneber
g et al.,
1999 (31)

649 M/F;
21-65y

FR

1.88
0.93a
1.28b

1.97
0.91a
1.34b

Dietary ED
[kJ/g]
associated
with BMI in
men (β = 0.40
kg/m2) and
women (β =
0.37 kg/m2)

Non-breakfast
dietary ED
[kcal/g]
associated
with BMI in
women (β =
0.95 kg/m2);
trend for
association in
men (β = 0.30
kg/m2)
1.87

1.95*

Dietary ED
[kcal/g]
associated
with increased
risk of obesity
(β = 0.24)a,b
Dietary ED not
associated
with BMIa
Dietary ED
[kJ/g]
associated
with BMI in
men (β = 0.42
kg/m2) and
women (β =
0.47 kg/m2)b
Non-breakfast
dietary ED
[kcal/g]
associated
with BMI in
women (β =
1.14 kg/m2);
trend for
association in
men (β = 0.41
kg/m2)b

BMI 0.8 kg/m2
higher in
highest vs
lowest dietary
ED tertile
(<1.6 kcal/g vs
>2.0 kcal/g) in
women; no
association in
men
Positive
correlation
between BMI
and dietary ED
within some
age groups in
men ( r = 0.29
– 0.44); no
association in
womena
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Mendoza
et al.,
2007 (32)

9688 M/F;
≥20y

FR

Standardized
dietary ED
[kcal/g]
associated
with BMI in
men (β = 0.37
kg/m2) and
women (β =
0.44 kg/m2)

Murakami
et al.,
2007 (94)

1136 F; 1822y

FFQ

BMI 0.6 kg/m2
higher and WC
1.7 cm greater
in highest vs
lowest ED
tertile (1.2
kcal/g vs 1.7
kcal/g)

Raynor et
al., 2011
(33)

287 M/F;
18-65y

FR

1.60
0.91a
1.15b

1.83*
1.01a*
1.29b*

Stookey et
al., 2001
(35)

5783 M/F;
20-59y

FR

2.55b,d

2.57b,d,γ

Westerter
pPlantenga
et al.,
1996 (36)

68 F; 33 y

FD

Dietary ED 0.2
kcal/g lower in
weight loss
maintainers
compared to
individuals
who have
never been
overweight
and 0.4 kcal/g
lower
compared to
overweight
individuals

Dietary ED 0.1
kcal/g lower
in weight loss
maintainers
compared to
individuals
who have
never been
overweight
and ~0.2
kcal/g lower
compared to
overweight
individualsa,b
Dietary ED
[kJ/g]
associated
with increased
odds of
overweight
(OR = 1.06)b,d
OB women
consumed a
greater
proportion of
total energy
from high-ED
foods [>3.6
kcal/g] (24 vs
13%) and a
lower
proportion of
energy from
low-ED foods
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[<1.8 kcal/g]
(24 vs 38%)
compared to
NO womena
Yao et al.,
2003 (37)

130 M/F;
35-49y

FD

Dietary ED not
associated
with body fat
percentage

Iqbal et
al., 2006
(26)

1762
(862M /
900F); 45y

FD

0.93a

0.87a*

Saquib et
al., 2008
(34)

2718 F;
53y

FR

1.41

1.57*

Dietary ED
0.06 kcal/g
higher in
normal-weight
compared to
OB men and
womena
Dietary ED
0.16 kcal/g
lower in
normal-weight
compared to
overweight
and OB
women

ED, energy density; F, female; FD, food diary; FFQ. Food frequency questionnaire; FR,
food recall; M, male; NO, non-obese (BMI < 30 kg/m2); OB, obese; WC, waist
circumference.
a

All foods and beverages included.

b
c

All foods and beverages except water included.

d
γ

All foods and energy-containing beverages included.

Only limited energy-containing beverages included.

BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2

*Significantly different from normal-weight, P ≤ 0.05
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Table 3. Longitudinal associations between weight change and dietary energy density
calculated with and without the inclusion of beverages.
Reference

Population
Age
Follow-up

Diet
assessment
method

Normal-weight (BMI < 25)

BesRastrollo
et al.,
2008 (90)

50026 F
24-44y
8y

FFQ

Weight gain
associated
with increase
in dietary ED;
1.0 kg greater
wt gain in
quintile of
largest ED
increase
compared to
ED decrease
(1.0 kcal/g vs 0.1 kcal/g)

Du et al.,
2009 (38)

89432 M/F
20-78y
6.5y

FFQ

BL dietary ED
[kcal/g]
associated
with ∆Wt (β =
0.03 kg/yr)

Greene et
al., 2006
(39)

74 M/F 50y
2y

FD

Iqbal et
al., 2006
(26)

1762 M/F
30-60y
5y

FD

Romaguer
a et al.,

48631 M/F
50y

FFQ

Food only

Beverages
included
Weight gain
associated
with increase
in dietary ED;
1.6 kga and
0.7 kgb
greater wt
gain in
quintile of
largest ED
increase
compared to
ED decrease
(1.0 kcal/g vs
-0.1 kcal/g) in
nonobese and
obese

Overweight and obese (BMI
≥ 25)
Beverages
Food only
included
Weight gain
associated
with increase
in dietary ED;
3.7 kg
(overweight)
and 3.9 kg
(obese) greater
wt gain in
quintile of
largest ED
increase
compared to
no change in
ED (≈ 1.0
kcal/g vs ≈ 0
kcal/g)
BL dietary ED
[kcal/g]
associated
with ∆Wt (β =
-0.1 kg/yr)
BL dietary ED
correlated with
∆Wt (r =
0.24)

BL dietary
ED [kJ/g]
associated
with ∆Wt in
women (β = 0.12 kg/yr);
no
association in
mena

BL dietary ED
[kcal/g]

BL dietary
ED [kJ/g]
associated
with ∆Wt
in
overweight
(β = 0.14
kg/yr) and
obese
women (β =
0.28kg/yr);
no effect
modificatio
n by BMI
in mena
No effect
modification
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2010 (40)

5.5y

Savage et
al., 2008
(41)

168 F
24-47y
6y

Vergnaud
et al.,
2009 (42)

2707 M/F
35-60y
6y

Lindstrom
et al.,
2006 (44)γ

500 M/F
40-64y
3y

associated
with ∆waist
circumference
for a given
BMI in
nonobese and
obese adults (β
= 0.12cm)

by BMI

FD

∆Wt 0.65
kg/yr greater
in highest
compared to
lowest tertile
of dietary ED
(≥1.85 kcal/g
vs ≤ 1.5
kcal/g) in
nonobese and
obese adults

No effect
modification
by BMI

FD

∆Wt not
associated
with BL
dietary ED or
∆ED

FD

∆Wt not
associated
with BL
dietary ED or
∆EDa

∆Wt 0.16
kg/yr greater
in highest vs
lowest tertile
of BL dietary
ED (1.6 kcal/g
vs 1.2 kcal/g)

∆Wt not
associated
with BL
dietary EDa

∆Wt 0.43
kg/yr lower in
tertile of
largest
decrease in
dietary ED
compared to
tertile of
increased
dietary ED (0.26 kcal/g vs
0.11 kcal/g)

∆Wt 0.42
kg/yr lower
in tertile of
largest
decrease in
dietary ED
compared
to tertile of
increased
dietary EDa

Weight loss
0.73 kg/yr
greater in
lowest vs
highest
quartile of
mean
dietary ED
during
follow-up
(<0.8 kcal/g
vs >1.0
kcal/g)c
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Ledikwe
et al.,
2007 (43)γ

657 M/F
≥25y
6mo

FR

Weight loss
associated
with decrease
in dietary ED
[kcal/g] (β =
2.2 kg); 3.5 kg
greater wt loss
in tertile of
largest ED
decrease
compared to
terile of
greatest ED
increase (-0.9
kcal/g vs 0.2
kcal/g) in nonobese and
obese

BL, baseline; ED, energy density; F, female; FD, food diary; FFQ, food frequency
questionnaire; FR, food recall; M, male; ∆ED, EDpost - EDpre; Wt, weight; ∆Wt, Wtpost Wtpre
a

All foods and beverages included.

b

All foods and energy-containing beverages included.

c

All foods and beverages except water included.

γ

Longitudinal analysis combining all groups within a randomized trial.
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Table 4. Randomized controlled trials of ≥ 1 mo in duration examining effects of
reducing dietary energy density (ED) on body weight change in adults.1
Reference

Population

Duration

Intervention

∆ED
(kcal/g)

∆Weight
(kg)

Energy restriction recommended
de Oliveira
et al., 2008
(96)

n = 49 nonobese &
obese F

7 wk

Random assignment to 1 of
3 groups:
Apple: Add 3 apples/d to
usual diet
Pear: Add 3 pears/d to
usual diet
Oat: Add 3 oat cookies/d
to usual diet

Apple: -0.2a
Pear: -0.3a
Oat: +1.0b

Apple: -1.3a
Pear: -2.2a
Oat: -0.7b

Ledikwe et
al., 2007
(43)

n = 658;
non-obese
& obese
M/F

6 mo

Random assignment to 1 of
2 weight loss interventions:
Cntrl: 1 weight loss
education session
RF: Extensive reduced fat
diet counseling
RF+D: Extensive reduced
fat diet and
DASH diet
counseling

Cntrl: -0.2a
RF:
-0.3a
RF+D: -0.6b

Cntrl: -1.1a
RF:
-5.1b
RF+D: -6.1b

Raynor et
al., 2012
(89)

n = 29;
non-obese
& obese
M/F

3 mo

Random assignment to 1 of
3 interventions:
LE+LF: Low kcal + low fat
diet education
LED+LE+LF: Low-ED +
low kcal + low
fat diet
intervention

LE+LF: -0.7
LED+LE+LF:
-0.7*

LE+LF: -7.7a
LED+LE+LF:
-5.7b

Rolls et al.,
2005 (86)

n = 200;
non-obese
& obese
M/F

12 mo

Random assignment to 1 of
4 interventions during
weight loss (6 mo) & weight
loss maintenance (6 mo)
Cntrl: No additional
intervention
S1: Eat 1 servings/d of
low-ED soup
S2: Eat 2 servings/d of
low-ED soup
HS: Eat 2 servings/d of
high-ED snacks

6 mo
C: -0.5a
S1: -0.6b
S2: -0.8c
HS: -0.2d

6 mo
C: -9.0a
S1: -7.9ab
S2: -7.6ab
HS: -6.1b

12 mo
C: -0.3a
S1: -0.5b
S2: -0.6b
HS: -0.1c

12 mo
C: -8.1a
S1: -6.1ab
S2: -7.2a
HS: -4.8b

Random assignment to 1 of
3 weight loss maintenance
interventions:
Cntrl: 35% of energy from
fat

Cntrl: 02,a
LF: -0.7b
HF: +0.3a

Cntrl: +3.8
LF: +2.2
HF: +2.5

Weight loss maintenance
Due et al.,
2008 (104)

n = 106
non-obese
& obese
M/F

6 mo
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LF: 20-30% of energy
from fat
HF: 35-45% of energy
from fat
Lowe et al.,
2008 (93)

n = 103
non-obese
& obese
M/F

14 wk

Random assignment to 1 of
3 weight loss maintenance
interventions:
CB: received cognitive
behavior therapy
SM: received enhanced self
monitoring
training
SM+ED: received ESM +
low-ED diet
education

CB:
0.13,a
SM:
-0.1a
SM+ED: 0.4b,*

CB:
-2.9%
SM:
-2.4%
SM+ED: -2.7%

No recommendation to restrict energy intake
Bray et al,
2002 (106)

n = 36;
non-obese
& obese M

9 mo

Random assignment to 1 of
3 interventions; all food
provided throughout:
Cntrl: 33% energy from fat
FR: Fat reduced diet, 25%
energy from fat
FS: Fat substituted diet,
25% energy from
fat + 33 g/d Olestra

Cntrl: 0
FR: -0.1
FS: -0.2

Cntrl: -3.8
FR: -1.8
FS:
-6.3

Ello-Martin
et al., 2007
(83)

n = 71
obese F

12 mo

Random assignment to 1 of
2 groups: counseled to
reduce dietary ED by:
LF: Reducing dietary fat
intake
LF+FV: Reducing dietary
fat intake +
increasing fruit &
vegetable intake

LF:
-0.36a
LF+FV: -0.41b

LF:
-6.4a
LF+FV: -7.9b

Raben et
al., 2002
(85)

n = 41
non-obese
M/F

10 wk

Random assignment to 1 of
2 groups incorporating, into
habitual diets, beverages
and foods containing:
Asp: Aspartame
Suc: Sucrose

Asp: -0.23,a
Suc: 0.0b

Asp: -1.0a
Suc: +1.6b

Raynor et
al., 2012
(89)

n = 29;
non-obese
& obese
M/F

3 mo

Random assignment to 1 of
3 interventions:
LED: Low-ED education
(no energy
energy restriction
recommendation)
LE+LF: Low kcal + low fat
diet education

LED: -0.9
LE+LF: -0.7*

LED: -9.3a
LE+LF: -7.7a
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Roy et al.,
2002 (105)

n = 15 nonobese &
obese F

10-12 wk

Random assignment to 1 of
3 interventions; all food
provided throughout:
Cntrl: 40% energy from fat
FR: Fat reduced diet, 31%
energy from fat
FS: Fat substituted diet,
31% energy from
fat + 30 g/d Olestra

Cntrl: 0a
FR: -0.3b
FS: -0.7b

Cntrl: -2.5a
FR: -3.0a
FS:
-5.0b

Saquib et
al., 2008
(34)

n = 2718
non-obese
& obese F

4y

Random assignment to 1 of
2 groups:
Cntrl: Received print
education materials
FV: Counseled to follow a
high fiber, fruit
& vegetable, and low
fat diet

C: +0.05a
FV: -0.2b

C: +1.4
FV: +1.8

Saris et al.,
2000 (87)

n = 398
obese M/F

6 mo

Random assignment to 1 of
3 groups:
Cntrl: Diet of typical
macronutrient content
LF+SC: Low-fat + high
simple-CHO diet LF+CC:
Low-fat + high complexCHO diet

C:
-0.06a
LF+SC: -0.10b
LF+CC: -0.18c

C:
+0.8a
LF+SC: -0.9b
LF+CC: -1.8b

WesterterpPlantenga
et al., 1998
(88)

n = 40 nonobese M/F

6 mo

Restrained (R) and
unrestrained (UR) eaters
randomly assigned to:
RF: Reduced-fat diet
FF: Full-fat diet

RF-R: -0.1
RF-UR: -0.1
FF-R: +0.1
FF-UR: +0.1

RF-R: -1.5
RF-UR: -0.2
FF-R: +0.2
FF-UR: +1.8

1

CHO, carbohydrate; DASH, Dietary Approached to Stop Hypertension; ED, energy
density; F, female; M, male. Within a column, means not sharing a superscript are
significantly different,
2
Baseline ED not provided.
3
Energy-containing beverages included in ED calculation.
*
Significance not altered by inclusion or exclusion of energy-containing beverages in ED
calculation.
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Figure 1. Plot of crossover studies examining effect of reducing energy density
through addition of non-caloric beverages to meals on ad libitum energy intake. Ref.
a
(115), b(116), c(117), d(56). ¥Small beverage portion compared to large beverage portion.
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Figure 2. Plot of crossover studies examining effect of reducing dietary energy
density on total daily energy intake over A) 1-3 d, and B) 3 d – 3 wk. Total daily
energy intake (TDEI) and dietary energy density (ED) were extracted for each study.
Difference in TDEI (ΔTDEI) was calculated by subtracting TDEI during the highest ED
condition (TDEIHED) from TDEI during the lowest ED condition or from TDEI during an
intermediate ED condition. Percent difference in TDEI (%ΔTDEI) was calculated as
(ΔTDEI/TDEIHED • 100). Difference in dietary ED (ΔED) was calculated by subtracting
the ED of the total diet during the highest ED condition (EDHED) from the ED of the total
diet during the lowest or intermediate ED condition. Percent difference in ED (%ΔED)
was calculated as (ΔED/EDHED • 100). ♦, non-obese; ●, obese; ■, non-obese and obese.
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5.6.1 Changes in Fecal Vitamin K Content are Associated with the Gut Microbiota
J Philip Karl, Xueyan Fu, Xiaoxin Wang, Yufeng Zhao, Jian Shen, Chenhong Zhang,
Edward Saltzman, Liping Zhao, Sarah L Booth
Presented at: Experimental Biology 2015
Emerging evidence suggests novel cardiometabolic roles for bacterially-synthesized
vitamin K forms known as menaquinones (MK-n). Though gut bacteria synthesize MKn, relationships between gut microbiota composition, MK-n biosynthesis, and
cardiometabolic health have not been examined. To examine these relationships, MK-n
and microbiota composition were measured in fecal samples collected from 77 Chinese
adults (41 ± 7 y, BMI 32 ± 2 kg/m2) during a 23-wk diet intervention previously shown to
alter gut microbiota composition and improve cardiometabolic health. Variability in
fecal MK-n content was associated with gut microbiota composition, and longitudinal
changes in the relative abundance of > 100 phylotypes were associated with altered fecal
content of ≥ 1 individual MK-n. The strongest and most consistent relationships were
between Prevotella spp. and MK-5, -11 -12, and -13, between Bacteroides spp. and MK9 and -10, and between Eschericia/Shigella spp. and MK-8. Baseline fecal MK-9 content
was inversely associated with BMI (r = -.30, P = 0.05) and HOMA-IR (r = -.37, P =
0.01). No other cross-sectional or longitudinal associations between fecal MK-n and
cardiometabolic health biomarkers were observed. Findings suggest that variability in
fecal MKn content is associated with the gut microbiota, and that diet-mediated changes
in gut microbiota composition may alter gut MK-n content. The implications for human
health merit further investigation.
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5.6.2 Dietary glycemic index does not influence adaptation of resting energy
expenditure during weight loss.
J. Philip Karl, Ernst J. Schaefer, Paul Fuss, Sai Krupa Das, Edward Saltzman, Susan B.
Roberts
Presented at: Experimental Biology, 2014
It has been suggested that low glycemic index (GI) diets may help prevent weight regain
following weight loss by attenuating the decline in energy expenditure that is associated
with lower body weight. To determine the independent impact of dietary GI on resting
energy expenditure (REE) during and after weight loss, 79 overweight and obese adults
(mean ± SD; 56 ± 6 y, BMI 33 ± 2 kg/m2) were randomized to 1 of 4 provided diets
differing in fat proportion (15% or 30% of energy) and GI (low, 55 or high, 88), but
matched for protein and fiber contents. Food was first provided at 67% of measured
weight maintenance requirements for 12 wk, then at 100% of requirements for 5 wk.
Body composition and measured REE (mREE) were determined at baseline, 12 wk and
17 wk. Predicted REE (pREE) at 12 wk and 17 wk was calculated from age, sex, fat mass
(FM) and fat free mass (FFM) based on a regression model developed from baseline data
(R2 = 0.91, p < 0.001). Measured decreases in body weight, FM, FFM and REE over 17
wk did not differ significantly by dietary fat or GI. In the combined-cohort, mREE was
56 ± 89 kcal/d and 44 ± 108 kcal/d lower than pREE at 12 wk (p < 0.001) and 17 wk (p <
0.01), respectively, but did not differ by dietary fat or GI-level (12 wk: p = 0.51, 17 wk: p
= 0.83). Dietary GI does not appear to attenuate the reduction in REE associated with
weight loss when potentially confounding factors such as dietary protein level are
controlled.
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5.6.3 Menaquinones content of human serum and feces
J. Philip Karl, Xueyan Fu, Edward Saltzman, Simin N. Meydani Mohsen Meydani,
Junaidah B. Barnett, Sarah L. Booth
Presented at: Experimental Biology 2013

Bacterially-synthesized menaquinones (MKn) may contribute to vitamin K (VK)
nutriture. There are limited data on interindividual variability in endogenous MK
synthesis and its relation to circulating forms of VK. Serum and fecal VK concentrations
were assessed in 13 healthy adults (45-65 yr) consuming a standardized diet for 14 d.
Phylloquinone (PK), MK4 and MK6-MK13 concentrations were measured by HPLC in
fasting serum collected on day 8 and 72 hr-fecal homogenates collected days 8-10.
LC/MS was used to confirm individual MKn. PK, the primary dietary form, comprised
only 6 ± 3% of total fecal VK content (fecal PK [mean ± SD]; 0.45 ± 0.17 μg/g dry wt),
and was not correlated with serum PK concentrations (1.85 ± 0.89 pmol/L). No MKn
were detected in serum. MK4 and MK6-MK12 were detected in all, and MK13 in 7 fecal
homogenates. Mean fecal MKn concentrations ranged from 0.17 ± 0.05 μg/g dry wt for
MK4 to 4.95 ± 2.30 μg/g dry wt for MK10, with MK10 comprising 63 ± 19% of total
fecal MKn content. Based on fecal contents, we conclude that the majority of MKn
isoprenologues are present in the human colon, but with evidence of interindividual
variation despite 10 d of diet standardization. The clinical implications of these findings,
and the role of MKn in supporting VK nutriture are yet to be determined. Funded by a
grant from General Mills and USDA contract #58-1950-7-707.
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5.6.4 A review of dietary energy density and obesity
J. Philip Karl and Susan B. Roberts
Presented at: Experimental Biology 2012

The role of dietary energy density (ED) in energy intake regulation and weight
management remains controversial. Relationships between ED, energy intake and body
weight were determined in a review of pertinent studies examining the effects of ED on
energy intake (EI) and/or body weight in non-elderly adults. Sixty-nine relevant studies
in which effects of ED could be separated from other putative determinants of energy
regulation including dietary fiber were identified. Observational studies generally report
positive associations between dietary ED and BMI, risk for overweight/obesity or weight
gain. Short-term clinical trials consistently demonstrate that decreasing preload,
individual meal or 24-h dietary ED results in a reduction in EI proportional to the
magnitude of the reduction in ED. Longer-term (>1 mo) randomized clinical trials
suggest that reducing the ED of diets consumed ad libitum may promote modest weight
loss; however, based on very limited available studies, ED modification may have no
additional weight loss benefit when recommended in conjunction with an energy
restricted diet. In summary, a substantial body of evidence demonstrates that short-term
decreases in ED promote reductions in EI, but the extent to which low ED diets facilitate
weight loss or prevent weight gain remains undetermined. Further studies are needed to
elucidate the role of ED in long-term weight management.

